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To start off with I’d like you to very briefly introduce yourself, who you are, what
you’ve done.

I’m Steve Furber. I’m Professor of Computer Engineering at the University of
Manchester in the School of Computer Science. And I’ve done various things. Do
you want a potted life history at this point?

I think it would be a good place to perhaps put a short one in.

So I was born and brought up in Manchester. My parents moved to Marple when I
was eighteen months old and lived there ever since until their recent deaths. I went to
Rosehill County Primary School in Marple and from there I went on to Manchester
Grammar School and then Cambridge. I spent ten years in the University of
Cambridge as an undergraduate, part three maths, PhD and then as a research fellow
at Emanuel College. And then joined Acorn Computers in 1981 and had a hand in the
development of the BBC micro and the ARM microprocessor. I moved to
Manchester in August 1990 and I’ve been here ever since.

[01:25]

Thank you, that’s ideal. When were you actually born?
I was born on March 21st 1953.

Whereabouts?

I was – I believe I was born in Withington Hospital but at that time my parents lived
in Old Trafford, in Lyndham Avenue, if I have got that right.

What did your parents actually do?
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My father was an engineer in heat transfer and when I was born he was actually on the
staff at Manchester College of Science and Technology, which later became UMIST.
He was on the staff at UMIST until the late ‘50s when he joined the nascent nuclear
power industry and worked for The Nuclear Power Group for the rest of his career.
TNPG later on merged with other components of the nuclear industry and became the
National Nuclear Corporation but he was there until he retired in the early ‘80s. My
mother trained as a physiotherapist and indeed it was in her role as a physiotherapist
that she met my father. He had a dickey knee from some sports injury, which she
treated, and I guess I’m the result of a dodgy knee. She later in my teens retrained as
a maths teacher and spent her later working life teaching maths in a local secondary
school.

[03:20]

Could we talk about each of them in a little more detail, perhaps starting with your
father? What was his name?

My father was christened Benjamin Neil Furber. And to my great confusion in my
early years, he was known to all his immediate family as Neil, his second name, but
for some reason my mother had never liked this and he was known to my mother and
to all his professional colleagues as Ben. And so whenever we met up with relatives
on his side of the family and they called him Neil, I found this very confusing. He
was born into a family, many of whom were Cheshire farmers in the dairy industry.
His father was a cheese factor, which is a sort of cheese middleman who would buy
cheese from the manufacturers and sell it onto the shops. And as far as I can tell, a
reasonably comfortably off middle class activity. And my father, as a professional
engineer throughout his working life, likewise was always, you know, not rich but
comfortably off. And as with many people who grew up during the Second World
War, they knew how to be careful with money and so he was never in a particularly
difficult financial position that I was aware of.

If I were to meet him what sort of chap would he be?
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Well, the first thing is physically he’s quite like me, okay, so many of his colleagues
recognise me without having met me before because there’s more than a passing
physical resemblance, although I have to say at the point of his death, which was last
year, he had more hair than I have now [laughs]. So he was about the same height as
me, just around six foot or slightly under, with a fairly large head, so my hat size is at
the higher end of the distribution. What else? How else would one describe him?

What was his personality like?

Personality? Erm … he was – as an engineer he was very practical, so he liked
making things. In his earlier years he’d done a lot of work on rebuilding cars and he
did his own car maintenance until – for quite a long time. And he built furniture at
home. In fact when he retired he took up woodcarving and turning as a hobby and he
produced very large amounts of woodwork until he’d – which he sold, mainly for
charity through the local church fair - until he’d saturated the local market, as he put it
[laughs] with his wood products. He was I think a fairly typical father for the post
war years in that he went off to work early and arrived home quite late and so as
children we didn’t see a great deal of him during the working week. And so, you
know, we had far more dealings with my mother than with my father, but I guess that
was fairly typical of those times. He was reasonably strict, I would say, in terms of
his approach. And certainly he liked his authority to be respected, I think it’s fair to
say. But he also had a good sense of fun and when he was at home at weekends, or
particularly on holiday, he would play with us energetically when we were very
young. He was very keen that we participate in sport. He was a tennis player through
to his early eighties. I’m afraid I never quite equalled his sporting stamina. And
generally highly supportive. I think my parents were very, erm, supportive of the way
I proceeded through school and university. They never – they never applied undue
influence in terms of my decisions as to what I wanted to do, so they saw it as my
decision. So for example, when I decided to stay on at Cambridge and take a PhD,
my father, who himself had a PhD from Manchester Tech, did point out to me that,
you know, if I was thinking of an industrial career then a PhD was probably not a
good investment because you had to live on next to nothing during the PhD and it
didn’t necessarily advance your position if you then moved to industry afterwards.
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But on the other hand when I’d decided I wanted to do one anyway he was not
unhappy. It would have been a bit difficult for him to have objected since he’d done
one himself. So I think in terms of the decisions we took progressing through life,
they were – they were happy to give advice but not too forceful.

How much did you know about your father’s work when you were a child?

Hmm … I don’t think we knew a great deal about what he did. I got to know more of
it later in life. In fact I spent a couple of periods of time with temporary jobs at
TNPG, working with some of his colleagues. And of course working with your
father’s colleagues is always interesting because you pick up gossip that somehow
never finds its way home. So I remember, I worked with Jim Davidson, who was one
of Dad’s closer friends at TNPG, who led a maths group and one of Jim’s comments
about my father – Jim really liked his food. He said, ‘Ben thinks that eating is a
thermodynamic process’ [laughs], which I found quite entertaining.

[10:50]

You talked a bit about your father but what was your mother like?

My mother was from Yorkshire. She came from probably a considerably harder
background than my father. Her father had been in the navy in the First World War
and I’m not sure – I’m not entirely sure what he did as a job. I have this feeling he
was a carpet salesman but I’m not sure. But he certainly didn’t – he died quite young
and so my mother was – and her sister were brought up by my grandmother in fairly
difficult circumstances, I think, in Hebden Bridge in Yorkshire. So my mother
worked as a physiotherapist and met my father through that in Derby. They were both
in Derby. I’m not sure I know which year exactly this is [laughs]. I know they
married after the Second World War. I don’t know if they met during it or just at the
end of it but it was about that time. My father was born in 1922 so he was seventeen
at the outset of the war. And he didn’t do military service during the war, he was – at
the beginning of the war he was too young, but he did work at Rolls Royce in Derby
and did some work on aero engine development. He worked on jet engine
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compressors, that must have been in the latter years of the war. And my mother was
working there and that’s where they met. And I think my mother’s educational
aspirations were somewhat frustrated by the financial position in the house. I think
she would have gone to university but the family couldn’t afford it and she trained as
a physiotherapist in lieu of doing what she actually wanted to do, which is probably
why later in life when things eased up a bit she went back and retrained as a teacher.
She – she had one sister, Enid. My mother’s name was Margaret. She was born –
Margaret Schofield, that’s right, yes [laughs]. And had one sister. My mother was
the elder of the two. She did speak from time to time about a brother that had not
lived very long after birth, that died very young, and that I think I might be named
after, though I may have got that wrong. But anyway, they were brought up, the two
of them – my mother was a very keen hockey player at school. They had quite a hard
hockey team, I think, in Hebden Bridge and she very much enjoyed her hockey so we
heard quite a lot about that as we were growing up. She did play tennis a bit but
stopped, didn’t carry on anything like as long as Father. What they both really
enjoyed was walking. Living in Marple on the edge of the Peak District, they could
easily go out into the hills and they did this, I would say, most weekends while father
was working and once he’d retired twice a week they were going out with the local
ramblers. And they’d walk five, ten mile walks. And again they were both enjoying
this while their health held up until – which in both cases was until they were in their
eighties.

Could you tell me a little bit more about your mother’s personality? What was she
like to meet?

My mother? I don’t know. It’s hard to characterise one’s mother. I mean, she was
very dedicated to her children, so – a very loving mother in a slightly sort of tough
Yorkshire way, okay, I don’t know if that makes sense, in that – in that her feelings
would not be expressed in sort of too many cuddles and certainly not too often in
public, but there was no doubt that the children were high on – well, at the top of her
list of priorities. And she was fairly strict, I suppose, certainly by today’s standards.
And of course, in the time of our upbringing, normal modes of punishment were
physical and fast. There was no strong objection to physical punishment of children
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in those days and so a clip around the ear was common treatment for mild
misbehaviour.

[16:30]

But, erm, she was a woman of reasonably strong independent views. Both my
parents, I think, had strong views. They didn’t argue much at all. They had slightly
different political leanings. So I think my mother was by upbringing a sort of – a
Labour supporter and my father was a bit more Liberal, as it was then. Neither of
them had much time for Tories [laughs], a trait which I’ve probably picked up from
them [laughs].

Do you think you picked up any other traits from them?

Oh, I’m sure I have. I think – if you look at how children develop then what you see
is – you can kind of see it as a blend of sort of traits which are passed on through –
genetically or through nurture and of course the opposite is the reaction against the
things that you see in your parents that you don’t like. So you’re always a mixture of
positive and negative reactions to your parents, either consciously or unconsciously.
And – but of course you’re brought up in a different era from them. So I didn’t live
through the wartime periods of having to manage on very little, so I don’t think I’ve
ended up completely like either of them, though as I say the similarities between my
father and me are very noticeable. I think – particularly the physical similarities.
There are some physical differences. My father was a very good singer and I’m not.
He sang – both my parents sang in the church choir till – well, till the end really, until
they could not stand up anymore. My singing has been notable only for its poor
quality.

Were they religious?

Yes. They both supported the local congregational church, as it was, when I was
young and sang in the choir. I wouldn’t – I would say that my father was probably the
more committed to the church. They were not religious in the sense of it standing out
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in the home. So the home was – we were not obliged to say grace before meals,
although when we visited family this was often more obvious. But they were both
very strong supporters of the local church, the congregational church, which later
became URC, as they did, yeah.

URC, sorry?

United Reform Church. And I’m trying to remember – I think the URC was formed
as a merger of the congregational and Presbyterian churches sometime after my teens,
I think, or in my late teens. So that would put it about – in the ‘70s, I would guess.

Did you go to church yourself?

I was taken to church by my parents before my teenage years, as Sunday School was
obligatory up to the age of twelve. I then rebelled in the normal style as soon as I was
allowed not to go, which was basically when we were old enough to be left at home.
Then I stopped going, but fairly soon after that I started going to a local Crusader
class, which was alright because it was my choice [laughs] and I’ve been a Christian
and a member of a church pretty much – well, continuously since my early teens.

You said that you picked up some personality traits from both your parents. You
didn’t mention what they were. Could you give me one or two examples?

It’s quite a difficult thing to analyse. I think … My father was quite happy to argue in
a sort of logical way with anybody about almost anything, particularly politics, of
course, he was – but also his – right through his retirement he was very keen on the
energy position and he would give talks to the local progress group on the energy
position. Of course he’d spent his career in one side of the energy position and I
think he grew up – he – towards the end of his life he became extremely concerned
that humanity was becoming completely unrealistic about the global energy position.
And I think I’m probably a bit like that, that there are issues that I like to discuss
where I think in some sense we’re globally getting things wrong. I’ve probably
inherited some of his interest in energy and the problems we face. And also I’m quite
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happy to argue about things without – with the argument always staying at the kind of
logical level. But father always enjoyed a good argument, particularly if there was a
bit of disagreement. My mother was alright with it as long as it didn’t start getting
personal. If people started getting upset then she told them to shut up basically
[laughs], which didn’t usually work. And I think I’m probably a bit like this.

You mentioned we quite a few times, we grew up. Did you have any siblings?

Yes. So I’m the middle of three children, the other two being girls, or sisters. So my
elder sister Anne was just over two years older than me and my younger sister Mary is
two and a half years younger than me.

[23:40]

And where did you actually grow up?

Where did we grew up? Well, when I was born my parents lived in Old Trafford but
then when I was eighteen months they moved to Marple, to Clifton Drive, which is
right on the edge of Marple. It’s a cul-de-sac on a hill next to the Rosehill railway
line. So the railway line was at the bottom of our garden, in a cutting so not too noisy.
And the house was in a cul-de-sac, which was very useful. It meant we could play
reasonably safely in the road. And it was a hill, which meant that unpropelled
wheeled vehicles would go down very nicely. So we spent a lot of time in the road on
bicycles and on jiggers, they were called. I think most people call them go-karts.
And because this was a hill you could drag it up to the top and then just sit on it and
go down the hill at ever increasing speed and worry about what to do at the bottom
when you got there. We had friends, other families, who lived in the road, so there
were friends nearby. So there was quite a good community living down this little
road.

What was your house like?
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The house we moved to when I was eighteen months was one my mother and father
had designed. And it was in a plot, I think about a quarter of an acre plot, left by a
builder who’d developed most of the road pre war, in the ‘30s, and then gone bust, I
think. And so there were a few plots leftover and my parents bought one of these and
built a house. The builder that built the house went bust before he’d finished so it was
all slightly messy, I think. But it was a four bedroomed detached house, so quite
comfortable. My bedroom was very small. Whether you’d call it a bedroom today
I’m not sure, but you could fit a bed in it just about. My grandmother – my mother’s
mother lived with us, so she had a kind of purpose designed room in the house with a
fire and a wash basin. I don’t think en-suites had been invented then. But she had
this room where she could live reasonably independently. And her popularity was
guaranteed by her having the only television in the house most of the time, well until
– at least until our teens. So we were given licenses to go and watch half an hour’s
TV with Granny, regulated to half an hour a day, but there wasn’t that much on TV in
those days, so … [Laughs] Yeah, so I had the small bedroom. My two sisters shared a
larger bedroom and my parents had their bedroom. So it was not a particularly large
house by today’s standards. If you say four bed detached today you’d usually expect
something much bigger. Of course the time they built it, which was 1954, the
legislation imposed a maximum floor area for a new house, which was I think – I’m
going to get this wrong but I think it was something like 1450 square feet. So that’s
what defined the size of the house as built. They built it with an attached garage,
which was designed so that you could easily build on top of the garage if ever you
wanted to, but they never did, so … [Laughs]

[27:50]

You mentioned that your grandmother had the only TV in the house. Was there any
particular reason for that?

I don’t think my parents thought televisions were particularly important and one was
clearly enough. And, as I say, it did have the merit that as children we liked to go
spend a bit of time with Granny, sit with her and watch the television, and that I think
probably helped integrate her into home life. I don’t know how much this was
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thought through, to be quite honest, but I mean, we are talking late 1950s so I think
there were just the two channels, weren’t there, BBC and ITV then. It was black and
white. We were regulated as to how much we could watch, that was house rules.
There were still things that I very much enjoyed. I was particularly hooked on the
Jerry and Sylvia Anderson puppet shows. If –I think some of them have come back.
This was before the days of Thunderbirds. But the one that always captured my
imagination was Fireball XL5, so – I loved that. And what’s really interesting of
course is that – of course the TV was black and white but I remember it in colour
[laughs]. And just occasionally they show repeats and they were definitely made in
black and white. Now there was supporting material, so I had a Fireball XL5 Airfix
kit. I don’t know if it was made by Airfix but, you know, a plastic kit you glued
together. And of course that was painted in full colour and I think there were
children’s comics that ran Fireball XL5 stories as well and they probably had colour,
so probably the colour was painted in after the event.

Thunderbirds I remember but Fireball XL5 I’m not familiar with. What was it about?

Well, Fireball XL5 is a space adventure programme. Fireball XL5 itself is the name
of the rocket ship, which started at Space City. Space City was a large skyscraper
building with – cross shaped, which rotated, for some non obvious reason. Fireball
XL5 would sit on the trolley on a railway track and then it would accelerate with all
these fireworks going off at the back, in classic Jerry and Sylvia Anderson style, and
then it would go down this railway track, which then went up a hill and at the top of
this it would fly off the end, still going nothing like fast enough to get anywhere but
somehow it still went up, like Thunderbird 2. You remember, Thunderbird 2 would –

That was the big fat one, wasn’t it?

The big fat one that would get off the ground at completely unrealistic speeds but it
didn’t matter. And the trolley that ran along the rail track fell away in a very dramatic
– with the fireworks still sort of spitting out at the back. And then this thing would
head off into space. It was manned by Steve Zodiac and Robert the Robot. And the
love interest was called Venus, who was a very pretty puppet, and the science was
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provided from the back by Professor Matthew Matic. Yes, you may pull faces
[laughs]. But I thought it was great. And there were a lot of things they – you know,
it was classic Jerry and Sylvia Anderson because – you know, people are quite hard to
do with puppetry but machines are much easier and so you have lots of machines to
keep the interest. And the front nose of Fireball XL5 was separated and was the
landing bit and that was called Fireball Junior and there’d be lots more fireworks and
smoke. And most of the time they’d get around on little sort of jet scooters, which of
course again avoids the difficult task of having them walk, which is always tricky
with puppets [laughs].

What did you like about the programme?

I don’t know. It was – it just went into mysterious places and met the sort of oddest
creatures you could create that would operate off bits of string. And, you know, the
goodies always won. And I think I liked the machinery. I liked – just as my father
was an engineer, I’ve always liked machines and imaging how they might work and
then watching them do things.

[33:00]

Did you have much other technology around the house?

Erm, no. The house wasn’t – there wasn’t much technology to have around the house
in those days. I was very interested, particularly in my teens, in model aircraft.
Flying has been a sort of fairly persistent interest of mine. And so I built model
aircraft and then I got into simple radio control and with a bit of help from my physics
teacher I turned my single channel radio control into a proportional control of sorts
that never really worked. I was never very good at model aircraft so the most
important piece of equipment was the supermarket carrier bag to carry the bits home
in afterwards. So I built things like that. And I liked making things out of balsa
wood.

[34:02]
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I was – I inherited a large Meccano set from my father. That was possibly one of the
keys to my upbringing because being able to build gearboxes and things that steered
properly out of Meccano was an essential part of my home education.

I’ve always wondered, what does one actually build with Meccano?

Well, early on I used to build things that moved. So we had two clockwork motors
and you could fairly simply dress these up with some wheels and this thing would
then hurtle across the living room doing large amounts of damage to the skirting
board at the far end. So you could make things that moved quite easily. You could
build cars that had proper parallel steering, you know, where the wheels sort of turned
with a parallel movement. It was a bit harder to power those. You could actually
build gearboxes of sorts that changed by sliding – I’ve now forgotten the name of the
bit of the gearbox that moves to change the gears that engage but it’s a sort of
countershaft or something. And you can build cranes and things. In my teenage years
I built somewhat more ambitious things, particularly as my mother started training to
be a maths teacher so I built her Meccano devices that demonstrated how you could
turn circular motion into simple harmonic motion. And I built a machine that would
draw Lissajous figures by having a pen controlled in two dimensions independently
and changing the gear ratios for the two dimensions you could get it to draw different
Lissajous figures of various sorts. So you could do some reasonably challenging
things.

Were you working from plans or sort of making it up as you go along?

No, no, I – these were things I designed, as it were. Well, designed is probably too
strong a word, cobbled together. It’s somewhere between designed and cobbled
together. But I – you know, with the Lissajous figure thing, I had an idea what I was
aiming for. Meccano was good up to a point but it was not quite precisely enough
made for everything to work the way you might expect it to, so you had to make
rather large accommodations for its mechanical tolerances to get things to work
reasonably well.
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Any particular problems you remember?

Well, one of the problems was Meccano is assembled with little nuts and bolts and of
course my father’s – the Meccano I inherited is a set my father had used in his teens
so it was quite old and this may be the reason why. But, you know, in general, if you
picked a random bolt and a random nut, they wouldn’t fit together properly, but this
was easily solved by keeping the tins paired, so you found pairs that worked and then
kept them together and when you disassembled something you were careful to keep
the nut and bolt together. But also the shafts – I mean, they were not proper bearings.
They just ran in holes of roughly the right size in the metalwork. And this meant they
always had a bit of play. You could still build quite aggressive things with Meccano
if you really knew how, so there was – in the department here there’s a photograph of
a 1930s mechanical differential analyser built out of Meccano, before they got the full
commercial Metro Vickers differential analyser, and that’s an impressive piece of
Meccano done by professionals.

What do you think was the most impressive piece of Meccano you built?

I’m not sure I remember. I suspect the thing that drew these Lissajous figures was
probably the most ambitious thing I built, or perhaps – but I did that quite late. I was
doing that kind of thing because my mother wanted things for her lessons and that
gave me an objective. I’d sort of by that stage stopped building things for fun and I
was a bit older so obviously I could build somewhat more complicated things.

[38:47]

Did you have any other hobbies apart from the Meccano?

Well, the model aircraft was my main interest. So I had a number of those noisy little
model aircraft engines and the Glow motors and the diesel engines that I used to run
in the garage and make a foul smell and a horrendous noise. But I could build – you
know, I liked building balsa wood planes. As I say, I was better at the building than
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the flying. And I built related things, so I built myself a hovercraft by taking a fairly
sort of simple flat wooden box and cutting a hole in it and sticking an aero engine to
blow down through the hole. And that was quite exciting because that would skim
across the back lawn. It had the zero friction property that you expect from a
hovercraft. It wasn’t at all controlled. It just slithered where you pushed it.

You’ve always been interested with this idea of running motors. Why?

Why did I enjoy operating the aircraft? Well, the motors I was interested in because
they powered the aircraft, so I really wanted to fly the model aircraft. But … I don’t
know, there’s something about flying that’s always appealed to me, less now, I think.
I mean, now I do quite a lot of flying in the back of a boring airliner and you can have
too much of that, I think. But, you know, I flew models as a teenager. At university I
joined the university gliding club and spent a year at Duxford Aerodrome, where I
think in an entire year going out every Wednesday afternoon I racked up about fiftyfour flying minutes in about fourteen flights. And just about got to the point where I
could do – with a trainer next to me I could do the whole flight, so the trainer could sit
there and let me do the takeoff, flying around and landing. I’d just about got there.
But I decided for my final year that this cost too much time and then I went back to
model aircraft flying after university for a bit and was rather more successful. The
plane didn’t always come back in a carrier bag. I had a number of successful flights
at – I think it was Impington Village College playing fields was where the model
aircraft club met. And that really carried on a bit until I came up to Manchester. I
haven’t done much since.

Why the reason for the unsuccess? Was it you were bad at flying them or bad at
designing them and building them?

I was just not very good at flying them. I mean, early radio controlled systems were
quite difficult to handle. All you had on the transmitter was a button and you pushed
it once and you got left rudder and you pushed it a second – again and you got right
rudder. And remembering where you were in this – whilst this thing was hurling
itself around the sky was quite difficult. And probably because I was just trying to do
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it on my own and didn’t spend enough time on it to really crack it. I just never got
there.

Did you do much reading as you were growing up?

I did some reading but I wouldn’t say I did a lot. I had the usual – at least in that era,
the usual interest in Biggles for boys’ books. But I don’t remember much else.

Were there any other hobbies you enjoyed other than – they all sound quite sort of
practical to an extent, building things.

Yes, I liked making things. Well, I also – I did the Airfix kits thing. I had a model
railway in my younger years, which I think my father thought was a good thing,
young boys should have model trains. I was a bit early for the sort of Scalextrics so I
never – I had to make sure I got one of those for my daughter, ‘cause I have daughters
but no sons and so I missed out on a Scalextrics myself and felt it was necessary for
my daughters to have that. Erm … yes, so model trains. Tree climbing, that was
quite a – we lived – I had a friend who lived across the road and in the back of his
garden was a bit of sort of rough woodland and there were some good trees in there
which we used to spend quite a lot of time up really, much to my mother’s
consternation because she could just about see us. Our favourite tree, she could see us
from the kitchen window and was able to control herself, ‘cause it was probably fairly
hazardous.

[44:25]

Could you give me a little insight into what family life was like for the Furbers in the
late 1950s perhaps, early 1960s.

I – my memory is not very good of my younger years. I don’t have many clear
memories. I do know that our family holidays were fairly modestly organised. So in
my younger years we used to go to – I’m going to get this wrong, aren’t I? We used
to go to Aberdaron in North Wales and there we had a cottage and my mother’s sister
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Enid and her family went there too. They had a son and a daughter of similar age, so
there were five children on these holidays. I don’t remember much about Aberdaron
but I know we went there several years. And Anglesey and then we branched out a
bit to South Wales, you know, getting adventurous. And the family holidays were
fairly standard, looking around and sitting on the beach and building sandcastles kind
of affairs. At home we largely played out with friends, I think. So we had friends in
the road and we went round to their gardens and did whatever kids did then. I used to
like riding bikes. Well, I still ride a bike, so – I haven’t come on it today but normally
I commute by train and bike. I’ve come in the car because I have to go out to
Knutsford after this. But then I used to ride bikes for fun quite a lot … What else can
one say?

[46:25]

I was wondering if we could talk for a little bit about school. Where did you first go
to school?

My primary school, from five to ten, was Rose Hill County Primary School in
Marple, which is where my – both my sisters went. It was about a mile from home.
We used to walk there. There was a footpath along the back, starting at Seven Stiles,
it was called, and this took us most of the way from – about quarter of a mile away
from home to – close to the school, so it was a reasonably safe walk, I think. At least
it was reasonably safe until towards the end of school when some of my school
friends decided to pick on me and started beating me up on the way home, but that’s
… [Laughs] That was a minor incident, one of the ones I remember. So we went to
the local primary school, which was organised then I think pretty much as they are
now, so a teacher had a class for a year. And the primary school was quite keen on
sitting its pupils for various of the local – well, what’s the right phrase? They’re now
called independent schools but of course then the system was much more integrated
so if you passed the entrance exam the local education authority would pay for you to
go to Manchester Grammar, which was, if you like, the one most sought after at the
time, and Stockport Grammar, which was pretty much up there as well, and Cheadle
Hulme. I mean, there’s a whole range of schools in South Manchester, most of which
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still exist and are now in the independent sector, that the state schools used to aspire to
get their pupils to. That was something they were keen to do. I remember in my last
year at school I – we were all asked to prepare a project on something that interested
us and I did something on how aeroplanes fly [laughs], which is consistent with my
side interest. And in fact I came back to that at the end of my secondary school with
MGS. We were asked to do – give a talk on something we were interested in and I
gave the class a lecture on Joukowski transformations for computing the flow around
aerofoils, so still aeroplanes but slightly more advanced by then.

I was about to ask, how much do you think you understood about how aeroplanes fly
as a child?

Well, the thing I wrote at primary school wasn’t really very good. It was not quite
right. I’d get a much better idea of how it flew much later. But you see I was still
interested in how it worked even though my best guess of an explanation was not very
good at that time.

[49:43]

But I went to MGS a year young. In fact I went through MGS a year young, so I
started at ten.

Why the young start?

Because I got in and also because I – I think we had a teacher in the final year at Rose
Hill that my mother was not to keen for me to go with. I think my elder sister had
been in his class and my mother was – thought there were better ways to spend a year
than in that particular class. And so moving to MGS a year young kind of avoided …
[Laughs] I don’t think that was a particularly strong view. I mean, it was just one of
the factors. I got into MGS a year young and they were happy for me to go. So I
went through the whole of MGS a year younger than my classmates, which meant I
did my O levels at fourteen, because MGS did a four year O level in those days, and I
did my A levels at sixteen. Got my scholarship to Cambridge at sixteen and then at
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the end of school Cambridge advised me not to continue a year young, so I actually
had eighteen months off between finishing school and starting at Cambridge. At
school, partly because I was a year young but partly because I grew very late, I was
the smallest person in my year, I think, most of the way through. There was a
tradition at MGS that everybody who moved into the first year in the sixth form
became a temporary prefect while the final year sixth formers were doing their
Oxbridge exams and so on, and so I was a temporary prefect, which – MGS prefects
were known as defects and I was known as the diddy defect [laughs] on account of
my small size, which … Because my – and my voice didn’t break until after A levels,
again due to doing A levels young and my voice breaking late it was sort of – it
happened in that order. But at secondary school I, you know, struggled with Latin
and history in the first year but was obviously fairly good at maths. And the
characteristics, if you read my school reports through MGS, they get increasingly
glowing, the main reason for which, [is that] I stop doing the things I wasn’t very
good at [laughs]. So, you know, as soon as I stopped doing history the school reports
got a whole lot better.

I think I went the other way round actually [both laugh].

Yes, so I got – my strengths in maths developed through school. And so the school
was never keen to sort of hold me back because, although I wasn’t very good at a
number of subjects, I was clearly well on top of the maths and physics.

What sort of school was MGS? Can you describe it to me?

MGS was then, as it still is I think, probably the most academic boys’ school in the
Manchester area. So it’s a big school, I think about fourteen hundred pupils, with a
large sixth form, maybe 600 of those in the sixth form. So each year – the intake year,
there were seven forms and I think they were – in my day they were organised as sort
of five mainstream forms and two slightly weaker ones and the two slightly weaker
forms didn’t do Latin. They were forgiven Latin. The rest of us did Latin. We were
setted for maths and I can’t remember if we were setted for other things but we
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generally – I mean, I was in the third of the five classes for the overall balance but I
very rapidly got in the top set for maths.

[54:25]

So I had a clear leaning, right, and I’m extremely unbalanced in my overall range of
abilities, having no memory. But, you know, I really just can’t remember facts or
vocabulary or any of these other things you have to do in advanced language subjects,
but if you show me a maths theorem, you just show me it once and I’ll never forget it.

Did you actually enjoy maths as well as being good at it?

Oh yes but I think there’s positive feedback in that. I mean, I found it easy to
understand but also very interesting because of – I fairly rapidly began to appreciate
the power of maths, right, the power of maths to explain the world and to predict the
world and to describe what’s really going on in a lot of situations. So I became very
impressed with its explanatory powers and because I found it easy the two things kind
of fed off each other.

I’ve never quite understood the explanatory power of maths. I’m completely at the
other end of that scale so could you give me an example perhaps, for someone who’s
a complete duffer at this subject [laughs]?

Well, I mean, so to take one example that I looked into very early, if you want to
design an aeroplane wing you have to have some way of predicting how that wing is
going to behave when you move it through air. Now to a pretty good approximation,
I mean, the starting point is you can treat air as an inviscid incompressible fluid that
just flows uniformly over the wing. And then the – any function you can describe in
the complex plane, okay, this is the real and imaginary plane, that doesn’t have
singularities, describes a potential airflow. And then you can just take a contour of
flows in this and say that’s your wing and compute the lift that this wing is going to
generate from the function that describes the flow. And in the end you can define
aerofoils by placing a couple of singularities to get the shape of flow that you want
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inside the wing. You draw the wing around them so that there’s no singularities in the
flow. And then you can compute the lift that wing will generate, right. Now all – I
mean, the fact that the standard way this is done – in two dimensions, right, so you’re
basically assuming an infinitely long wing or you’re – if it’s a finite wing you’re
ignoring the tip effects ‘cause they’re quite complicated. But in that approximation,
the fact that any mathematical function with smooth properties represents a possible
airflow is quite an astonishing fact, okay. It’s not obvious why this should be so.
And seeing why it should be so from the properties of air sort of really captured my
mind, you know, that this was something that you could do interesting things for.
And turning an airflow into an aerofoil was a process which I’d not done for a very
long time but I seem to recall it was called Joukowski transformations, which sounds
like it’s a Polish or Russian piece of mathematics that underpins it. So that’s one
example. The – you know, my current interest is in trying to find explanations of how
the brain works and using computers to model brain activity and there – there are
perspectives on how the brain works that require you to think in very large numbers of
dimensions, okay, which you can’t do. As physical animals we live in three
dimensions with the fourth dimension of time and the geometries of a thousand
dimensional conceptual spaces are quite different from the geometries of our familiar
physical three and four dimensional space. And you need – you need the sort of
mathematics to analyse those thousand dimensional spaces where you have to leave
all your intuitions behind ‘cause they’re just wrong, okay. And the fact that you can
then get at some quite interesting properties of how you can represent information in
high dimensions again seems to me to be quite fundamental. And in most areas of
engineering we have historically made progress by a kind of suck it and see approach
but we’ve only really fundamentally transformed things when we’ve got a good
mathematical model of what’s going on, when we have a theory which explains why
boilers explode if you exceed this amount of pressure or, erm, you know, the magic of
microchip development. I mean, how is it that I can make microchips where the
features on the chips that are drawn are a fraction of the wavelength of the light that’s
used to draw them? I mean, this is – well, in the 1990s it was clearly impossible. The
general view as that you could never do this and now it’s high volume manufacture.
And the reason is because the underpinning theories have been developed. And
underpinning theories basically means turning things into mathematics. So I’ve sort
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of had a sort of growing awareness through my teens as this world opened up, that
I’ve always found very interesting.

It sounds a little bit like you’re sort of seeking to understand something and seeking to
use that knowledge to do something with it then.

Oh yes. I was always – I always leant towards the applied side of maths, so at
Cambridge – in fact the maths department – there were two, there’s – I’m going to
forget their names now, DPM2S, Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical
Statistics, I think, and DAMTP is Department of Applied Maths and Theoretical
Physics. And as an undergraduate on that course you offered – you have to take a
certain mix from both departments but as the choice increases my choice always leant
towards the applied side, fluid dynamics linked to aerodynamics, solid mechanics and
so on. So I’m a maths for engineering kind of background.

[1:01:40]

Did you have much thought at school about what you wanted to do next?

No. I – MGS as a school was very keen on – as it still is, on getting as many people
as possible into Oxbridge and I’d – my physics teacher, whom I liked and who I got
on with very well, who, you know, helped me with some of my radio controlled and
model aircraft, did at one point take me aside and said, you know, ‘Even though
you’re doing double maths and physics A level, you realise you don’t have to do
maths at university, you know. You could do physics.’ [Laughs] But I’m afraid I was
always just pointing in the direction of carrying on with the maths. And at the point
when I was thinking of universities I didn’t have any idea as to where it went beyond
degree level.

Do you think your parents had any particular hopes you might go in a direction?

Oh, I don’t think so. I think – I mean, I think if you talked to my father – if you’d
asked him what he really thought – and of course he’d be quite constrained in what he
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would say to us, but if you asked him what he really thought there’s probably a range
of subjects which he would say, that’s fine, of which maths was one, you know,
maths, physics, engineering, natural sciences, that’s all fine. If you started to veer too
far outside that you might get some raised eyebrows, particularly given, you know,
the abilities that I’d displayed, that it would be a shame not to read a subject at
university that exploited my sort of ability in maths. But as I wanted to go and do
maths it just wasn’t an issue and they were very happy for me to go to Cambridge, as
was the school. So at one level it was the – you know, it was the path of least
resistance. But at another level everybody was very happy with it so why worry
really. One of the things I do remember at school was the way people were assigned
to colleges. It was [laughs] – one of the big questions I’m often asked these days is if
you’re applying to Cambridge how do you decide which college to apply to. Well, in
my time I was in the maths sixth form – the class of pupils who were doing double
maths and physics. It was quite small, there were only nine of us in my year. It was
unusually small for MGS. There were usually twenty-odd. And I think about five of
us were applying to Cambridge and so the time came to decide which college to apply
to and the master said, ‘Alright, we need to sort out which colleges you’re going to
apply to. Anybody had a relative go to Cambridge?’ Thorpe’s brother had gone to
Trinity, he said. ‘Alright, Thorpe, Trinity. Right, now, nobody else? No? Okay,
Furber, Johns.’ [Laughs] And basically the school had a pecking order of colleges for
mathematicians, of which I think Trinity was number one and Johns was number two.
And having a relative overrode other considerations and then you just went in order
[laughs]. So I went to St Johns. I didn’t know – you know, I had no basis upon
which to – which to go to any college over any other college. I had no idea. In fact
I’d never been to Cambridge. I mean, I – the first time I visited Cambridge was when
my parents dropped me off on a miserable dark wet October night at the beginning of
term one [both laugh]. I was never interviewed or anything, so …

Well, what did you think of the prospect about it aged, what was it, sixteen?

No, no, I didn’t – as I say, I didn’t – Cambridge discouraged me from going – from
continuing a year young, so I took eighteen months off and I worked for nine months
at the Nuclear Power Group. One of my visits to my father’s company was as a
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temporary job. And then the school arranged for a bunch of us who were going
through young to go to North America. In fact we went to McGill in Montreal for a
term and then into the USA and I worked on a summer camp in Meadville,
Pennsylvania in the summer months, including going on a canoeing holiday in
Algonquin Park in Ontario with a bunch of kids from this summer camp. So by the
time I went to Cambridge I was eighteen, so I was resynchronised, as it were, with
normal education flow. I’d met a number of people that were in my year at
Cambridge, because the year previously I’d been on the British Mathematical
Olympiad team. I’d been – I don’t know if you know about this but there’s a thing
called the British Mathematical Olympiad and everybody who’s interested in maths
takes the National Maths Contest and then that filters people down. There’s a second
stage of this that selects people for this team and they go to this international
competition. So maths is the only sport I’ve ever played for my country.

[1:07:28]

And that was in Hungary in 1970 so, you know, still behind the iron curtain, as it
were. And I’d met a number of people there and of course everybody on the British
team at the Olympiad was going to Cambridge. It was just everybody [laughs]. So I
met quite a lot of those people again when I arrived in Cambridge.

What actually happens on a Mathematical Olympiad?

Well, it’s a kind of holiday with exams. So you’re taken – everybody converges on
some country – it still goes – you know, it’s still an annual event. In fact there have
been TV programmes on preparing the teams for these events. They’re much more
prepared now than we were. We just turned up. And, you know, each country turns
up with eight people and then they sit a couple of exams, which then get marked and
the people who get the best marks get gold medals and then there’s silver and then
there’s bronze and then there’s nothing, I assume. But there were quite a lot of – I got
a bronze medal in this thing. And … yes, that was an interesting experience at
seventeen.
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What was Hungary like in 1970?

Well, I have some memories. We went through Budapest and it struck me as all
rather drab and quite noticeably drab with rather a lot of things that looked like bullet
holes [laughs] underneath the buildings. I mean, I – I didn’t know much about it at
the time. The contest itself was held in a place called Keszthely, I think, which is –
ooh, memory’s struggling here, next to Lake Balaton. It’s some way out of the city.
And this was just a kind of camp next to a lake, much like any other really. We were
– of course we were chaperoned, as it were. There was – I don’t remember who went
with us but I’m sure we were looked after by suitable grownups from somewhere.
But it was an interesting experience, as I say. It introduced me to a bunch of people I
was going to meet later when I went to Cambridge for real.

Anybody in particular who sticks in your mind?

Well, I do remember – one of the people there was John Proctor, who was my
contemporary at St Johns and a very interesting character because I think he’s now
Professor of New Testament Theology in one of the Cambridge theological colleges.
But he was an even later developer than me so in fact he had – he came from Walsall,
I think, and had a squeaky Walsall voice all through university. He then went to do a
Masters in Glasgow after university and came back with a very gruff Glaswegian
voice [laughs]. I think you probably need to do that in Glasgow to survive [laughs].
So John Proctor was there and I’m – there were several other names that are familiar
but I can’t remember them off the cuff.

[1:11:11]

It sounds a very sort of busy couple of years between school and university. Would
you mind if I asked you a few more questions about school and perhaps talk about
these two years in a bit more detail?

Sure.
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You mentioned that there was one teacher you liked who was in physics. Were there
any teachers who do stick in your mind?

At secondary school there are a number of teachers that stick in my mind. When I
first went there the head of maths was called Maugham. Now I should remember his
first name but I don’t. But he was known to the pupils as Killer Maugham but
actually, you know, he was one of the real positive influences. He was a great
enthusiast for maths. Another maths teacher was called Smiggy. I think he must have
been Mr Smith or something. But he’s the person that always sticks in my mind as
being most like the schoolteacher in the Giles cartoons. Are you familiar with –

I am but for the purposes of the tape it might be helpful to – if no Giles cartoons
survive in a thousand years, just in case [both laugh].

Well, the stereotypical schoolteacher in the Giles cartoons is a very sort of elderly
shrivelled man in a dark gown, looks a bit sort of spooky, and I always remember
Smiggy being a bit like that. Because of course teachers did wear gowns much of the
time when I was at school. And he had a quite aggressive way of teaching maths. I
mean, again, I don’t know how much of this I’ve made up in my mind since but I
have recollections of him sort of walking – sneaking up behind you in the classroom
while you were trying to do something, grabbing you by the ear, shaking it violently
whilst pointing at your paper and saying, ‘What does that say?’ To which one was
thinking, I don’t know, I can’t see ‘cause my head’s shaking too much. Then I think
in my second year I was taught physics by a great enthusiast called Alec Robinson,
who I actually met recently. A couple of years ago I bumped into him at a BCS do in
Manchester. He is of course now retired but – but he was one of these enthusiastic
physics teachers who liked dramatic demonstrations and it was he that did the – you
know, the syrup tin that you fill with gas and you put a small hole in the top and
bottom and you light the flame on the top. And then the flame burns gently for a little
while and then it goes bang and the lid of the syrup tin makes a dent in the ceiling,
because of course it’s been sucking air in at the bottom and you end up with a
stoichiometric mixture, which then explodes. And he also did something with the
capacitor. He was charging a capacitor up to a high voltage and showing big sparks
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and then suddenly there was a puff of smoke. And he had another look at his
capacitor and he said, ‘Oh,’ he said, ‘Do not charge above one hundred volts. Oh
well.’ [Laughs] So he was – he was always the more interesting physics experiments.
The master who sort of helped me with electronics – in my early electronics
investigations was – oh dear … The name Moffat is coming to mind but I’m not sure
that’s right. Dearie me. As I say, memory’s not my strong point. And then in the
sixth form we had three maths teachers, which I always used to describe as we had
one – one teacher taught us pure maths, one taught us applied maths and the third
taught us what the hell he wanted. And he was David Copley, who was known to the
pupils as Harpic, allegedly because he was clean round the bend, but I think that’s an
old joke. But he was – he did fascinating stories. He talked about his wartime work
developing the magnetron, which was the device that was developed to detect
submarines. It was the first submarine radar. I mean, mounted on an aircraft to spot
submarines. The wavelength was short enough that you could see the submarine even
if only the periscope was visible. And of course the resonant cavity magnetron is
firstly a nice piece of mathematics to describe in the maths class and of course today
it’s everywhere around in your microwave oven, so it’s no longer used for radar but it
is used for baking pizza or whatever it is you do with microwaves. Yes, so I think we
had a very good range of maths teaching and certainly for me, it suited me well. As I
say, I’ve never really had to work at learning maths. It’s always been – it’s always
come quite easily. So I enjoyed this maths at school, which is not to say it wasn’t
occasionally boring. I do remember in one of David Copley’s lessons I was actually
nodding off and, I don’t know, he got a little bit excited at some point and he said,
‘And further.’ And I said, ‘Yes sir’ [laughs], because further was near enough to my
name that it work me up [laughs].

Was maths something you were interested in outside school as well?

I beg your pardon?

Is maths something you were interested in outside school?
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Erm … in the context of aerodynamics I did some research into maths outside school,
but I think I got enough in school. You know, I was doing double maths and physics
so it was a fairly large part of my school life and – no, I don’t think I felt the – I think
I probably read some of the – you know, the Martin Gardner Scientific American
columns, which were sort of maths for fun type things, but I – you know, I have to
say, I’ve never find myself interested in Sudoku or anything. I mean, my wife’s quite
keen on little puzzles like that, but I always look at Sudoku and think, if I really
wanted to solve this I’d write a programme [laughs].

So sort of maths for a purpose then rather than just maths for its own –

[Laughs] Yes, yeah. I’m still – I’m still keen on doing maths. I mean, my work has
not involved an enormous amount of maths, it’s bits of it. But I did work on a paper a
few years back with a research associate that I had on a project who was a
professional mathematician. He worked in the nuclear power industry as a
mathematician and then came here towards his retirement. And we wrote a paper
analysing the neural network memory, which used quite a lot of mathematics. And
it’s the – that was the first time I’d ever worked on maths collaboratively and that was
great because we – we almost took turns to solve problems, you know. We’d push it
forward and then we’d get stuck and then the other person would get over that hurdle
and I found that extremely rewarding, to do maths collaboratively. At school you
kind of – you know, it’s all individual.

[1:18:55]

I was wondering if you could paint me a portrait of yourself as you were when you left
school.

As I was when I left school? Erm … I don’t know. I mean, I’m not sure I’m the best
person to paint a portrait of myself. I think I was fairly confident of my mathematical
ability and very little else, I think I would say. I was not socially very confident …
I’d gone all through school being the smallest, okay, and although – and although that
might seem odd ‘cause, you know, now I’m probably in the upper quartile in terms of
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height and so on, I had a small mentality, I think. And ... I was never very – never
very successful with girls and developed quite late anyway. Left school quite young
really. So the only thing I could really latch onto that I was comfortable with was my
maths, because there – you know, I knew MGS was the best school in the north west
and I knew I was the best mathematician in my year in MGS so, you know, I had
some sort of absolute reckoning. I wasn’t quite sure where I’d find myself when I got
to Cambridge because Cambridge has attracted all – you know, similar sorts of people
from all over the country and I had no idea how – but I was reasonably confident that
I was at least pretty strong in that area.

[1:20:55]

And you took, was it, two – eighteen months out effectively between school and
university then.

Yes.

We’ve talked a little bit about going to Hungary but the Nuclear Power Group, how
did that come about?

Well, that’s where my father worked and school encouraged me to go and get some
different experience. It was arranging this nine months in North America. It
suggested, you know, go and get a job for nine months. And my father was able to
organise for me to get a paid – I mean, you know, I assume modestly paid, I don’t
really remember, but to go and work in the maths group in the research department at
TNPG, doing stuff. Now I think what I did when I was there was – I certainly wrote a
programme. They had an IBM360, quite a – you know, quite a high end mainframe
for the time, you know, probably about a thousandth the computer performance of my
smartphone. And I was asked to write library subroutines to compute confluent hyper
geometric functions, which I did and that was quite entertaining and I learnt some
things about numerical accuracy doing that because of details of that. And I worked
with Jim Davidson, you know, who I’ve already mentioned, and there were a couple
of other guys, Ian and Paul. And these were people who did maths for a living so
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actually this was quite a useful piece of work experience for me, to see how
professional mathematicians spend their time, because clearly beyond university
that’s the kind of thing one might be looking at. And they were taking practical
problems from other parts of the research department and, you know, using their
maths to try and come up with reasonable answers. I had two stints at the company. I
worked there again when they’d moved to Risley and were part of NNC, which I
think may have been after I graduated. And I did some different things. So another
thing I did, I think in the first stay there, was work on thermal conductivity of fibrous
insulation. Try and build models of – rock wool I think was something they were
using to insulate the advanced gas cool reactors, and try and work on thermal
conductivity models of that, where the thing that sticks in my mind bizarrely is the
units they used, which were influenced I think by the American industry, which were
something like BTU foot square per inch per degree F. This has always struck in my
mind because it’s – not only is it a bizarre unit but it’s actually dimensionally – you
know, they measure area in feet and then thickness in inches for some reason. I mean,
you know, you’d – you never get this mix of units in proper SI systems.

Do you remember how you felt about working for the Nuclear Power Group at the
time?

Oh, it was interesting. I mean, you know, I was young. I had some – you know, it
was interesting to see the maths that the maths that I could do at that stage was already
beginning to be useful. I mean, that was quite an interesting thing to understand. I
mean, I’m sure that they were not – they were treating it as a kind of slightly long
term superior work experience rather than, you know, oh look, here’s somebody
who’s good at maths, let’s see what we can extract from them. I mean, I’m sure they
were – they saw this as a sort of educational role rather than really expecting me to be
highly productive at seventeen. But it was educational because, as I say, I saw
professional mathematicians at their business.

Was there anything that surprised you about that?
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I don’t think so, no, no. I think … I don’t remember finding anything particularly
surprising.

[1:25:40]

I mean, there were some little anecdotes I remember, one of which was – when I got
there they’d just got newfangled desktop calculators, electronic calculators with those
Dixie light displays. These were I think vacuum tubes that had the nought to nine as
different elements that would glow and under the desk where I sat was the recently
discarded electromechanical calculator, which was a ferocious beast with electric
motors and cogs and you could set numbers up and it would do long division, a bit
like a typewriter. So it had a stage that moved and it just computed mechanically,
making a ferocious noise. I remember accidentally playing with this with my feet and
it jammed, probably broke it. But yeah, so desktop machines had just arrived and
there was the mainframe, which was – like all mainframes then I suppose, the way
you used this was batch mode. So you wrote a programme. I suspect somebody
punched the cards. I don’t remember the service. Then it got put in a queue and
eventually got fed to the computer and some printout came back pointing out all your
most dreadful errors and then you tried again. So it was a very long turnaround time.

[1:27:15]

Was this your first encounter with a computer?

Not quite. I’d done some very basic computing in my last term at school. And there’s
an interesting closure of the loop here because I discovered recently – I’ve been
chairing the Royal Society study of computing in schools and one member of my
advisory group was a computing teacher from MGS called Neil Sheldon. And it turns
out it was he that introduced computing to MGS when I was there in 1970. So that – I
hadn’t – I’d not realised this but Neil introduced an arrangement where we were
basically prepared punched cards. We had eighty column cards that were prepunched every other column, ‘cause if you pre-punched every column it just – the
middle just fell out. So they – effectively forty column cards and you could push the
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little squares out and there were machines for doing this but most of us just did it with
a biro or something. And they were then posted to Imperial College and two weeks
later they came back with a printout, so again a long debug cycle. Taught you to
programme carefully. So I’d done a bit of programming at school and I’d played with
some basic digital circuits at home. I’d built binary counters and things. But yes, I
think my first sort of close exposure to a computer was this job at TNPG.

[1:28:49]

Were you given much guidance on how to use it?

No. No, I … I think it was, you know, here’s a programming manual, write a
programme. This has somewhat influenced my perspectives on teaching
programming ever since, I have to say, because once I got to Cambridge, every
summer in the vacation I got a job at IBM Sale. I came home to Marple and worked
in Sale [coughs]. And every year it was a different language. Year one was PL1, year
two was FORTRAN and year three was COBOL. And it was the same there. It was,
you know, okay, this summer we’re doing this work in COBOL, here’s the manual,
take it home for the weekend and start on Monday. And this strikes me as a very
good way to learn a programming language, take the manual home on Friday and start
on Monday. And so I have this sort of concern that, you know, we spend two
semesters teaching undergraduates how to programme in Java whereas we could just
send them home for a weekend with the manual. Now in some sense the
programming I was doing, you know, was in a fairly well defined context. It was a
limited space. And I wasn’t being trained to be a proper software engineer, I was just
being got up to speed to write a programme. So the analogy isn’t too close but I do
sometimes worry that we make more out of teaching programming language than is
strictly necessary.

Other than seeing mathematicians at work and that early experience with computers,
what do you think you took out of that little period at The Nuclear Power Group?
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Erm, well, I – you know, insights into my father’s colleagues. Insights into how a real
bit of industry worked. Though, as with all of these things, it was a fairly narrow
perspective and I didn’t really have the big view to put this into context, so it was a
sort of peephole view of how things work. Erm … beyond that I don’t remember very
much.

Where were you actually based for this?

For those nine months the job was at Radbroke Hall near Knutsford, which The
Nuclear Power Group I think had occupied from its inception in the late ‘50s when
my father joined through to some time in the early ’70s when it was merged with the
other nuclear power company, which was British Nuclear Design and Construction,
BNDC, and the two were merged to form the National Nuclear Corporation, NNC.
And then the Radbroke Hall operation was moved to the Atomic Energy Authority
premises at Risley near Warrington. So my father’s work moved. And in fact the
second period I spent with him was at Risley. On both these periods I just travelled
with my father, so he – he had a – there were a group of four employees that basically
lift shared – because Marple to Knutsford’s quite a long way, so there were four of
them that lift shared and I just went in with them on both occasions.

Did you enjoy it?

Oh I did, yes, I think so, yes. As I say, I found useful practical ways to exercise the
maths that I had at the time. And they were a nice bunch of people. I mean, the
people I was working with were, you know, jolly, cheerful, had interesting senses of
humour and I enjoyed their company. I still have an imposing maths book on my
shelf that I was given when I left, I think it was the first time, it might have been the
second time, which is the middle shelf there, the Handbook of Mathematical
Functions, American Standards Institute, Abramowitz and Stegun, 1,000 pages of
highly detailed mathematical function tabulations and so on, which inspires
confidence, in the case of that edition, by misspelling one of the author’s names on the
cover [laughs].
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[1:34:00]

You mentioned as well that you build a binary adder at home.

A counter I think, yes.

Out of what?

I built various bits of electronics in my teens. I’ve already mentioned that I added
some transistors on the front of my radio control to give it a proportional control.
Instead of the single button it had a kind of joystick that would control left and right
proportionately. I built a sort of – the construction kit using old television valves that
you could built circuits with by putting valves in a baseball and having wires that
plugged in that you could join together in different circuits. Never could make many
circuits do much but I got one or two that would whistle at suitable frequencies. And
then I did some things with transistors, building basic counters. But I was never
terribly good at making the electronic systems work in my teens. The revelation for
me was when I got into wanting to build electronics for music at university and I
discovered the 741 Op-Amp, which is a mathematician’s piece of electronics. It’s
basically a black box where all the electronic unpleasantness has been wrapped up
inside the circuit and you can treat it as a pure mathematical component and then you
can built all sorts of audio systems with it and expect them to work.

[1:35:45]

That brings me onto two slightly tangential questions. Were you musical when you
were growing up?

No. I’ve mentioned that I couldn’t sing and I didn’t have – and I don’t have a
particularly good musical ear. In – I had piano lessons from the age of – from about
six till nine or something, when it became too much like hard work for my mother to
drag me to the lessons and the practice so I gave up. My father bought a guitar at
some point in the hope that one or more of his children might show some interest. My
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elder sister was quite a good piano player, she did carry on with the lessons, and my
younger sister’s quite a good singer. But anyway, eventually he gave up and got rid
of the guitar and then of course I decided that I wanted to learn guitar when I was
about seventeen and bought another guitar, much to my father’s annoyance ‘cause
he’d only just got rid of the first one, and basically learnt to play hack guitar. And
have carried on ever since. So in fact at Cambridge one of my principal sideline
interests was playing with 20th Century, which is a sort of church music group where,
you know, I wasn’t very good but then – some of the people were very good but quite
a lot weren’t. And 20th Century was a sort of reasonably successful music group but
highly successful marriage bureau. That’s where I met my wife, who is also a
musician. I mean, she’s been a music teacher but I think she would say she’s not –
she’s a competent musician but she’s not a great musician. What she’s very good at is
teaching, right, and she teaches English, maths, occasionally music now. So I’ve
played guitar and I play guitar in the church music group. I play bass now mainly.
But I’m – so I’ve been doing it sufficiently long that I’m technically reasonably
competent but I don’t have a good ear, right, and so I play from music and real
musicians don’t need music [laughs]. Real musicians can – you know, if they’ve
heard something, they can just sit down and play it, and I can’t. I’ve never been able
to do that.

Sort of a programmed approach to music then as well.

A mathematical approach to – yes, I’m a mathematical musician. So, you know, I’d
understand the theory of – I know what’s going on on the – in the musical notion and
so on. I even know – from playing guitar I know sort of quite a lot of the theory of
chord sequences and what works and what doesn’t. But I just don’t have the ear. So I
enjoy playing bass or playing guitar occasionally but I’m not – I’m only good in the
sense I’ve been doing it a long time and so I know my way around the instrument.
I’m not – a real musician in two years would be better than me, right.

Any particular genres you like playing?
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Well, I’m a – I’m from the rock generation. My – the music that’s accompanied me
through most of my life since I was introduced to it by a friend in my early teens is
Moody Blues, who have been through a number of phases but basically play
psychedelic rock, do they call it? I can’t remember. It’s not heavy metal, it’s kind of
sort of from folk rock to slightly louder rock but generally with some thought behind
it. So they’re probably – you know, Justin Hayward, who joined the band in ’66, ’67,
is a principal musical influence. I like other music of a similar sort of genre, so more
recently Dire Straits, although that’s not very recent, is it? Eric Clapton, everybody’s
guitar – you know, every guitar player’s hero from the ‘60s is Eric Clapton and I find
only a bit of his – some of his stuff I really like. A lot of it I don’t. I’m not really into
the sort of more authentic blues end of stuff. I begin to sort of find it a bit
unimaginative when it gets very deeply into blues. And of course Queen.

I think that’s a fairly good –

You’ve got to like Queen [laughs].

It’s a few minutes to four. Shall we call it quits for the day, as that seems a good
point to –

If you have enough to start off with, yes.

[1:41:00]

I’ve actually got one final question I’ve just spotted I’ve wrote down. I was just
wondering, again electronics, you mentioned you were taught it at school as well.

No, no, I – my physics teacher helped me with some electronics.

Right.

This was not part of lessons. This was, I want to make this thing for my radio control
system, what – you know, can you – what kind of circuit. And he – I mean, the –
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what he told me about was very simple, okay, in retrospect, but it did work [laughs],
unlike most of my attempts to build electronic things, which singularly failed to work.
Part of my problem of course was that I was growing up in the era of Sinclair
amplifiers. And we’ll probably get onto discussions of Sinclair in a subsequent
session, but the one characteristic of Sinclair amplifiers from the sort of late ‘60s,
early ‘70s is they just didn’t work a lot of the time and that probably didn’t encourage
me to have any confidence in my electronics ability at that stage. You know, I’ve
subsequently learnt that a lot of these were basically rejects from the manufacturing
line and were never going to work.

I think that’s a subject we’re going to have to come back to isn’t it?

I think we may have to come back to that, yes [laughs].

Thank you.

[End of Track 1]
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When did you actually start Cambridge? You said you went up a year later than you
could have done.

Yes, I went through secondary school a year younger than my peer group, as it were,
so I completed my A levels and my Cambridge entrance exams in the year I was
sixteen. And I think on Cambridge’s recommendation I spent eighteen months
between school and university doing I guess what we’d now call a gap year but the
term hadn’t been invented then. So I worked for nine months at – with my father’s
employer, which was The Nuclear Power Group at Radbroke Hall in Knutsford. And
then I – in January 1970 – oh dear, 1971, I went on a – I went to Canada on a sort of
trip organised partly through school. I think half a dozen of us in a similar position
went and spent a term at McGill University in Montreal and then worked on an
American summer camp. Then I came back in the summer and started at Cambridge
in October 1971.

What did you sit?

The course I took was the maths tripos.

[01:28 – phone]

What was it you were studying, sorry?

I went to Cambridge to take mathematics and did the maths tripos for three years and
then did part three maths in the fourth year, before moving to the engineering
department for my PhD.

What does the maths tripos actually consist of in the ‘70s at Cambridge?

What was in the maths tripos? The maths tripos was run jointly by the two
Cambridge maths departments, the Department of Applied Maths and Theoretical
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Physics, DAMTP, and the Department of Pure Maths and Mathematical Statistics,
DPM2S. So the course itself – [coughs] excuse me, I’ve got a bit of a cough. The
course itself was a mix of pure and applied maths. My natural tendency was to
gravitate towards the applied end. So as I went through the course, by the third year
there was a reasonable amount of choice in the course and I favoured fluid dynamics
and physics related modules over the more abstract pure modules.

Why those subjects in particular?

Well, the fluid dynamics sort of link really was a carryover from my interest in
aircraft, my interest in model aircraft as a teenager. And fluid dynamics – [coughs]
sorry, gave me a – you know, some understanding of what’s actually involved in
making aeroplanes fly.

[3:21]

Are there any teachers who stick in your mind in particular from those years?

A couple. Bizarrely one of them was the pure maths teacher John Conway, who’s
very famous for various contributions to pure mathematics and in particular
something that I was quite interested in later, which was – he created the Game of
Life, as it was called, the very simple cellular automata that turned out to have – or
cellular automaton, that turned out to have lots of interesting properties despite its
apparent simplicity at the rule level. The second teacher I remember I think only
taught me in part three maths and that was Sir James Lighthill, who was Lucasian
Professor of Mathematics at the time. And he taught us something to do with
aerodynamics, I can’t remember exactly what. If it was part three it would be quite
abstruse. But I remember him giving demonstrations on the front bench of the lecture
theatre on how you decrab an aircraft when it lands in a crosswind by putting a
differentiated delta function into the rudder. So just as it touches down you have to
make the aircraft rotate because it’s flying slightly sideways on approach and you
have to point it down the runway just as you touch down. And for him the
blackboards in the lecture theatre were never adequate. His use of chalk always
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extended way beyond the blackboards around the walls and he was quite an
interesting lecturer.

What sort of chap was he to meet?

[Coughs] Sorry, are you going to edit this out [both laugh] if I finish coughing. If it
gets any worse I’ll have to get a glass of water. Well, he was quite – getting on a bit, I
think, at that time. I mean, I don’t know how old he was but of course I was much
younger then, but he was certainly one of the more elderly of our lecturers, but very
energetic and very old school. He had a sort of slightly unruly mop of wavy grey hair
and a very forceful way of presenting matters. I did my part three project work under
his supervision as well. My project was on the intermittent flight of birds, trying to
explain why small birds flying long distances tend to sort of flap their wings in bursts
rather than steadily as they fly. And I found a reasonable energetics based
explanation for this motion. And later in fact Lighthill was also my PhD external
examiner, so … so I had contact with him at a number of points. By the time he was
external examiner of course he was not at Cambridge, he was provost at UCL.

What was Conway like as well? Did he actually talk about the Game of Life in the
maths teaching?

No, I don’t think he got round to doing Life. He certainly didn’t talk about it. But he
– like I think most, if not all, Cambridge lecturers, he wore a gown for lecturing. I
think maybe they still had to. But his gown was useful because if he couldn’t find the
blackboard duster he’d just clean the blackboard with his gown. He was young then, I
think, and again very high energy and quite happy to come in at the beginning of the
lecture and tell us that everything he’d told us in the previous lecture was completely
wrong and we should tear it up and throw it away and this is what he should have told
us, so … which was a bit frustrating ‘cause of course in those days attending lectures
was a matter of scribbling furiously for an hour, so having to tear up all your hard
work was not terribly welcome. But he had a very sort of open and straightforward
presentation style, as I remember.
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[07:40]

What was the workload actually like as an undergrad for you?

As an undergrad reading maths at Cambridge, the workload was not terribly high.
Typically maths students attended lectures, probably a dozen a week, I don’t
remember exactly, and then the rest of the work was going through example sheets,
preparing solutions for supervisions. In Cambridge we had two on one tutorials, so
there’d be two undergraduates and one supervisor, who might be a PhD student or an
academic. And the process of these supervisions is that you would have gone through
the example sheet and then you’d go to the supervisions, talking to the supervisor
about your solutions and presenting problems and so on. So basically the work was
going through example sheets in preparation for supervisions. And if you didn’t find
the maths too difficult then these could be done in a reasonably manageable amount
of time. So my observation was that quite a lot of mathematicians – or quite a lot of
Cambridge student societies seemed to be run by mathematicians because they
seemed to have a bit more time for doing this certainly than the scientists and
engineers, who tended to have fairly heavy timetables with labs and practicals. Now
in maths we did get some computer based practical sessions later on in the course, but
even so our timetable load was, you know, twelve hours a week rather than the twenty
or so hours that the engineers would be timetabled. Of course the art students didn’t
do any work at all but that’s a different matter.

How much did computing actually come into the course?

There was very little computing in the maths course, just a little bit of programming
an ancient computer, which I think was the Modular 1 machine, which was designed
by Iann Barron before he got round to starting INMOS, so this is pre INMOS days.
And the Modular 1 I remember was programmed in a language called FOCAL, which
nobody’s ever heard of, but I seem to remember was a bit like BASIC. This was
before I’d really come across BASIC. And the interface to the machine was terminal,
so it was quite advanced for its time, but the screens on the terminals were Tektronix
storage scopes and storage scopes have the property that once you’ve written a pattern
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on the screen it stays there and the only way you can start again, if you like, is to erase
the whole screen. So basically the screen would be written, it would fill up with
information until you couldn’t fit any more, then there’d be a flash as the screen was
erased and then it would start again. And I think that’s about all I can remember
about computing. I do remember that I’d bought myself a Sinclair Cambridge
scientific calculator kit, which I’d assembled. This is one where you soldered the
components in yourself to make your calculator. Before I went to Cambridge I think I
made this, or maybe early on, but in fact I never used it in the course. For the
Cambridge maths course being able to do arithmetic on a calculator was pretty
irrelevant. The course was entirely symbolically based, so everything was based on
symbols and very rarely did you feed any numbers into any formulae or need a
calculator or a computer to compute numerical answers.

Did the Sinclair calculator actually work?

The Sinclair calculator did work. I’ve still got it somewhere. I think it’s probably in a
box in the metal cupboard in the corner of my office. I don’t know if it still works.
It’s a very long time since it last had power applied. It had one slightly unfortunate
feature, which is that the five key, the digit five key, always seemed to bounce, so it
was always impossible to enter one five at once, you always got two for the price of
one, which somewhat compromised its usefulness as a calculator but with a bit of
practice you could still use it.

You talked about doing sort of examples for tutorials outside of formal classes. Is that
solitary work or do you work with other people?

That was solitary work. It was – it’s very much how you learn maths is you have to
work through examples. You have to essentially practise, not that these examples at
Cambridge would be particularly repetitive, but you have to basically just keep going.
You can’t learn maths by sitting in a lecture theatre. You get the notes but then you
have to take them away and apply them to some different problem. And yes, it was
very much work you did on your own in your room. You know, as a mathematician I
didn’t find much use for the university library or anything. But I did the required
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work on my own in my room, so I kept on top of it and found it reasonably
manageable. It began to get a bit hard in the third year, so in the third year I actually
spent some time revising for exams, which was a bit of a new experience for me. But
on the whole I didn’t find it too difficult so the time it took was manageable and the
strain was manageable. The idea of doing maths collaboratively actually only came
back to me much later in life. In fact a few years ago when I was working with a
research associate here on a particular problem related to my neural networks activity,
which got rather mathematical, and I was working with a guy who was effectively a
professional applied mathematician. He’d spent most of his career in the nuclear
industry and then come to the university as a research associate. And that was my
first experience of doing maths collaboratively and I really enjoyed it because what I
found was we almost took turns to solve the next problem in progressing this – the
analysis we were doing. But my university experience was much more solitary when
it comes to the maths.

How did you take to life at Cambridge in general?

I think I adjusted to Cambridge really rather well. I enjoyed my time there. I have to
say that it started off badly. I was never called for interview, so I took the entrance
exam and I was given a scholarship. I’d never been to Cambridge and my first sight
of Cambridge was a fairly dismal October evening when my parents dropped me off
at Chapel Court in St Johns College, which is not the most uplifting of the Cambridge
courts. It’s in fact one of the dreariest. And it was a dark wet dank day and I was put
in this – found my room and was put in this room and then my parents went away and
that was [laughs] – so it was a fairly sort of dismal introduction but things improved
fairly rapidly thereafter and, you know, I found the Cambridge student life really quite
enjoyable. The work was manageable. I was – you know, I was good enough at it not
to get too stressed about the work. I participated in a number of aspects of student
life. The one that became most important to me was I joined the 20th Century Church
Light Music Group, I think was its official title. This was a kind of society that took
reasonably modern music into churches and went on tour every year and in my second
year I was, quotes, president of 20th Century and so on. So quite a lot of my spare
time was occupied in music, not that I’m very good at music but 20th Century kind of
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welcomed people who were sort of alright but not very good but keen to participate.
And it was in 20th Century that I met my wife. One of the things we used to say about
20th Century was it was sort of – it was fairly moderate as a music group but pretty
impressive as a marriage bureau [laughs].

Who did you marry?

The lady I married was then Valerie Elliot. She was a – in the same year as me but
training as a teacher at Homerton College. Homerton was then not part of the
university as it is now, it was a separate teacher training establishment. And Val
started the same year I did, although she’s very close to a year older than me. Her
school career was interrupted for a year for medical reasons so she ended up a year
behind. I’d gone through a year ahead but by Cambridge I’d been equalised out.

What did you like about each other at first?

Oh dear, this is getting complicated … I don’t know what she liked about me. We
actually met when I – in my rooms in St Johns College where I was hosting a meeting
of 20th Century in my time as president in my second year and she came along to join
at that point. What did I like about her? Well, she had long blonde hair [laughs]. It
took us a year really from that first meeting to when we started going out, so we had a
fairly long and gentle introduction and we started going out a year later. And so that
would now be – let me see, we met in ’72, so we started going out in ’73 and we
married in ’77, so this all took place over a reasonably respectable timescale.
Other than 20th Century, what else did you do with your free time?

In my first year I joined the university lacrosse club. So I played lacrosse through
school and I joined the lacrosse club and played regularly. I think practices –
probably weekly practices and weekly matches during the two winter terms.

[19:00]
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Then in the summer term I joined the St Johns College rowing club, which is not St
Johns, it’s Lady Margaret. The legend I heard was this was become some centuries
before St Johns rowing club had actually not only bumped the boat in front but ran
through the cox inside it whilst doing so and killed him and therefore they’d been
banned from the river forever and reformed under some alias or something. I don’t
know if any of this is true. But quite a lot of students at Cambridge try rowing once
and I tried it in the summer term. And we had a first year mathematicians’ boat. I
think we were Lady Margaret 13, so we were their thirteenth best boat, which is pretty
much at the bottom. And for the summer we went out training once or twice a week.
One of the more memorable features of this is that – eights are not very easy to steer
and of course you choose the smallest person you can find as cox and that time
amongst the first year mathematicians the smallest person we could find was John
Proctor, who was our cox for most of the season. But he had real trouble getting to
grips with the dynamics of an eight. And the problem with an eight is if you get too
near the outside of a bend, there’s nothing you can do because the boat steers from the
back. And so as you try and turn it left you push the back further out to the right and
sooner or later inevitably the oars get tangled up in the bank and if you’re going at any
speed several of them snap off and this is a very expensive interlude. And in the end I
think John had so much trouble getting to grips with this that he was fired and quite
close to the May Bumps, which is what we were working up for. We got a new cox
who was a bit better able to cope with the dynamics. And I think, you know, when we
rode in the May Bumps, of course we were way, way, way down near the bottom, but
we did actually move up. We didn’t move up the four places you require to win your
oars. Okay, this is one of the Cambridge traditions, if you go up four places you then
get given an oar painted in glorious colours, which you’re then embarrassed trying to
find house room for for the rest of your life, as far as I can tell, because these things
are impossibly long and awkward. But anyway, we avoided that by not doing that
well. But we did go up a couple of places. But I actually found rowing incredibly
painful, you know. You watch it on the Olympics and all these fit men go at
ridiculous speeds across the water but actually if you’ve ever been in there doing it
it’s really very painful. And my diagnosis is it’s because the muscle that does all the
work is the one you’re sitting on and it doesn’t like doing both at once. So I only did
that for a term. And the following year, again I took up lacrosse, but I found my back
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played up and in retrospect I had this feeling it was probably the rowing that did some
damage – that did something to my back that hadn’t recovered by the autumn and it
wasn’t the lacrosse at all. But in order to preserve my back I stopped playing lacrosse
sometime in my second year. And I can’t remember what I did after that apart from
20th Century, which lasted all the way through, and random other student events, you
know, going to student reviews and preparing for exams by playing croquet on the
lawns outside New Court, that sort of thing.

What were the May Bumps, sorry?

The May Bumps? Ah okay, so this is – this is how Cambridge does rowing internally.
I mean, everybody knows about the Oxford-Cambridge boat race where the boats
actually race each other down the river, but the Cam isn’t wide enough for a boat race.
You can’t overtake on the Cam. Very few places where two eights could get past
each other, ‘cause they have enormous span with oars on both sides and the river’s
narrow. So Cambridge has devised this alternative to a straight race where a number
of boats set off from the far end of the river. I can’t remember what the far end’s
called, but anyway the furthest point outside Cambridge, and they set off at fixed
spacing. I don’t know what the distance between them is. It may be a length, a boat
length, or two or something. And they all set off at the same time and your objective
is to catch the boat in front of you, okay, and if you manage to catch up with them and
get a small overlap then that is called a bump. Clearly at one time this – physical
contact was involved, but this causes too much damage so now you just need to get an
overlap and then somebody riding alongside on the bank will judge if you have a
bump and then those two boats drop out. And then it’s in principle possible for the
boat that was behind the pair to catch up with the boat that was in front of the pair and
if they do and get an overlap, that’s an overbump and then you move – and basically
the next day you swap places with whoever you bumped or overbumped. And the
races take place on four consecutive days. And so if you go up – if you get a bump
each day –if you’re really fast you’ll catch the boat in front before he catches the boat
in front of him and you get a bump and if you do this on four consecutive days you go
up four places. But obviously if the one in front of you gets a bump and drops out,
you then have the opportunity for an overbump and that takes you up three places. So
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you can get your small places of progress in a number of different ways. But anyway,
Cambridge has several leagues because you can’t put all the boats out at once. I don’t
know how many it was. It was eight or ten or something. And each boat has a
position in the league and the boat that ends up in the front position in the top league
is head of the river and there’s usually some horrible ceremony involved in throwing
coxes in the water and burning boats that results in this. They don’t burn the boat
they were racing in ‘cause if they were head of the river that was probably a good boat
and they find an old one somewhere. Anyway, it’s – you know, it’s all the sort of
strange fun you’d expect from long established institutions such as Cambridge.

[25:58]

Who were your closest friends?

My closest friends at Cambridge were a number of first year mathematicians. I think
my closest friend was Pete Hobson, now the Reverend Pete Hobson, vicar of a church
in Leicester, I think at the moment. Pete and I were both best men for each other, as it
were, a long time ago and we shared a room in Second Court in our second year. So
in St Johns you have an individual room in your first year and you have an individual
room in college in your third year but in the second year you’re expected to share and
I shared – I wonder if I’ll get this right. I think it was – it was either K4 or K6 Second
Court, which was an interesting old room. It’s featured in the guides to Cambridge
because it had sixteenth century wall paintings in the bedroom which were completely
intact except where they’d channelled the plaster out about a hundred years ago to put
in the electrical circuits [laughs]. And I know it was – it had a very big sort of general
sitting room with one of the beds in and it had a small secondary bedroom and I slept
in the main room with my head right next to the fridge, which I didn’t really mean. I
mean, it went on and off all night, but – and Pete had the separate bedroom. And we
were just across the corridor from some other friends who were in a larger room,
which had three people in it and was on two floors and had been one of the university
member of parliament’s rooms. So there was a time when Cambridge University had
two MPs to its name, I think, and one of them had these rooms in St Johns, but
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democracy had advanced a bit since then and it was now a room with three students
in.

Are there any other Cambridge traditions you remember fondly?

Fondly.

Or at all, in fact [both laugh].

I don’t know. I mean, I – for undergraduates, of course you have some dealings with
academic staff and supervisions were arranged by college and you have a tutor in
college, but actually in sort of daily life the people you deal with more often are
people such as the college porters, who have this sort of slightly dubious job of trying
to maintain order in the college. And the name I remember was Big Bob, who was
head porter at St Johns, who was a large gentlemen, as the name would suggest. And
I think one of the things I remember about him is he had some record for blood
donation [laughs]. I don’t know why I know this. But one of the things I do
remember about Big Bob is I – after leaving Cambridge, probably ten years after
leaving St Johns, I was working at Acorn in Cherry Hinton – and one of the Johns
traditions is that on Ascension Day you can go up the tower, the chapel tower, and
stand at the top and look out over Cambridge. I was talking to a few of my colleagues
and we thought this would be quite an interesting thing to do at Ascension Day. We’d
go into college and – as a member of college I have the right – you know, you’re
always a member of college, once you’ve been a member you can’t undo it
apparently, and I could take friends up there with me. So we went into college and
there was Big Bob standing at the door of the bottom of the chapel tower and I said to
him, ‘Hello, you know, I’m Steve Furber.’ No, I didn’t say that ‘cause that spoils the
story. I said, ‘I’m a member of the college and I’ve got some friends and we’d like to
go up the tower.’ And Big Bob looked at me and he says, ‘Never seen you before in
my life, Mr Furber’ [laughs]. So, you know, ten years after I’d last been seen in
college he not only recognised me but also remembered my name. And that was one
of his keys, I think, to his success as a college porter is he learnt everybody’s name
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very quickly, so there was no sort of anonymous misbehaviour with Bob. He knew
who you were before you got round to thinking about misbehaving.

Had you given much thought to what you wanted to do after university?

No, no. No, I went to Cambridge to study maths because I enjoyed it at school. I was
– you know, I seemed to have the abilities in that direction. It was a kind of obvious
thing to do. And my parents were keen that, you know, if you could get your
education through to degree level you went for a degree and then what happened after
that was your problem. So, you know, all I’d really done was aimed at a degree, even
when doing part three maths. I mean, in part three maths I wanted to sort of lean even
more firmly in the applied direction. Part three maths is a strange course, or it was
then, because it’s a postgraduate course with no qualification at the end of it.
Cambridge expected you to do part three maths if you wanted to carry on to do a PhD
in maths certainly but otherwise it kind of – thinking about it, it’s quite strange, it had
no real role. Clearly it was more advanced material than in the undergraduate course.
But strangely, a couple of years ago, in its infinite wisdom, Cambridge decided
retrospectively that part three was really a Masters course so – I’m trying to remember
if it was last year – I think it was last year, I actually went to Cambridge and took my
M-Math degree, which I’d earned in part three in ’74 to ’75. And I got another
degree. And the odd thing of course then is that the Cambridge tradition is that when
you take a degree you wear the gown of the highest degree you’ve already got, which
was a PhD. So I wore a PhD gown and hood to take a Masters degree, which always
strikes me as slightly quaint but there you go.

[32:50]

Other than the project on the intermittent flight of birds, which I have to ask you
about in a moment –

Right.

What else does part three maths consist of compared to the normal undergrad?
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Well, part three maths was just a set of course options that one could take on a whole
range of things and I don’t remember many of them. One of the more memorable was
a course I took on deformation of materials, which is basically solid mechanics. And
I can’t remember the name of the lecturer on this course, but I do remember the nature
of the course was some time in the first lecture or two there was some general
description of the class of problems and then the mathematical foundations were laid
down and then the course descended into tensor calculus. And tensors are a sort of
form of matrix with particular meaning in applied mathematics. They’re a
generalisation of vectors. That probably doesn’t help. Anyway, the course descended
into incomprehensible tensor mathematics for the following twenty lectures. And
then sometime in the last two lectures began to surface again with a little result and
the lecturer proudly pronouncing, ‘And that’s how armour piercing weapons work.’
And I’ve no idea where we’d been for the last twenty lectures. It was completely
baffling, but suddenly it came back to reality. And I discovered some time after that
that the lecturer had in fact played an important role in the Second World War in the
design of armour piercing munitions. You know, this is how you organise the
explosives at the front of the shell so that when they detonate they effectively produce
an incredibly concentrated blast of pressure energy in a single direction. That’s how
you make a hole in armour, right. If the stuff you’re hitting is very hard you have to
hit it very hard to make a hole in it. And the other thing I remember about this course,
which is – I really couldn’t understand any of it, or very little of it, and of course there
was an exam at the end of it, which – I went into this exam room and I knew that
everybody else who’d taken this class knew – understood far more than I had about
what had been going on in this course. And when presented with the exam paper I
could – I had only one approach. I had to assume these questions were much easier
than they looked and assume they were as easy as possible and just answer them in
the simplest way I could possibly find. And astonishingly I think I got the highest
marks of anybody on this course because everybody else had assumed that these were
much deeper questions and had tried to find much more complex and sophisticated
answers and had failed in their attempts to do so [laughs]. I know they understood the
material much better than me, so this just shows you that exams don’t always tell you
the truth.
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Do you remember who the materials lecturer was? I’ve spent a lot of time
investigating Cambridge material science so I’m curious.

Well, it wasn’t material science in that sense. It was applied mathematics, as I say, it
was – I don’t remember the name of the guy, no. I mean, he was probably very well
known at that time. People who were there and paid more attention would probably
know the answer but I’m afraid I can’t remember it.

And your specialist project was in the intermittent flight of birds.

Yes.

So why did you choose that topic?

Well, because it’s flying, okay, and … And I think I was leaning towards trying – a
PhD somewhere and I wasn’t quite sure where to go for my PhD [coughs], but
certainly looking somewhere in the fluid dynamics, aerodynamics kind of space. And
Lighthill’s part three course was on biofluid dynamics, so he’d spent some time – I
mean, he was very well known as an aerodynamicist. He’d done quite a lot of
fundamental work on aerodynamics and I think supersonic flow and so on. And he’d
fairly recently turned his attention to fluid dynamics as it applies to the animal
kingdom. And so I’d attended this course and he’d suggested this project topic, I
think, and just of all the suggested topics this was the one that struck me as closest to
my interests. The other person who’d regularly taught a part three course but didn’t
teach it the year I took part three, I assume he was on sabbatical or something that
year, was Professor Shôn Ffowcs Williams, who did become my PhD supervisor. He
was from engineering and I think his part three course that he had taught all the years
apart from the year I took was on aero acoustics. Again, he’s a very well recognised
name in aero acoustics and created the Ffowcs Williams Hawking equations for far
field computation of the noise generated by aerodynamic processes. But yes, so I
went with Lighthill. And in fact the results I produced in this project did – were used
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by Lighthill in a publication subsequently, so – a brief mention but still I suppose
something that was my first influence of anything that was published.

[39:05]

Briefly, what did you find out about the intermittent flight of birds? It’s not a topic
that I’ve actually ever even thought about before [laughs].

Well, so what I found was that if a bird has its wings out, flying or gliding or
whatever, then it actually has a larger surface area creating drag than if it folds its
wings up as a projectile, okay. Now it clearly can’t sustain flight as a projectile
because it’s not generating enough lift, if any lift, so it has to have its wings out some
of the time. And so the question is, what’s the relative efficiency of steady flights
where you just sort of have your wings out all the time and flap and the intermittent
flight where you flap a bit and then fold them up and flap a bit and fold them up. And
the basic answer is, if you’re flying at what’s known as the cruise speed for an airliner
or a bird then there’s no advantage in intermittent flight, but if you’re flying faster
than your cruise speed then it requires less energy to fly intermittently than to fly
continuously. And small birds do this, large birds in general don’t and the conclusion
is that large birds are probably flying at or close to their cruise speed. And the cruise
speed is the speed at which the form drag, which is, if you like, just the energy lost
from air resistance as you fly through the air, equals the lift drag, which is the –
whenever you generate lift on a wing you always get some drag as a result of
generating lift and if the lift drag equals the form drag then you’re at cruise speed.
And little birds fly faster than their most efficient speed, probably because it’s safer to
fly faster or maybe they’re just in a hurry, and therefore the intermittent flight works
for them. It’s not very different from the idea of a swing wing aircraft actually. If
you imagine an aircraft that has wings that can fold backwards, it’s effectively
reducing its form drag by bringing the wings closer into the body, but birds don’t have
that intermediate position of the wings kind of half folded where they can still flap.
They can half fold them in some cases but they can only glide then so they have to go
full out to flap for a proportion.
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Where were you getting the data to actually base this on?

Oh, I don’t think I got any data [laughs]. No, I mean, this was just based on sort of
hypothesised models of- based on fairly conventional aerodynamics.

How did you do overall as an undergraduate/part three maths student?

So as an undergraduate I got a first in all three years and, you know, was fairly well
up the rankings, not at the top. Not in the top few but comfortably up in the first
class. In part three, I passed part three but I didn’t get a distinction, so they only had
the two grades for part three. And I think they called the top marks distinction.

[42:48]

What did you decide to do next?

So at the end of part three, as I say, I was looking around a bit to see what
opportunities there might be for doing a PhD. I don’t think I could do a PhD with
Lighthill. I can’t remember why. I think he may have been leaving to UCL at about
that point but I’m not sure I’ve got my dates right there. There may have been some
other reason. But I was aware of Ffowcs Williams and the courses that he taught on
part three, which also interested me, and I went to talk to him and we had a chat about
PhD topics and I decided to move to engineering to do a PhD under Ffowcs Williams’
supervision. And the PhD in fact followed on from the part three project in that it was
still – it was inspired by animal flight, a slightly smaller animal than a bird but still it
was derived from Lighthill’s work on biofluid dynamics where he’d got some data
from a Cambridge biologist called Torkel Weis-Fogh. And Weis-Fogh had studied
the flying motions of a whole range of animals, from tiny insects up to large birds,
and made a number of observations, of which the one that was most interesting was
that below a certain size conventional aerodynamics start to work quite badly. The
Reynolds number becomes too low, technically speaking. And some small insects
called Encarsia Formosa, the chalcid wasp, which apparently is important in the
control of aphids in greenhouses, it’s only a couple of millimetres wingspan and it’s
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below this critical size and it overcomes this problem by using a slightly different
wing motion from larger insects. It actually claps its wings together at the end of –
you know, as they come up they clap together. And what Lighthill had shown was
that, as the wings pull apart from the clapped position, effectively each one can act as
the starting vortex for the other and this means the lift – the wings generate lift faster
earlier in the swing than they would if they just started from stationary in the air in
isolation. So effectively they use this interaction to enhance their aerodynamic
operation. And my PhD was taking that idea and seeing if one could apply it to
improve the efficiency of jet engines. So my PhD thesis has the title, which is a
question mark, is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in turbo machinery, referring
back to the Weis-Fogh principle of this chalcid wasp and its wing clapping.

Is it?

Potentially yes though not easily. And the – when I say yes, the normal way that
people design – particularly the compressors are the most important components in jet
engines, is that the compressors have alternating rows of moving and stationery
blades, rotors and stators, and the easy way to think about a jet engine is to analyse
each row of blades in isolation and then when you put them together in an engine the
fact that the next row of blades is fairly close and upsets your assumptions a bit is a
nuisance, okay. What we were able to show was that under certain circumstances you
can actually make consecutive rows of blades interact in constructive ways using
something very close to the Weis-Fogh effect. You can reinforce the circulation on
the blades and make it less likely that they stall. And it’s a characteristic of jet engine
compressors that the closer you move them to the stall point the more efficient they
are until they become completely non efficient. When they stall then very bad things
happen. Indeed in the worst case you lose blades and things fly out of the engine and
so on. So the problem with the jet engine is you have to sort of work out how far up
this curve you can go, because things keep getting better until they fall apart. And
with these interactions I was able to show in fact on an experimental rig, a small piece
of which is sitting in my office next to the bookcase, that’s the stator that was built for
the experiment, that you can have a simple two stage compressor which, when the
blade rows are separated it’s in a condition where the airflow is stalled, as you move
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the blades together their interaction causes it to unstall. And vice versa, when you
move them apart it stalls again. So you can show that the interaction between the
blades is actually enhancing the operational envelope of the compressor. Now that’s
the upside. So aerodynamically it works. Economically it’s a bit more difficult.
Firstly of course to run blades very close together you need to have quite high
precision. The blades are made very precisely so that’s not too much of a problem.
More fundamental is the fact that for aviation use at least a jet engine has to survive a
large bird going up its intake and here if the blades are very close together then
obviously ingesting bits of bone is more likely to cause damage. So actually building
a jet engine that uses this principle makes it harder to design it to survive the bird
impact test, which they’re required to do. I mean, it’s quite formulaic how they have
to test these engines, lobbing large birds into them and checking that bits don’t fall
off. Bits fall off the bird but not the engine. So that was a problem. But what’s
interesting is that interest in the idea has actually persisted. I mean, we published –
the work I did in my PhD and in the subsequent research fellowship was published in
the Journal of Fluid Mechanics in about ‘89/’90. And it’s never been hugely cited but
it’s still getting occasional citations, so people are still picking it up and in quite
different contexts. So the last one I think – the last one I saw was to do with the
design of ship propellers and … So who knows, it’s a piece of knowledge which has
yet to find real economic application but continues to attract interest.

[49:55]

That’s sort of the end result of a PhD. On a practical basis what do you have to do to
get there? What sort of day to day activities? What sort of approach?

What does the work of getting a PhD involve? I think it depends very much on your
subject area. My PhD is quite largely theoretical. So if you look at my thesis you’ll
find it has quite a lot of equations in. It has some pure theoretical fluid dynamics. It
has a little bit of computational fluid dynamics and it has a very small amount of
experimentation. The more significant experiments I did in fact after the PhD during
my research fellowship, so the work – so the theory was largely done in the PhD and
then the practical work was done during the research fellowship. But in – so my PhD
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being largely theoretical was a matter of sitting down with equations and trying to
find solvable configurations. So doing analytical fluid dynamics is very much a
matter of compromise between what you really want to analyse and what’s tractable
mathematically. So you have to make some simplifying assumptions. So the – for
the insect flight, Lighthill’s model – Weis-Fogh observed the clapping, Lighthill did
the analysis and Lighthill just modelled the wings as a pair of flat surfaces of finite
size that pull apart and air gets sucked in at the top, and you can do that entirely
mathematically with the usual assumptions of inviscid non turbulent fluid flow and all
that stuff. So I had a similar approach to modelling blade interaction in turbines based
on modelling blades as flat panels. Once you turn them into realistic aerofoils then
the mathematics becomes intractably complex, so I didn’t do that. And that’s when
you turn to experimentation.

[52:10]

And your supervisor was Shôn Ffowcs Williams?

Shôn Ffowcs Williams, yes. He was … I think he was christened John Irwin Ffowcs
Williams but he was very proud of his Welsh roots and adopted the Welsh form of his
first name, Shôn. He was Professor in Aero Acoustics and sort of had a senior
position in the Department of Engineering in aerodynamics. One of my fellow
research students was Ann Dowling, who’s since been, I think may still be, head of
the engineering department, if not the engineering division if they’ve reorganised, I
don’t know. So – and he’s – Ffowcs Williams was also master of Emanuel College
from ’96 to 2002. He’s best known for work he did a few years before I joined on the
noise problem with Concorde. So he did a lot of the analysis of Concorde noise. And
believe it or not, they did find means of making it a bit quieter, which involved
slightly closing the thrust reversers during takeoff, which caused the efflux of the
engines – instead of being a sort of circular cone, to become flattened and that caused
more of the sound to go sideways and less to go up and down. But it was still a
horrendously noisy aeroplane.

What sort of chap was he to meet?
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Shôn’s one of life’s enthusiasts, right. He was – he threw enormous energy into
everything he did, whether it was pursuing his interests in aero acoustics, and that
applied even to sort of tracking submarines using waves on interfaces between
different densities of water in the oceans and so on, to the after lunch game of bowls
at Emanuel College. Emanuel – all the Cambridge colleges offer their fellows, which
goes down as far as research fellows, a sort of free lunch basically, so we often used
to trek over to college for lunch and then after lunch there was regularly a quick game
of bowls in the fellows’ garden, which he used to approach with enormous enthusiasm
like everything else.]

[54:58]

So were you actually working in a research group then or –

I wasn’t very much in a group, no. Most of Shôn’s students had worked in aero
acoustics, which was a different area, and so my PhD was a kind of different topic for
him. He was diversifying a bit. And my office was actually over the road from
engineering in what – I think the Wolfson Noise Research Unit or something, which
was an old terraced house and I sat in a room on the second floor of this terraced
house. And there were other people and students around in there. But my work was
pretty much isolated again. Obviously Shôn as my supervisor looked at the equations
and the maths and made suggestions but there weren’t other people doing very closely
related things. I’ve mentioned Ann Dowling, she was a year ahead of me, I think, and
another research student who came a year later sat in the same room as me and we got
on – I got on with him very well. He was working on antisound, which is noise
cancellation by generating the inverse sound wave and getting the waves to cancel.
Quite an important principle. I mean, you know, you can now buy noise cancelling
headphones if you want a bit of peace on an aeroplane and they work on this principle
of measuring the sound and then generating its inverse, and if you do this within
certain constraints and quickly enough then you can make the world quieter than it
was to start off with. So again quite a different research area from mine. But we
shared some experiences. So the computers that were around at the time were fairly
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primitive. Computer Automation LSI4, I remember, was the main machine and so we
shared experiences in how to programme these things. And when it came to writing
my PhD, again I’d just begun to get a little bit involved in Acorn and so I’d built my
own computer. So I wanted to write a PhD, the first thing I decided to do was write a
text editor so I could have something to write the thesis on. And I did all the writing
on the computer I’d built myself using software I’d built myself but then I transferred
the files to this Computer Automation LSI4 thing to print them. And my thesis was
printed on a twin track daisy wheel printer. Right, so a daisy wheel printer, they’ve
been and gone. The idea of a daisy wheel was very elegant. It had a disk spinning at
fairly high speed, which was effectively divided regularly into lots of individual
petals, if you like, hence the daisy wheel. And each petal, which was a radial section,
had an individual character on it. And this thing just spun at very high speed in front
of a solenoid and when the relevant letter passed over the piece of paper the solenoid
went bang and hit the head through a ribbon against the paper. And the reason why
these characters were on separate petals is so that a bit of lateral bend, when it hit the
paper it didn’t sort of smear it. It stopped rotating very briefly. And these were sort
of greatly simplified compared with the things that people were using for computer
printing, which were sort of modified IBM golf ball typewriters, which were
terrifyingly complicated devices. And the printer I used was a twin track daisy wheel
because I needed a mixture of Greek and Roman alphabets, so you could get one
daisy wheel with Greek characters on and one with Roman. And this printer had two
heads and it printed onto continuous stationary, so my thesis came out as about a
hundred feet of continuous paper, which I then had to slice up into pages and bind
together somehow. I was quite early in computer printing my thesis. I think most
PhD students before me had written their thesis by hand and got a secretary to type it
onto bits of paper. So actually doing it on a word processor, on a computer and
computer printing it was pretty primitive in those days.

What sort of reactions did you get to actually computer printing your PhD?

Oh, I didn’t get a reaction. I think it was – you know, it was perfectly acceptable.
And it still had to have, you know, the daft arrangement of only using one side of the
paper and being double line spaced so that corrections could be done by hand on the
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actual document itself rather than what students now do, which is just change a
character and then reprint the whole 150 pages [laughs].

[1:00:20]

When did you first start getting interested in computing outside of I guess what your
direct research is?

I got drawn into computing through a series of steps. Again it started with my interest
in aircraft and I started to sort of realise that having – oh, I did spend a year at
Cambridge – in my second year I spent every Wednesday afternoon out at Duxford
flying gliders. Well, I say every afternoon, in fact in a year of Wednesday afternoons
at Duxford I racked up, I think, fifty-four minutes of flying time spread across
fourteen flights. But I decided that flying real aeroplanes was very time consuming
and uneconomic so I’d sort of started thinking about flight simulators. Could one
build, you know, something that modelled flying, that gave you the experience
without the cost or time. And then I heard about a bunch of students who were
thinking of starting a new university student society called the Cambridge University
Processor Group. Now I’m guessing this was ’76 or ’77, so early to the middle of my
PhD. And they called a meeting for people with interest and I went along. I wasn’t a
founder but I did go to the first meetings. And basically this was just a club of people
who built computers for fun and I thought, well, you know, if you want to build a
flight simulator then knowing how to build a computer is probably a good start. So it
was flying again that drew me into this. And I started buying chips by mail order
from California and hand assembling machines, which I’ve still got, using Verowire,
which was a technology where you got a standard circuit board and you put sockets in
it. Then you had a wiring pen and you wrapped them round the pins of these sockets.
It wasn’t proper wire wrap, which requires long square precision pins. It was very
thin copper wire with some kind of polyurethane insulation on it. And when you
soldered it, it melted the insulation. So you soldered the connection. Apparently the
fumes it gave off were highly carcinogenic but this wasn’t declared at the time. And
then you just wrapped – you know, with this wiring pen you wrapped the wires
around combs that were stuck onto the board carrying the wires and then when you
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got to where you wanted to go you wrapped it round the pin again and soldered it.
And you could hand assemble circuits of reasonable complexity for the day this way,
because effectively you got as many layers of wiring as you wanted. These wires
could be bundled through these combs and the insulation meant they didn’t short
circuit. So I built a whole range of cards. I used a Signetics 2650 microprocessor,
which nobody’s ever heard of, a kilobyte of static RAM chips, put all these things on
separate cards and got them up and working with help from friends in the University
Processor Group. So it started as a hobby and then I started using these computers for
data logging in my PhD and after my PhD and for writing my thesis on. So I started
using them in my work. And then Hermann Hauser and Chris Curry hatched this plan
to start a microprocessor consultancy company and they looked to the University
Processor Group as a source of people who might potentially be able to do some of
the technical work. And Hermann approached me. I remember he came and visited
me in my office in Trumpington Street and said, ‘We’re thinking of starting this
company. Are you interested?’ And I said, ‘Well, I’ve only ever done this as a hobby
so, you know, I don’t feel I have much by way of qualification or background in this
space, but if you think I can help I’m happy to come and talk.’ And then there was a
meeting in the Fort St George on Midsummer Common with Chris and Hermann and
Chris Turner and myself.

[1:04:45]

And somehow they’d managed to find a company in South Wales that built fruit
machines that was interested in making the transition from electromechanical to
electronic controllers for their fruit machines, so they’d got the prospect of a contract.
And I started doing this in my copious spare time. So I sort of got drawn into an
involvement with Acorn whilst still – I think it mustn’t really have got properly
underway until I was in my research fellowship, the last sort of three years in
university. And then of course – I built various – you know, I built various prototype
boards for CPU Limited, it was called. Oh yes, so they did this fruit machine work
and we drew in Roger Wilson, again from the processor group, and then I hand built
the first prototype Science of Cambridge MK14 and Roger looked at this and said, ‘I
could do better than that,’ and went away and came back with a thing he called the
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Hawk, which became the Acorn System 1. So Acorn was introduced initially as a
marketing name for CPU Limited’s products, ‘cause they’d started as a consultancy
and then they started selling products, and the thing kind of snowballed from there.

[1:06:30]

Can we talk for a little bit about the CPUG? CUPG?

CUPG, yes.

What were the meetings actually like?

There were a range of meetings. Sometimes they got people in to speak. I don’t
remember many of those very much. I do remember a fairly diverse range of speakers
from sort of right across electronics. So somebody came to speak from one of the hifi companies, for instance, and talked about graphic equalisation and speaker
impedances and things like that that we didn’t know much about. But other meetings
tended to happen in sort of people’s rooms and they would be sort of bring and show
type meetings where everybody brought their computer along. I remember one
meeting in my lodgings where Roger came along and found a bug in my memory
somewhere, which was – in my computer’s memory, I should say. There are plenty
of bugs in my own memory. And people just talked about how to make things and
we’d spend quite a lot of time trying to solve problems. So when I got onto my sort
of second machine I was having trouble getting a sixteen megahertz oscillator to work
reliably, a crystal oscillator to control the machine, and I remember spending quite a
lot of time with Emrys Williams, who was one of the founders of CUPG, who knew
quite a lot more low level electronics than I did. He sort of helped me sort this out. A
fairly odd solution we ended up with but it worked.

How many of you were actually in the group?

I don’t remember. It wasn’t trivial. It was – you know, people – twenty, thirty, forty
came along to meetings. It was tens of people. So it worked quite well as a student
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society. And I do remember that it was kind of split into two halves. There were the
real men who built their computers out of 7400 series TTL chips and they started with
logic gates, and then there were the wimps like me who used these newfangled
microprocessor chips, which was kind of viewed as cheating by the old hands. So it
had two sides like that. But quite a lot of people building stuff, you know, some of
which actually worked some of the time.

How much effort is it to actually make a computer from scratch at this time in the
‘70s?

It’s probably a lot less effort than it is now. Computers were very much simpler then
and all computers were simpler but the sort of things you’d build at home were very
much simpler. So you could – this was not only reflected in what hobbyists could do
but also what companies were doing. So with very little capital you could start a
computer company. And there’s some stories in the early ‘80s, there was something
like 600 British companies producing home computers of various different designs,
most of which you never heard of. And this is because it was very cheap to set up.
You could buy the parts off the shelf, design a circuit board, get it made, which would
– you know, you could get it designed and made for thousands of pounds rather than
enormous figures. And such was the demand to get your hands on computers that
almost anything you could put a microprocessor on would sell in, you know,
thousands. So you could make yourself a reasonable small business with very little
capital with a very high chance of success. Today we’ve lost nearly all of that. And
of course educationally there are concerns to try and bring it back. So lots of
excitement at the moment with the Raspberry Pi, which is kind of bringing you back
to naked boards. But even there, if you wanted to build your own Raspberry Pi at
home you’d need a lot of money to set up. It’s very cheap to make in volume but it’s
very expensive to make the first one. So it’s quite difficult for people to do the
equivalent of what we were doing then because computers have become so much
more complex, you know. Even the standard home PC, the motherboard is a
frightening piece of engineering, right. I mean, the speed of the signals going across
there are just terrifying, you know. In the late ‘70s, with Verowire you could handle
the highest frequencies there were around, which were a few megahertz, but now
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there are signals in every computer that are running at gigahertz rates and they just
have to be treated with a lot more respect. You can’t run gigahertz signals through
Verowire nests.

Why?

Because you wouldn’t get the signal out the other end that you put in at the beginning.
The signals would all interfere with each other and there’d be very high levels of
crosstalk and noise.

[1:11:50]

Could you talk me actually through I guess how you actually go about building your
first computer.

Well, you talk to people a lot and you scratch your head and you think about it and
then you understand that what’s required is basically – the engine itself is a
microprocessor and there were a number of eight bit micros available in the late ‘70s.
And you look at their specs and you pick one. And then you have to understand how
the microprocessor interfaces to the things you want it to talk to, which principally
means memory. And you buy memory parts and of course they’re designed to
interface nicely. So you have to come up with a circuit diagram which connects the
processor’s address bus to the memory address pins and the processor’s data bus to
the memory data pins. And then you need very small amounts of logic, a handful of
gates that generate the right timing strobes for the memory and a clock signal that
causes things to step along. And then basically you’ve got something which has the
potential to compute. And now you’ve got the question as to how do you get the
programme into it and how do you see the results coming out. Well, in the late ‘70s
the standard solution to that was you’d have a very small program in a ROM that
you’d prewritten and that the processor would execute when it started up. And that
would allow it to talk to a hexadecimal keypad, which would have, you know, the
numbers nought to F, because it’s much easier to process hex in a computer than
decimal. Computers talk binary and hex is basically four binary bits in a useable
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chunk. And the output would normally then be a seven segment display of some sort.
So you’d have a row of seven segment characters and your ROM would have
software which could display, you know, hexadecimal characters on this seven
segment display. And now your ROM could allow you to enter a new program into
the RAM by typing hex in on the keypad and then you’d press run when you’d
entered it, so you’d have another key for run, and the answer would come up on the
seven segment display. So now you had something that you could program and
develop. Now my first machine was a bit more primitive than that in that I didn’t
have that kind of ROM. What I built was a – I just had a microprocessor connected to
RAM and a mechanism for actually loading bits into the RAM before the processor
started running based on a row of switches on the front panel. So you would set up
the switches that you wanted and then you’d push a button and that would write those
eight bits into one memory location. And it was very sophisticated because it would
then auto increment the address, so all you had to do was set up the eight switches
again and you could enter software one byte at a time – and then you could run it and
it would have a seven segment display connected as a peripheral. So one program
you’d have to enter is how to generate the output on the display and then you could
put other things in. And then gradually you built up from there. So, you know, I built
an interface that would allow the computer to – once I’d enter a program I could then
save it to cassette tape. Audio cassette tape was used as computer storage then,
storing noughts and ones as different frequencies, little squeaks on the tape. And then
you could load it back in so you didn’t have to type in the whole program every time.
And then I built another card, which would blow the program into an EPROM, which
was a programmable ROM chip. So then that bit of code was permanently in the
machine. And so on. And all of these things required wiring cards together and
understanding the basic interfaces, which are not that complicated.

Is it difficult getting hold of the pieces?

It wasn’t then if you had connections. So if you were in CUPG there were people
there who knew how to get them. There were a lot of hobbyist electronics magazines
around as well in the late ‘70s, magazines with names such as Wireless World.
Electronics Today International I remember was one. And all of these would have
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adverts in them from shops who supplied these components. I mean, today you could
probably get – whatever the equivalent today is, you could probably get at a Maplin
store. So you can go down to Maplins and you can still buy, you know, basic PIC
microcontroller kits that allow you to start at quite a similar level to what we were
doing then.

[1:16:58]

The sort of broad prototyping stuff seems to have been less popular now. And of
course making printed circuit boards is – it’s possible at home, I used to do it. I used
to apply the ferric chloride in the sink, which is probably a very bad idea, you know,
to etch the copper. And certainly doing one or two sided boards without any plated
through holes is perfectly possible at home but anything beyond that is getting a bit
difficult.

What did you actually enjoy about it?

Making things that worked. It’s – I tinkered with electronics, as we described, in my
schooldays, mainly analogue electronics and never really got on with it very well. It
never worked very well. Then at Cambridge in connection with my music, I
discovered the 741 Op-Amp, which is a little electronic analogue black box that hides
all the nastiness of the transistor circuits and gives you a nice mathematician’s
abstraction, you know, being a mathematician. And I discovered I could build audio
circuits that worked and I built – you know, I’ve still got an eight into four sound
mixer, which has eight inputs, each with, you know, frequency controls and each with
a little VU meter at the top that wiggles backwards and forwards fairly meaninglessly.
And these HLs [inputs] can then be mixed down into two stereo outputs and two
individual outputs for effects and so on. And I built all those making my own circuit
boards and mainly using 741 Op-Amps as the basic component. And I discovered
that worked in a way that my experiments with analogue electronics never had. And
then digital stuff is yet another level of abstraction and provided you keep within
reasonable rules, digital stuff works, okay. It’s logical, so you can apply logic to work
out what’s going wrong. If ever it goes wrong for analogue reasons you’re in deep
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trouble unless you have the right kit. And in the ‘70s the usual problem you got was
if you made a system too big with 7400 series TTL, you’d get too much ground noise
and nothing would work and you’d never be able to fix that, but if you kept things
fairly small then the digital stuff just worked. If it didn’t work you hadn’t wired it
together properly. So making things of, you know, fairly impressive complexity. I
mean, the processors were only running at the order of a megahertz but, you know,
that still means they can do a million things a second, which is quite a lot. I
remember one occasion I had a bug in the program I’d been writing. I’d written
something that allowed you to type a command into a screen that displayed on a TV
picture and then you hit return. And then something happened and the thing that was
supposed to happen – I can’t remember what the thing was but anyway it went wrong.
And to debug this I built myself a manual single stepping interface, so I could
basically stop the processor after every clock cycle and it would only progress when I
pushed a button and it would go one clock cycle forward. And this really impressed
upon me how fast this technology really was because, as I say, you typed the
command in and then I put it into single stepping mode, right, because once you
pressed return it would hit the problem and be through it before you could see
anything. So you had to stop it before then and then hit return whilst manually
advancing the processor. And the thing that this screen did after you hit return was it
scrolled a screen, which meant it moved every line of text on the screen up one line,
which meant it moved – it copied every byte in the screen memory to a new location.
And you had to single step this. And you could see it progressing. But I sat there for
three quarters of an hour pushing this button as fast as I could with one finger, right, at
the end of which my finger was – my arm was pretty tired. And this is what the
microprocessor usually did in the blink of an eye. I got the bug. I worked out where
the bug was and sorted it out just using single stepping and my TTL logic probe,
which is a little instrument which allows you to touch a node in the computer and see
if it’s a nought or a one, right, and I sorted the bug out. And I can’t remember what
the bug was so that left far less of an impression on me than just how much this
computer was doing when you simply scrolled the display by one line.

Did you ever think that, you know, you would come to make a living out of computer?
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That realisation came pretty late in my research fellowship. So, you know, I’d been
using computers on the side. I’d been doing bits of work for Acorn on the side. And
it was really only I think Easter 1981 when some circuit ideas I’d sketched for Acorn
we decided were the right thing to use to build a prototype of the BBC Micro, when
Acorn was bidding for the BBC contract. That was Easter ’81. My research
fellowship ran till September ’81, end of September. And I think it’s only in those
last six months when I began to – I really had to think quite hard about what I was
going to do next. There wasn’t an obvious thing to do next in Cambridge at the
university. My supervisor Ffowcs Williams was talking about, you know, he had
some contacts in the University of Southern California, I think, and, you know, if I
was interested in a postdoc position there, you know, he could put me in touch and I
could talk to them.

[1:23:22]

He clearly felt it was time I moved on from the Cambridge University environment,
probably quite rightly actually. I think it was the right thing. If I’d continued in the
academic research line it would have been the right thing to move at that point. But
then Acorn got the BBC contract and one could see that this was likely to be
interesting. We had no idea just how interesting it was going to be but, you know, it
looked pretty promising even with the kind of numbers that were banded around,
which were, you know, that Acorn would probably sell 12,000 machines at that point.
So at that stage, when my research fellowship came to an end I decided – over the
previous six months it had been forming in my mind but I decided that I would leave
academic research and move to Acorn. The company was building up with the BBC
contract then. It had a reasonably secure several years and not only secure but also
quite exciting.

Do you remember how Hermannn Hauser first pitched the idea of joining Acorn to
you, or CPU as it was, I suppose, at the time?

Very early on, when he came to see me in my office, it was basically, you know,
‘Chris and I are thinking of starting a company. We’re looking for a few people to
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help us with the technical work. Are you interested?’ I think was roughly his sales
line and nothing more than that. And then, you know, I’d kept involved while Acorn
went from System One to Atom and then was quite involved in what they did bidding
for the BBC Micro. So it was – you know, effectively there was a job offer on the
table, right, and whenever I wanted, so I didn’t have to apply or anything. You know,
I just let Hermannn know I was – you know, at the end of my research fellowship I
was interested in joining Acorn and the deal was done basically. I seem to remember
there was a little bit of negotiation over starting salary, but … [Laughs]

What did you make of the idea when he first floated it to you?

Right at the beginning?

Right at the beginning.

Well again, there they were looking at a consultancy and the project that they’d got
kind of lined up was doing controllers for fruit machines. I don’t like fruit machines,
right. I’m not – I’m not enthusiastic about encouraging people in any form of
gambling. I think it’s a very bad idea and I can’t understand why people do it. So it
did actually sort of, erm, grate a bit with my principles that this first work that they
were proposing to do was to do with fruit machines. But I saw it as more exploratory
than actually contributing to the evil empire so I sort of went along with it slightly
reluctantly as an opportunity to sort of try and do something a bit more challenging.
And we did come up with a very wacky solution. We built a dual processor with two
SCMP processors controlling this fruit machine, and looking back it must have been
serious overkill and also extremely – you know, it’s a parallel machine so it’s almost
impossible to program. And we didn’t know what we were doing anyway, so I’m not
quite sure how we got away with it. We did get away with it. I think in the end they
– you know, this did lead to electronic products for this company but I’m not sure
they were based on the prototypes we built. I think these were more research tools.

What do you actually do with a computer in a fruit machine?
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Oh, lots of things. Flashinglights is one obvious one. There was a lot of debate early
on as to how far the computer should interfere with the probabilities, right. So a fruit
machine, everybody knows what it has, it has these reels that go around and once the
thing is going to be computer controlled the computer has to be able to measure where
the wheels are and then controls the payout and things like that. And the question is
whether it should use its ability to measure to control when these things stop. And in
the end we didn’t do that. So in the end, with this fruit machine, effectively the things
that lock the wheels in sequence were just run on timers. So some of – so a lot of the
randomness was just how far the wheels happened to have gone round before they
were stopped. There was no attempt to control where they stopped. So they were still
in some sense genuinely mechanically random. But the – so you get inputs from the
coins in slot, you flash the lights on the front of the display to make everybody want
to play it. You enable the wheels, stop them at some appropriate time, measure where
they are and decide what to pay out. You also need, it turns out, quite sensitive
systems to stop people messing with the electronics. So one of the standard tricks
then was – electronic cigarette lighters emit quite a big belt with the – ‘cause they
have piezo spark of some sort. And if you hold these up close to the coin plate on a
fruit machine this would usually inject enough volts into the electronics to send it
haywire. So we had to have a detector that would pick up when this was happening
and make sure the machine didn’t pay out, okay. The one thing fruit machine
companies don’t like is machines that pay out when they shouldn’t. So there’s quite a
lot of that as well, of sorting out what’s going on. One of the very interesting things
of course is that people had to test these things and that was when I first realised how
good people are at recognising patterns when there aren’t any. ‘Cause people would
swear blind that this machine was tending, you know, towards this bias or that bias or
some other bias and it just wasn’t there. It was just, you know, we’re programmed to
find patterns.

I think they call it Baader-Meinhof effect.

Probably, yes.

[1:30:25]
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Where were you actually doing this work at first for Acorn?

Well, I was – it wasn’t Acorn.

Sorry, CPU.

It was CPU Limited. And initially they started in the Science of Cambridge offices in
Kings Parade. Kings Parade is the road that runs across the front of Kings College.
At the other side there’s a row of shops and above those shops there are random
offices. And Chris Curry had – with Clive Sinclair, had set up Science of Cambridge.
When Sinclair’s own business was getting in a mess under control of the government
and he was being pushed from pillar to post, he set this up as a lifeboat, I think, and
Chris Curry led that. And then Hermann and Chris got together and they kind of
worked side by side in there. So CPU Limited and Science of Cambridge were in
basically the same offices. You know, I built the first Science of Cambridge product,
which is the MK14. I hand built that with my Verowire technology in my front room
and debugged it a bit.

By the first do you mean the first ever one or just their first computer product
generally?

It was Science of Cambridge’s first product. There were set up by Sinclair to do
computers. I don’t know if you’ve seen – have you seen the Micro Men programme
that was produced by BBC4?

Let’s assume not for the process of the tape, but avidly in real life [laughs].

Yes. So that programme sort of portrays the issues Chris Curry had persuading
Sinclair to get into computers and the resistance Sinclair – that Clive had initially.
And then he allowed Chris to set up and then Science of Cambridge became
unexpectedly successful and Clive took and interest and then Sinclair themselves
started producing, you know, the ZX80 and the other machines that followed. This
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was all – the ZX80 all happened after this. So CPU Limited were in sharing space
with Science of Cambridge for probably only a few months and then they got their
own premises, which were off the Cambridge Market Square, just above the
Electricity Board. There was a side passage down the side of the electricity
showrooms and some metal stairs at the back and this side passage was a favourite
haunt of the local pigeons so it was fairly unpleasant. But there was quite a lot of
office space up at the top and that’s where CPU Limited first set up and they – they
were there until – now I think shortly after I joined. So in ’81 they moved out to the
old water softening station in Cherry Hinton, which is where they – which was their
main base, although they had other places around Cambridge in their heyday, so they
expanded into a suite in Newmarket Road, but … And the Cherry Hinton site of
course is now where – right next to where ARM’s headquarters are.

You talked about the Micro Men portrayal of what it was like back at the start in the
late ‘70s, CPU and – Science of Cambridge. From your point of view though as
someone who was there, how accurate was that? What was it like?

Well, a lot of what the programme is about was above my level. So a lot of it’s about
the relationship between Chris Curry and Clive Sinclair and I wasn’t really a party to
that. I’ve never actually met Clive Sinclair and so all the details of what was
happening in Sinclair Research I was not party to. I can’t verify that. I mean, the
presentation of things inside the Acorn side were reasonably realistic. And the
anecdotes they based the storyline around were all reasonably true. I’m not sure if we
ever really did eat Chinese food with pliers but it’s a funny story anyway and it was a
good idea even if we didn’t. But most of the anecdotes are based on things they were
told. I mean, they did come round – the production team came round sort of a year or
two before and talked to everybody they could find. They bought me lunch and we
chatted and afterwards they said they got lots of anecdotes, some completely
contradictory. But they – and they, you know, they exaggerated some for effect. So
the wire cutting episode that caused the BBC Micro prototype to come to life was
actually about three hours before the BBC arrived, not three minutes after. So that
wasn’t quite as portrayed and Chris didn’t have to sort of take the BBC party up
several blind staircases to stall them, as I – so far as I remember. But otherwise
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basically they based things on real anecdotes and the representation of the characters
was reasonably plausible. I mean, Sam Phillips, who played me, was physically quite
different, so he had a beard, which I’ve never had. He wore glasses, which I didn’t
wear till my late forties. And of course one of the things that – the only thing that
really bugs me is that he portrayed me as a chain smoker, right, and I haven’t touched
a cigarette since I was twelve, so – and indeed, even in the early ‘80s smoking was
unpopular and I don’t think people regularly smoked in offices in the UK. ‘Cause I
do remember when Acorn, a few years later, was bought by Olivetti, I was sent to
meetings in Italy and I was horrified that in Italy people still smoked in meeting
rooms, which I hated. So I’m fairly sure that even then in the early ‘80s, although
Chris Curry probably puffed away in his own office, that people didn’t smoke in the
lab and certainly I didn’t.

[1:36:45]

Did it cause any sort of issues with CPU and Science of Cambridge being based in the
same place at first?

It didn’t seem to because I don’t think – I don’t think Clive was paying much
attention. I think, you know, as portrayed in Micro Men, he thought Chris was on a
bit of a hiding to nothing and so he wasn’t that bothered that he was also playing
games with Hermann. Certainly I wasn’t aware of any friction.

[1:37:20]

I guess Spectrum’s probably going to occupy us next time but I was just wondering
today if we could talk briefly perhaps about your research fellowship that you had
after the PhD. What was it actually on?

My research fellowship was really a continuation of the PhD work. I took the theory
that had developed during the PhD, with a little bit of experimental support, and
basically built significantly more experimental evidence to support the results of that
theory. In particular I spent quite a lot of time building an axial flow air compressor
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rig. Now I didn’t build the whole rig. Most of it pre-existed but it had to be modified
so that I could change the clearance between the rotor and the stator to demonstrate
this stall destall characteristic. And that took quite a long time. And also
instrumenting it and taking pressure transient measurements and processing them and
so on was a major part of the research fellowship. I was Rolls Royce research fellow
at Emanuel College. So Shôn had persuaded Rolls Royce to sponsor a research
fellowship at a college and I was fortunate to be the first holder of that fellowship. I
don’t know if it continues. But as a research fellow that also made me a member of
the college. I mean, previously of course I’d been a member of St Johns college as an
undergraduate and PhD student, so the fellowship caused me to move college but also
elevated my status from student to fellow and meant I could attend governing body
meetings, which was a dubious privilege, get free lunches, which is a much less
dubious privilege, and generally sort of operate in the college at a different level.

Did you – how do you actually sort of balance both doing a research fellowship and
also doing consultancy work for CPU on the other side?

Badly probably. So, you know, I tried to restrict my CPU work to out of hours, but of
course a research fellowship isn’t a nine to five job so working out what constitutes
out of hours is fairly difficult. I did odd bits of work and, as I say, I got quite a lot of
synergy because a lot of the stuff I did for CPU I then used in my aerodynamics
research quite effectively. So there was some synergy. But when it came to things
such as the mad week when we built the BBC prototype, which was basically, you
know, four days and three nights, it’s hard to say that this was particularly well
balanced at that point effectively. I must have viewed that as holiday from my day
job or something. But that wasn’t typical. I mean, that was – you know, that was a
one off really. The other places – I could work at home or I could go in there and do
things in the evenings. And in general – I mean, Acorn didn’t pay me, okay. The
quid pro quo was I did this stuff for fun. I gave them the results when they were
interested in them and they gave me bits to play with, okay. So it was all benefit in
kind rather than any formal consultancy arrangement. I think we’re …

[End of Track 2]
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So we talked quite a bit last time about the start of your involvement with CPU. You
mentioned sort of microprocessor controlled fruit machines but I wasn’t sure when
actual computers came onto the horizon working there?

Well, the link with CPU Limited came through my joining the Cambridge University
Processor Group, where student hobbyists built computers for fun and the real men
used TTL chips and built their computers from logic gates and the wimps like me
used these new fangled microprocessor things. So I’d been building microprocessor
systems for fun. When Chris and Hermann started CPU Limited they were clearly
looking at microprocessors and came to the University Processor Group to look for
people who could make technical input. So it was microprocessors all the way
through, including the fruit machines. The thing that was running parallel to that was
Clive Sinclair and Chris Curry had sort of spun out Science of Cambridge, I think
largely on Chris’s initiative to try and do something in this new computing area. I
think Clive was quite sceptical. But Chris put together this proposal for the Science
of Cambridge MK14, I think it was called, and because of my connection with Chris
through the embryonic CPU Limited, I actually did some prototyping of the MK14
and wired one together in my front room at home and debugged it and got it working.
And it was about that time that Sophie Wilson came on the scene, looked at the MK14
and said, ‘Urgh, I could do better than that.’ And went home over the Easter vacation
and came back with a 6502 based circuit board that she called the Hawk but which
became the Acorn System 1.

[02:12]

What was wrong with the MK14 then?

The MK14 was based on the National Semiconductor SCMP microprocessor, as were
the CPU Limited fruit machine controllers, but this was a fairly sort of odd
microprocessor. And the MK14 effectively wasn’t a complete new design. It was
based on the National Semiconductor development kit for SCMP. So reconfiguring
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that as a product was a bit of a compromise and really Hawk, AKA System 1, was
much more designed from the bottom up to be something that you could sell as a kit
to a hobbyist that would allow them to do basic microprocessor work. When I say
basic, the machine had a hexadecimal keypad, you had to programme it in
hexadecimal, and the output device was a seven segment LED display. So it didn’t
have a keyboard or a screen, it wasn’t a computer in that sense. It was a small circuit
board. But you could write programs, you could run them and you could see the
results on the seven segment display.

Could actually you describe what one looks like to me please?

Physically the System 1 was a standard printed circuit board size. It was a standard
Eurocard, which is about – it’s about, say, six inches by four inches. I should
probably say fifteen centimetres by ten centimetres, that sort of size, so quite a small
board. But in fact with the System 1 there were two boards. The bottom board had
the microprocessor and memory devices on it and the top board had the keypad and
display on it and these two were stacked vertically on top of each other. So it was
physically quite small and what you saw was basically bare printed circuit board with
chips soldered into it.

And what did you think of it when you first saw one?

The System 1? Well, I thought it was certainly nicer than the MK14 and the 6502 is a
much nicer processor than the SCMP. Even so, it’s quite hard work. You have to
have quite a lot of knowledge to do anything with one of these things because you are
programming it at a very low level. One of the things we were always proud of with
the Acorn System 1 is that it ended up featuring quite prominently in a BBC TV series
called Blake’s Seven. I don’t know if you remember this. But this was around the
time that Clive Sinclair was boasting that his ZX80 could be used to run a nuclear
power station, which is something of an exaggeration, but we – our counter to this,
well, this is nothing, you know, the Acorn System 1 can be used to control the twentysecond century intergalactic spaceship. And Blake’s Seven had this central control
console with these big sort of sci fi hemispherical domes and there in the middle was
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an innocent little Acorn System 1. And Sophie always said, when they went up to this
and pushed the buttons they actually did the right thing to start a programme running
[laughs].

Did it actually do anything or was it just a prop?

I think it was just a prop but it was – you know, it – when are we talking? We must
be talking about 1978, ’79. This thing, a bare circuit board, looked hi-tech in ’78, ’79,
in the sense it could be used as a prop in a science fiction series.

[05:57]

I’m interested then that you said you were in the Cambridge University Processor
Group and you called yourself hobbyists. Do you actually call yourself hobbyists?
I’ve always wondered if it’s one of those terms that historians have invented or
whether people actually use it.

Oh, I – yes, I don’t think that would have been a term we would have used of
ourselves at the time. I mean, we were students doing things for fun. So of course
being a university society, it’s a bit more serious than pure hobbyists. We used to get
speakers in, I think, and – but basically, you know, it wasn’t a day job. It was
something we did in our own time, whatever that is when you’re a student.

Did you have to do any work towards the System 1 yourself?

No, I didn’t contribute to the System 1 except I think – this is a bit of a stretch when it
comes to memory, but I think with my home system I’d built a little card that would
programme a PROM, a programmable read only memory, and I think we used my
card to program the PROMs in the System 1, but I’m – that is a rather hazy memory.
So I may have helped bring the thing up – Sophie of course had written the operating
system for the System 1, which is about a kilobyte of code, and written it entirely on
paper and, you know, so it had never been run on a machine and tested it on any way.
We just blew it into a PROM and it largely worked. I think there was a bug in it that
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was subsequently fixed but basically Sophie could code in the abstract and make
things that worked first time.

Where does the story go from the System 1 from your point of view?

So the System 1 – well, firstly the significant thing about the System 1 is it was called
the Acorn System 1 and that’s where the Acorn name was first introduced to the
world. It was a trading name. The company was still CPU Limited. So it was only a
year or two later that Acorn became the company name as well as the trading name.
But the System 1 was based on the standard circuit board format and so it could easily
be extended. And Acorn developed a series of rack based machines where this card,
the System 1 card, formed the processor card and you could then add additional cards,
floppy disc controllers, display drivers and so on. And in those very early years the
company’s mode of operation was to design new cards and try and find a market for
them. These were fairly expensive systems because the sort of professional racking
that these cards went into was not cheap. So the market was quite small but it was,
you know, people who were wanting systems for lab control or some other such
activity. So I was still – you know, my day job was still in the university so I had
only occasional involvement, but I do remember I designed a card that had an
analogue digital converter on it. It was an A to D card so that analogue signals could
be fed into the machine. And I designed this circuit board for Acorn, or CPU Limited,
whatever it was called at the time, and handed the design over and I think my reward
was a Sony Trinitron TV or something like that, or a small computer monitor. So I
had a sort of fairly regular involvement or contact with the company but I wasn’t
spending a lot of time on it.

[10:10]

The next step, if you like, is that we could see the way things were going in the States,
so people were beginning to produce sort of properly packaged box computers for the
hobbyist market, and Acorn developed the Atom. Now the Atom was really sort of
Chris Curry’s side of the company. I didn’t have significant input to it. I can’t
remember if I had any input at all. I know that the principal designer was Nick Toop
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and Sophie certainly had input in terms of the BASIC interpreter that the Atom ran,
and probably, because Sophie was an employee of the company, almost certainly
input across a broader front. But I was certainly not part of the core Atom team and I
don’t remember having any input into it. But the Atom was basically taking some of
the ideas from – or some of the circuits from the system components, sort of cost
engineering them down onto a single circuit board in a plastic box with a proper
QWERTY keyboard on top, and output that would drive a TV. I suspect the major
storage system was audio cassette, so it would read and write to a standard external
audio cassette player. It was 6502 based. I know that one of the compromises was
that, to get the cost of driving the TV down, it used a standard Motorola display
controller chip, which had the slightly undesirable characteristic of running at a sixty
hertz frame rate, okay, which meant it was a slightly uncomfortable match for most
UK televisions, which were fifty hertz. It would work. Most would lock to a sixty
hertz signal but that was a bit of a compromise. The machine had a few kilobytes of
memory. I don’t remember the exact number but sort of fourish. It had a BASIC
interpreter built into the ROM. And it was initially sold as a kit, as had been the
System 1, which today seems very odd. But there were quite a lot of stories – the
Atom grew the market – I’m guessing it certainly sold in the tens of thousands and it
was the first point at which it became clear that the size of the market of people who
were interested in owning and operating a computer was significantly larger than the
size of the pool of people who knew how to solder.

Why do you say that?

Well, we started getting machines returned with all sorts of excuses for why they
didn’t work. The classic one that sticks in my mind is somebody who sent the
machine back saying it didn’t work at all, they’d been very careful, they knew chips
were sensitive to heat so instead of soldering as instructed they’d glued them all in but
it still didn’t work. We thought, okay [coughs] – sorry, excuse me. If – you know, if
that’s where the market’s getting to maybe we should start actually preassembling
these things. And at that point the company got into the manufacturing business of
getting the circuit boards assembled. The Atom was quite an important machine for
Acorn and there were quite a number of developments. It wasn’t – people started
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putting extra bits inside the box. It was the first machine that supported Acorn’s
networking technology, Econet. Andy Hopper at the computer lab had got this idea
for low cost networking that became Econet and this was built as an add on. And
people started adding on all sorts of different circuit boards inside the Atom box,
which had some interesting side effects. If you added too much then the power
dissipation got rather high. And the power was regulated by conventional little cheap
linear regulators. The circuit board was mounted upside down, so the keyboard was
effectively on the back of the circuit board and the components were facing down.
And these voltage regulators, in suitably expanded machines, got so hot that the solder
melted and the voltage regulator dropped out, at which point if you shook the box it
rattled and stopped working generally.

That seems very early to be introducing, you know, networking. What did you think
the prospects of it were at the time?

I wasn’t terribly closely involved in this. It seemed an interesting experiment but I
don’t remember how significant it felt at the time. It was quite a primitive network by
today’s standards. And I’m trying to remember the name of the protocol it used, the
serial protocol it used. I mean, it was – this was before the days of Ethernet. And in
fact it was very similar to the technology that Apple introduced later in what they
called Apple Talk, I think. Is that the right name? Again, they had a pre Ethernet
networking technology. I think it was – the protocol was HDLC, but again my
memory’s not reliable on this.

How different is – as a complete package. I guess we’ve talked about some of the
little details but how different is it as a complete package compared to the System 1,
the Atom?

Well, the System 1, is, as you know, a basic raw circuit board with a hexadecimal
keypad. You have to program – you have to write your programs, assemble them
yourself and enter the hex and look at the answers on a seven segment display. With
the Atom, it’s physically larger. It plugs into a TV. When it powers up it says
something friendly to you and you can then type basic programs in. And of course if
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you want to run assembler, I think the Atom Basic would have had an inline assembly
program so you could write assembly code and it would assemble it for you. So you
were basically interfacing with the machine at a significantly higher level.

[17:00]

You could also start to sell reasonably interesting bits of software. Oh, in fact I
suppose one little anecdote is my only ever published piece of software was a game I
wrote for the Atom, which I actually developed originally on the machine I was
building at home. And this was a bit of a sort of reinterpretation of the arcade game
Asteroids. I don’t know if you remember that, where you had wire frame rocks
hurtling through space and you were in a little spaceship and you had to shoot these
rocks up before the destroy you. I think the Atom variant was called Meteors. But
that was entirely written in 6502 assembly code. And in fact the Meteors’ version
didn’t use wire frame rocks, it used solid filled in rocks, but otherwise it was very
similar. And that sort of – that’s when I first encountered the interesting philosophical
debate in sort of space based arcade games as to whether you want the dynamics to be
proper space dynamics, okay, where nothing happens. If you want to slow down you
have to turn the rocket round and fire the motors, which is very hard to control, or
whether you have slightly more earthbound dynamics where if you stop the thrust the
thing slows down of its own accord, which of course is completely unrealistic. And I
can’t remember which – I think ended up with the proper space dynamics, which
made the whole game pretty near unplayable. Yes, so that’s the only time I’ve written
software which has subsequently been sold for money.

You mentioned that, you know, part of the reason that Acorn went down the route of
building the Atom was because you could see how things were going in the States with
package computers coming in. But how did you know what was happening in the
States?

There were popular electronics magazines around at the time that gave accounts of
what was happening in different parts of the world and particularly in the States. I
don’t remember precisely what these were. But I was a fairly avid consumer of, you
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know, the good old staid Wireless World at the time. There was a slightly trendier
one, I think, called Electronics Today International, ETI, sticks in my mind. There
may have been others. But these sort of gave accounts of what was happening in
other parts of the world. And there may have been early computer mags then, I’m not
sure.

[19:35]

Did you personally have much thought about where computing was going about
1979?

Erm, not really. I think we all sensed it was coming. We all sensed that the
microprocessor had moved computing into a completely new cost bracket where it
was possible to build stuff that, you know, fairly normal people with sufficient
enthusiasm might wish to spend their own money on. I think before the late ‘70s it
was simply too expensive. You know, buying a computer was as expensive as buying
a car, if not buying a house. And so you’d have to have a really serious use to spend
that sort of money. But by the late 70s it was clearly possible to build computers, you
know, that cost more like the price of a piece of hi-fi than the price of a car. So that is
game changing, I think. I mean, we had no idea of the scale of the game change. I
think we probably still felt that computers were for people like us, right, enthusiasts,
hobbyists, people who were interested in computers for their own sake and therefore
the market of such people is quite small. You know, people who’d be prepared to
solder things together to connect them or write assembly code or so on. So we saw, if
you like, a sort of growing hobby market and also we saw that these cheap products
then gained use in places like university labs and, you know – I’m not sure we’d quite
seen the way into schools at that point. So you could see markets of, you know,
thousands or tens of thousands of parts. We’d – I don’t think anybody really saw the
consumer boom, this sort of computer in every house scenario. Erm … yeah.

You mentioned designing a card a little while ago for the System 1. I’m just
wondering, how do you actually design a card? You mentioned it was an analogue
converter.
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Well, so I’d got an understanding of the principles of simple microprocessor systems
by building my own stuff at home. I’ve still got, you know, twenty or thirty circuit
boards that I built at home, that I hand wired. So when I was prototyping these things
or just building my own things I used this Verowire system of hand wiring. And once
you got the idea that, you know, the microprocessor has an address bus whereby it can
talk to a range of things and a data bus whereby it can exchange information with
them, and then there’s a few timing – you know, there are clocks around and timing
signals and so on, you can then think of a problem you want to solve. If you need an
analogue digital converter then you go and find what are the most sophisticated chips
available at the time or the most sophisticated cheap chips, I suppose. And what does
it take to interface them, how do you match them to the standard backplane bus. The
Acorn systems used a backplane bus, which was standardised. A bus simply means
that you sort of broadcast the microprocessor’s address and data and some of the
other, you know, timing and interrupt signals, down a set of parallel wires down a
backplane. And then every card that plugs into this has identical connections into this
backplane bus. So you have – if you like, you’ve established a standard, which is
what the back edge of your card looks like, and then you just design the electronics to
interface the new functionality that you want to implement to that thing on the back.
And I would almost certainly do this by building – first of all finding datasheets,
drawing a circuit diagram, hand wiring it on one of my prototype Verowire cards and
then, when I was happy it was working appropriately, handing the circuit diagram
over to Hermann at Acorn and then Hermann would get the Acorn folk – I mean,
Chris Turner was the chief engineer there. Paul Pedder was the circuit board
designer. They would then take this circuit schematic and turn it into a printed circuit
board, which is what you’d use for commercial sales rather than the hand wired board.
They’d get some circuit boards made and it would need to be checked out again to
make sure the circuit board was correct because the – the circuit boards then were
largely done entirely by hand. Today we do incredibly sophisticated circuit boards
with CAD tools and so usually they pretty much work first time, but then there was
far more room for error in translating the schematic into a circuit board. So circuit
boards needed a bit more testing and debugging. And then when the thing worked
you could offer it for sale. It wasn’t a very expensive process. You know, you could
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probably design a new circuit board, put it all together for a few hundred pounds. So
you didn’t need to sell vast numbers to cover development costs because those costs
were pretty low.

[25:15]

Right. When do you actually go from being a sort of part time person at Acorn to
actually working for them properly?

So the – my transition from moonlighting part timer was strongly linked to the BBC
Micro project. And the story there is that late in I think 1980, the Atom was doing
fine and Acorn was beginning to think about what it should do to build on the success
of the Atom, what was the next logical machine. And I did get involved at that point
– I’d built a machine at home in a rack that did some things that were somewhat more
advanced than Acorn standard products and I got involved in sketching designs for a
machine, which we called the Proton. You know, we were into subatomic particles at
the time. We’d got an Atom. And the proton was really sort of a sketch of an idea.
And we could also see by then that eight bit micros were not going to rule the roost
forever, that a machine that allowed you a bit of flexibility in how you did your
processing would have advantages. And so the Proton was sketched as a dual
processor using a 6502 for the front end IO processing, where we got a lot of the
software already from the Atom and knew what we were doing, but allowing that you
could connect a second processor, a sixteen bit processor or something, to improve the
computing capabilities of the Proton. And this was all being sort of bounced around
as an idea. And then early in ’81 Chris Curry got wind of the fact that the BBC was
looking for a computer to use in connection with a series of TV programmes it wanted
to produce and they’d effectively thrown the issue of which computer they would use
open. They had a spec but they were effectively inviting bids for this. And so we
looked at what they wanted. It wasn’t particularly close to what we were designing.
And because of the way we specced the Proton as a dual processor, it was a bit too – it
was also too expensive. So we effectively bid the front end of the Proton, the 6502
front end, to the BBC.
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[28:09]

And of course there’s the famous story, as repeated in Micro Men, of the week at – I
think it was Easter ’81, when the BBC announced they wished to visit Acorn to see
what we were offering. I mean, we had the Atom. The Atom had been out some
time, so the company now had some credibility as a manufacturer of the sort of box
they wanted, but they wanted something significantly more advanced than the Atom.
And so there was the weekend where Hermann rang Sophie and said, ‘The BBC are
coming on Friday. Can we show them a prototype?’ We haven’t started building
anything at this point. And Sophie said, ‘Don’t be silly.’ So Hermann rang me and
said, ‘The BBC are coming on Friday. Sophie thinks we should show them a
prototype. What do you think?’ And I said, ‘Well, it’s a bit unlikely but if Sophie’s
willing to have a go I will.’ And then he rang Sophie back and told her that Steve
thinks we could do it so, you know … [Laughs] And so on the Monday, you know, I
tidied up the circuit diagrams we’d been sketching for the Proton into something that
was just about what we could build and we got Ramanuj Banerjee from the computer
lab to come and wire up the prototype. And that took until about Wednesday, I think,
and then from Wednesday to Friday we were trying to get it to work. I was again –
you know, I was still officially at the university but that week was rather busy. And
we spent, you know, all Wednesday night, Thursday night trying to get this thing to
work and then on Friday morning there’s the well documented final suggestion from
Hermann about disconnecting this – I think it must have been a ground wire
connecting an Acorn system rack, which we were using as the development host, and
then a cable across to the prototype Proton board. And there was a big earth cable to
try and keep the noise down and Hermann said, ‘Why don’t you just disconnect that?’
And the machine annoyingly sprang into life. Well, annoyingly in one sense ‘cause
Hermann had no idea what he was talking about, but we were all – you know, we
were very tired and very, very much out of ideas and this one just happened to work.
Now in Micro Men this is portrayed as happening about three minutes after the BBC
arrived. In the real story it was about three hours before they arrived, about 7am on
Friday. And so by the time they arrived the machine was running reliably and it took
until the afternoon for Sophie to get the graphics running. But, you know, we had a
working prototype. And in parallel Hermann had got Alan Boothroyd to build a case
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model, okay. So when the BBC – Alan Boothroyd was one of the principals at
Meridian hi-fi company, but he also was a sort of – did quite a lot of industrial design
for other companies and he did most of – I think he’d done the industrial design for
the Atom, so he carried on doing the industrial design for Acorn for some time. So
when the BBC arrived on the Friday then, you know, they were shown, this is what
it’ll look like, here’s the box, and they were shown, this is what it’ll work like, right.
The prototype of course wouldn’t fit in the box but that was a detail that we had a bit
of time to sort out. So that, and other factors I probably don’t know about, persuaded
the BBC to go with Acorn for the BBC Micro.

[31:48]

That was about Easter ’82 [interviewee correction: ‘1981’]. My research fellowship
at Emanuel College ran till September ’82 [interviewee correction ‘1981’] and so I –
over the next few months I decided what to do after my research fellowship and my
supervisor in the engineering department, Shôn Ffowcs Williams, made it fairly clear
that if I wished to continue in the academic fluid dynamics line then it was probably
time to go somewhere other than Cambridge. And I seem to remember him
mentioning contacts he had in San Diego or somewhere on the west coast of the
States. So it was, you know, carry on doing postdoc research on the west coast or join
Acorn, who’d just got the BBC contract. And I don’t remember spending a lot of
time thinking about this. I think it was fairly clear that this BBC contract was a big
deal and therefore it was a fairly easy decision at the end of my fellowship just to sort
of sign on with Acorn as a proper employee.

[33:00]

You know, I’d stayed involved in the production engineering of the BBC Micro.
When I joined fulltime then of course initially my job was very much sorting out the
gate arrays, the Ferranti gate arrays, which we – we put a couple of these semi custom
chips into the design to sort of reduce the total chip count. It still – there were still
102 chips on the BBC Micro circuit board, which is a big number, but the ULAs did
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give us trouble. And, you know, I was involved in making trips to Oldham to
Ferrantis to try and sort out these ULAs.

I guess we’ve mentioned quite a lot of things in passing, some of which I’d quite like
to follow up on actually. One of them was the Proton. Now you mentioned, you
know, bits of it were based on stuff that you’d done at home. How much?

Well, the key concept in the Proton that was based on my home machine, and which
carried over to the BBC Micro, was the idea that instead of having one lot of memory
where your programme and data lived and a second lot of memory where your display
frame buffer was held, that you basically combined these and you had a single block
of memory that was shared between the processor and the display. And that was
something I developed in my machine at home. In my machine at home basically the
processor and display had sort of one megahertz access, so they could each have a
megabyte a second available. And the idea with the Proton was to take – was to
double that, was to give each two megabytes a second, have a – so a two megahertz
6502 would use the two megabytes a second on the one side and the two megabytes a
second on the graphic side would give us improved graphics compared with what I’d
built at home. The basic idea and approach to doing this I developed at home and
that, if you like, is the heart of the BBC Micro system organisation. And of course the
world has oscillated back and forward on this issue ever since. So, you know, even
today there’s sort of variability as to whether your display memory is separate or
integrated with your main memory. Memory was very expensive around that time
and one of the great benefits of this sort of multiplexed approach is that you could
have a trade off. If you wanted a more complicated program but needed a simpler
display then you could simply shift more of the memory into the program side and use
less of the display. If you wanted very flashy graphics then the trade off was you had
to have a simpler program. And in fact some people found trade offs we hadn’t
imagined. So David Braban’s Elite programme changed the display mode partway
down the display in a manner that was sort of clearly impossible, but … programmers
did things we never imagined.

Where were you actually working?
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I must have been on Acorn’s premises. At this stage Acorn was in premises over the
Electricity Board, off the Market Square in Cambridge, which approached down a
side passage, down the side of the Electricity Board, which was slightly insalubrious
because it was highly favoured by the local pigeons. And then there were some – I
think they were metal stairs up to the floors above, and then there was quite a lot of
space up there that Acorn occupied. And I must have been in there – I don’t
remember the frequency but every week or two, I guess. But most of the work I did at
home, yes.

Whereabouts are you actually working? Where is home at this point, for that matter?

Well, I married in ’77 and we moved to live in Linton, which is ten miles south east of
Cambridge. Best known to most people in Cambridge as where the nearest zoo is.
Linton has a small zoo. But I lived out there and the house was Number 10 Hollybush
Way, which was a very small – it was a fairly recent development and they built these
blocks of three houses and we had the end small one. One end was a bit bigger. And
it was a kind of two up and one down house. Downstairs was a single room with a
kitchen dining room. Upstairs there were two bedrooms.

Whereabouts are you doing the work on the computer?

I probably at that stage had one of the upstairs rooms. I don’t actually remember. It’s
interesting. But yes, I was probably doing some of the work downstairs. My wife
was a teacher and she taught at the local primary school in Linton, so she had quite a
short walk to work. But she was fairly early in teaching and found teaching extremely
tiring and so I probably sat downstairs filling the house with flux vapours while she
was doing marking or trying to recover in front of the TV.

What did your wife make of you taking your work home with you like this? [Laughs]

She was – she was quite happy. I mean, I’d been playing with computers before we
got married. This was not anything new. I think probably we could keep it slightly
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more under control at home than when I was in sort of student digs where it tended to
sort of get everywhere.

I’m interested in the idea of having two processors on the Proton as well and the idea
that the eight bit processor was already dead despite the fact that, you know, most
people still don’t have computers in their homes. Why did you think the eight bit was
…?

I’m afraid I can’t remember the precise thinking. I don’t know if there was already
talk of sixteen bit processors but they were a bit expensive or something. But I mean,
the history is fairly clear. The Proton was designed as a dual processing machine.
The BBC Micro was then the front end but of course it retained the dual processor
capability. So the BBC Micro had a port on it called the tube and that was the second
processor interface. And quite a lot of second processors were then added to BBC
Micro over subsequent years, some of them forming the basis of Acorn products and
the Acorn Cambridge workstation was basically a BBC Micro with a National
Semiconductor 32016 second processor to do the floating point arithmetic. But yes,
we designed the dual processor. We then cut the front off to form the BBC Micro but
kept the interface and then the interface was used to bootstrap all sorts of interesting
things subsequently.

[40:50]

You mentioned about that busy week at Easter 1981. Can you take me through it from
your point of view? I guess you mentioned the Micro Men version but I was
wondering how you had remembered it.

Well, Micro Men version is based on facts so I don’t – there’s nothing about it that’s
particularly incorrect. I mean, it does – I’ve probably already commented on this but
in Micro Men it portrays me as chain smoking, which I certainly – I didn’t smoke at
all. It also – it has a little episode where I’m soldering wires together and tell Chris
Curry, you know, that’s twenty done, only about 3,000 to go. The entire prototype
was wire wrapped so there was essentially no soldering involved and the wire
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wrapping was done by Ram Banerjee, not by me. I’d sort of – I’d sketched the circuit
diagram, so basically I took the Proton ideas and formed a circuit, which was then –
Ram assembled and then with Sophie we debugged and got working. So I’m
guessing that I was – you know, I had a lot to do on the first day, just getting the
circuit diagram into shape, then probably not much to do for the next couple of days
while the wire wrapping was completed. That was sort of by Wednesday, I think, and
then Wednesday night, Thursday, Thursday night to Friday morning was probably just
continuous – trying to get some life into this thing and wondering why it didn’t work.
And the techniques we had for debugging were fairly basic. We’d certainly have
access to oscilloscopes of some sort. But I think we did a lot of debugging with
things that were called logic analysers – logic pens, not logic analysers. Sorry, that’s
a mistake. We didn’t have logic analysers. Logic probes, that’s the right phrase. And
these were things that you held like a pen and they had a metal tip which was the
contact and two LEDs and if you touched a digital signal, if it was logic low the green
light would light up and if it was logic one the red light would light up, or possibly the
other way round. I don’t remember. And they also had various ways of detecting
pulsing signals. So you could – you know, if you’d got the machine into a sort of
stable state where it was stopped, you could then go and read all the logic signals off
one at a time.

By logic signals you mean the ones and zeros then?

Yes, yes. Basically – simply reading the ones and zeros directly out. The dynamic
signals, things pulsing, it was much harder to interpret. But yes, so debugging was a
bit hit and miss. And of course some of what you’d be debugging would be the fact
that there’d been one or two mistakes made in turning the circuit diagram into a wire
wrap, so the wire wrap would not be exactly what you’d asked for. It was an entirely
manual process so a bit error proned. And some of it of course would be the fact that
the circuit diagram you’d given them to wire wrap was wrong anyway, you know,
you’d made some mistakes in drawing the circuit. So you’d have to be thinking at
several different levels to work out where the fault lay and how to fix it. But yeah,
you know, this was a very intense couple of days, getting this machine up, which was
ultimately surprising in the fact it succeeded.
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Were you surprised?

Oh yes, yes, I think – the timescales that we’d basically been set to do this were
basically silly and the fact that we actually managed to deliver was really surprising. I
mean, you know, we were fully prepared to explain to the BBC that we’d built a
prototype but it wasn’t yet working and, you know, it would take another week or two
to debug it. So actually having it running code at the time was quite surprising.

[45:25]

You mentioned a couple of techniques in passing. Wire wrapping, what is actually
that?

So wire wrap was a very well developed and high quality technique for building
prototype electronic circuit boards. It was also used actually in some production
machines for some parts of the design. So wire wrapping used a very precisely
defined insulated form of wire where you – I’m going to get this wrong if I’m not
careful, but basically you stripped the plastic insulation off the last inch or inch and a
half of the wire and then you fed this into a gun. And the gun – I mean, the gun
wasn’t a gun, it was – it basically spun the wire around a pin. Now the pins were
designed for this purpose. They were square pins, usually gold plated to minimise
oxidation, and the wire wrap would – the gun would wrap the wire very tightly round
this. And you’d get a coil of about, I don’t know, six turns, that was basically gas
tight. So if this worked properly – and the electric wire wrap gun gave you the
control to do this very exactly – you could wire wrap by hand, there were hand tools,
but they were tedious, so any big thing you did with a gun. And the characteristic of
these circuit boards is the chips would be in sockets and then the sockets would have
these wire wrapped pins that projected at least sort of half, three quarters of an inch to
the other side of the board, so they stuck out quite a long way. And then you could
put a wrap on this pin, or you could put two or three wraps on, so you could make
more than one connection to a pin. And then the – you’d thread the wire round and
then you’d wrap the other end to the other end of the connection. So basically it was a
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point to point connection and if you had a bus that went to multiple places you just
went from A to B. In fact I remember now there was a protocol, you know. There
was a lot of experience to using this, so if you really wanted to connect, you know, ten
different points together in the one bus. What you didn’t do was start at point one
wrapped to point two and then wrapped two to three and then wrapped three to four
and then wrapped four to five, ‘cause if you did that and you found a mistake you’d
sometimes have to basically take the whole lot off. So what you’d do is you’d
connect one to two and then three to four and then five to six and then you’d connect
two to three and four to five. So effectively you were alternating low and high. And
then worst case, you’d have to take three links off to redo the connection. So as I say,
this was highly developed and in places like the university computer lab, quite large
machines would be built entirely using this technique. In fact they’d added some
automations. So they’d built numerically controlled rigs that would actually indicate
to the guy doing the wrapping which pin to go to next, you know, so the schematic
would be automatically translated into a series of wire wrapped links. And even on
commercial mainframe computers, you’d often find wire wrap used on the
backplanes, not to form the main circuit boards but to form special connections
between circuit boards and the backplanes. So it was a – it was considered a very
reliable technology. If you had very high speed signals you could actually wire wrap
twisted pairs, but the BBC Micro prototype didn’t require anything that fancy.

[49:20]

Do you remember – were you actually there when it was demonstrated to the BBC?

I think I must have been. I mean, again, my recollection is hazy … but I was probably
around in case it broke [laughs].

Was that something you worried about?

Oh yes. I mean, whenever you demonstrate hardware which has only just started
working you always suspect it’s about to stop working just as quickly as it started.
But yeah, it seemed to – you know, I’ve no idea how significant a role having this
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thing working played in the ultimate decision. I mean, it can’t have done any harm,
but whether it was, you know, a key factor or just one component in a whole range of
issues – I know that having the case prototype there was also important in getting a
sort of feel for what we were doing.

What did you make of the idea of the BBC becoming involved with your computer
programme back then?

We were very excited about the BBC connection. And I’ve been, you know, thinking
about what was happening then. I mean, there were a huge number of companies
building similar small home machines. It was quite cheap to set up a company to do
this. You could buy the components off the shelf, design a circuit board, which didn’t
cost a fortune, and start selling stuff. And that was fine if you’d got an enthusiast
market but for a broader market – all these companies were apparently little fly by
night start ups with no track record and no guarantee that they’d be around the next
day. And so it was clear that getting involved with the BBC gave Acorn, if you like,
one of the most trusted brands available and this would then overcome some of the
fears which a lot of the prospective market had. I mean, we’d no idea still how big
the prospective market was but it was clear that – well, firstly the BBC was confident
that their programme would cause the order of 12,000 machines to be sold, okay, so
12,000 was enough for Acorn to pay serious attention to. I mean, I’m sure we’d sold
more than 12,000 Atoms but it’s still a big increment to the business [coughs]. Of
course it turned out to be a hopeless underestimate, but … But that’s just how little
people foresaw the swell of interest once there was a machine that people felt they
could trust. So the BBC brand I think was enormously important in generating trust,
both with home buyers but also with, you know, government and schools and so on.
And the assumption was that because the BBC was behind it, that it was, you know, a
fairly safe bet. Now actually, I’m not sure how realistic that was. The machine was
still Acorn’s responsibility and Acorn was a small business with very little capital
base and of course got into very deep trouble quite soon thereafter and had to be
rescued by Olivetti. And had that rescue not taken place the company would have
gone bust and the apparent security of the BBC name may have not counted for much.
The other interesting point of course is that the machine itself had some extremely
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marginal design features, some of which were evident when it went on sale and some
of which we’d got away with in a way that still staggers me. They never bit us. One
of the ones for which I was primarily responsible was the way I described the memory
worked. It had this multiplexed access and this used chips from a National
Semiconductor called 81NS95s and they drove the signals onto the memory and
selected where those signals came from so that you could switch between processor
and display. And we had any number of people come and offer us second sources for
those chips. So in other words – it was desirable, if you used a chip, to have more
than one place you can buy from, otherwise the supplier has you over a barrel. And
all these second sources had identical specs and none of them ever worked and we had
no idea why. So that frightened me quite a lot. But, as I say, one and a half million
machines later, it still hadn’t bitten us. The National Semiconductor part continued
working. And we really don’t know why they worked and apparently identical
replacements didn’t. Just no idea.

[54:37]

Things that were slightly less well concealed were the difficulty we had with the
Ferranti ULA that was doing the video processing. That was quite high profile, that
we couldn’t get that to reliably run at the maximum clock rate. We had a very poor
sort of manufacturing yield at full spec and customers did have problems with the
high resolution displays. In the end we replaced it with an NMOS part and VLSI
Technology, which was the beginnings of our relationship with VLSI that were later
instrumental in the development of the ARM. And the NMOS part was just no
trouble at all, it just worked. But the – I mean, the other fairly visible issue with the
machine was that Alan Boothroyd’s case was very nice and slim but actually the area
allocated for the power supply was rather tight. And for the first machines the BBC
insisted that we used linear supplies as opposed to switching supplies. Linear supplies
are inevitably lossy. I mean, they get quite hot, they’re inefficient. There’s losses in
the supply as well as – in fact, roughly speaking you dissipate as much power in the
supply as you do in the board you’re supplying with a linear supply. And there really
wasn’t the space in the box to cope with that much dissipation and we had a lot of
trouble with the linear supplies, actually on a couple of occasions catching fire, not to
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beat about the bush. It was a sufficient problem that – and the reason the BBC were
very keen on linear supplies was switching supplies switch at radio frequencies and
the BBC owned the radio spectrum and didn’t like things interfering in its spectrum. I
think that was the policy. Anyway, after a few months struggling with these linear
supplies the BBC was persuaded to allow us to try a switch-mode supply and we got
Aztech in Hong Kong to – I wasn’t directly involved in this, by the way. This is a
neighbouring story, but Aztech designed a switching supply for us and we built the
switching supply in and never had any trouble again. And I do remember at one time,
I don’t know where it is now, I had possession of the millionth Aztech switch supply,
which they gold plated for us, and it’s a great shame I don’t know where it is now. I
mean, it was in my possession at Acorn, not in my personal possession, so it probably
stayed at Acorn when I left.

[57:15]

You’ve used a few terms in passing I was wondering if you could explain to me. One
of them was ULA.

Okay, ULA stands for uncommitted logic array and it’s an early form of gate array
technology. Basically Ferranti designed these chips, they were the first into this
market, where you have a silicon substate that contains a certain number of logic
gates, but the functionality of that circuit can be defined by the final layer of
programming which – not programming but manufacture which defines how those
gates are connected together. So effectively they can make a whole lot of silicon
material, which is complete apart from the final metal processing and the final metal
processing can make the same silicon do one function or another completely different
function. And we used a couple of these ULAs on the BBC Micro. They were known
as the vidproc and the serproc, which stood for the video processor and the serial
processor. The video processor was the thing that had the colour lookup tables and
was used to define the colour of pixels on the display. And that had to operate at
sixteen megahertz in the fastest display mode and that’s where it struggled. It was
fine at eight but at sixteen it got a bit noisy and it – the computer lab had actually done
the metallisation design for us using tools they’d developed and they’d actually
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implemented a very early form of wave pipelining in this colour table lookup. But the
real problem with the video processor was the fact that these logic gates changed
speeds spectacularly between when they were first switched on and when they got to
temperature. And their operating temperature was quite hot. But basically the logic
gate delay would change by a factor of two between room temperature and operating
and the wave pipeline approach was not able to accommodate that much variability.
The serial processor was no problem and that was handling low speed stuff to do with
the cassette interface and the RS232 interface and so on. Each of those ULAs was
basically mopping up ten or twenty – the functionality that would – if you’d
implemented using off the shelf parts, as was conventional in those days, there’d have
been another ten or twenty chips for each of those, and so the 102 chips would have
been 130 or 140 chips and the board would have been too big for the box. So they
were an early use of custom integration to reduce the component count and they were
also my first exposure to any sort of chip design. And, you know, I’ve been designing
chips ever since, so they kind of set me off on the course I followed for the rest of my
career.

In what sense exposure to chip design?

Well, it was the first – all my hobbyist work had been designing with chips. You
bought the chip, you designed the circuit at the circuit board level and you wired it up
and then you persuaded the chip to work. So the chip was a given. With the ULAs
you were getting inside the chip and making the chip do what you wanted rather than
having to work with the chip doing what it wanted. So there was – and of course, as
Moore’s Law has given us ever more functionality on a chip, the importance of being
able to work inside the chip rather than just outside the chip has grown and today
most electronic products are defined by what’s gone inside the chip rather than what’s
assembled outside the chip. But this was very early days for that approach in 1980,
’81.

[1:01:20]

You mentioned that you had dealings with Ferranti over the ULAs.
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Yes.

Are they designing them for you or are you designing them for them or …?

Ferranti manufactured them. So Ferranti of course is a very old British electronics
computer company, now sadly gone, but based in North Manchester, in Oldham, and
they had the fabs in Oldham. The fabs are the factories where they print the various
layers on the silicon. And the ULA was Ferranti’s product. We designed the final
layer metallisation. For the BBC Micro I remember they still defined the
metallisation using Rubilith masks. These were masks that were made from a large
sheet of plastic film, where a machine would actually cut the areas that you wanted
metal in and where you wanted no metal and then you’d – it was cut by a machine but
then peeled by hand. So you had to peel off the bit where the metal was not supposed
to be. One fairly common source of error was a bit of Rubilith was not peeled that
should have been peeled. And these were used to pattern the final metal layer that
defined the chip’s function.

Is this something you’re doing yourself?

I wasn’t – well, I mean, I wasn’t doing the cutting, no. I was – and in fact for the
BBC Micro the metallisation was designed at the computer lab. They build tools for
design automation to do this. And they then generated computer tapes of some sort
that went to Oldham and we used to control the Rubilith cutting machines. I was
involved in designing the functionality of both of these chips but mapping it onto the
chip itself was done by the computer lab. And then I got involved in trying to debug
them when they didn’t work.

By the computer lab, do you mean Cambridge University computer lab?

Yes, yes, Andy Hopper’s group. The two guys who did the work were Jeremy Dion
and Peter Robinson, who worked for Andy at that time, and Peter is still – has been at
the computer lab ever since. I think he’s deputy head of the computer lab now.
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Jeremy left a few years later and went to DEC Western Design Centre, I think, in Palo
Alto.

When you said you defined the functionality of what the ULAs will do, in what sense
define the functionality? Is that just sort of telling them what to do then?

Well, it’s basically a bit like designing a set of logic gates on a circuit board to do a
function but here you’re designing the way the logic gates are connected on the chip
itself. So, you know, if you want to build a flip flop, you can build a flip flop out of –
they were basically all NOR gates, to be precise, and if you want an edge-triggered
flip flop then you need six NOR gates wired together in a particular configuration and
this metal layer would define that wiring, so that those six gates became a flip flop
and these six gates over here became a binary adder. And so you could basically –
and those over there became a bit of memory. So basically – you know, anything in a
computer you can build out of logic gates. In fact in principle you can build any
computer function out of two input NOR gates or two input NAND gates. They’re
universal in that sense. Now you weren’t quite limited just to two input gates but the
principle is there. If you have enough two input gates you can design anything. And
these things gave you a sea of two input gates and you then decided how to wire them
together.

Do you have any computer tools to help you at this point or is it all by hand?

The design was done by hand and a bit of prototyping. So we essentially designed a
logic schematic and then implemented it with standard off the shelf parts on a
daughter PCB, I think. So we’d make a little circuit board that plugged into the
socket that had the sort of twenty or so chips that we wanted to replace on it wired
together. We checked the functionality out and then the schematic would go to the
computer lab to be mapped into this final layer of metal on the ULA.

[1:06:04]
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What sort of contact did you have with Cambridge University computing lab? You’ve
mentioned it in passing a few times but I wasn’t sure what sort of arrangements there
were there.

Erm, it was fairly informal, I think. I mean, my academic career at Cambridge
involved encounters with the computer lab only as an occasional user. When I first
went there they – I think they were phasing Titan out and bringing in the first 360.
And occasionally I would go in there and sit at a terminal and do some computing.
But actually toward – later on I was mainly using computers that were actually in the
engineering department. Computer Automation LSI4 kind of rings a bell as the
machine I used a lot. And then I started using machines I’d built myself as well. So
the machine that was the prototype for the Proton was actually used as a data logging
machine for some of my aerodynamics experiments and I also wrote my PhD thesis
on it, having first written an editor to write the thesis on. So I didn’t have that much
interaction with the computer lab in my academic role. Andy Hopper had formed
another company with Hermann called Orbis, which at some point merged with
Acorn, but clearly Andy was strongly in Hermann’s circle of contacts. And I think
when we started looking at ULAs for the BBC Micro, Hermann brought Andy in and
said, you know, can you help with the implementation of these. So I certainly visited
the computer lab to talk to Peter and Jeremy a few times. I don’t remember how
many. But the involvement with the lab was – I mean, there was this role they had in
the BBC Micro and Andy’s role as co-director of Orbis and later Acorn, but that was
as far as sort of formal connections went, as far as I was concerned.

[1:08:20]

I guess you mentioned quite a lot of different people in passing and I was just
wondering if you could, I guess, describe them to me but as they were back then,
perhaps starting with Chris Curry.

Erm, Chris Curry. So Chris had a history with Sinclair and had sort of pushed
Sinclair to dip his toe in the embryonic home computer business with Science of
Cambridge and the MK14. And Clive had eventually sort of set Chris up with
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Science of Cambridge. Chris was very much a sort of – when I knew him he was very
on the business side of Acorn. So he was the person who discovered that the BBC
were thinking of sponsoring a machine, or having a machine in the background
supporting this series of programmes. I had much less direct engagement with Chris
than I did with Hermann. Hermann was much more on the technical side of the
company and led the technical team, although Chris led the Atom development. So
Nick Toop building the Atom worked quite closely with Chris, I think. I – you know,
I didn’t quite take to Chris in the way I took to Hermann. Hermann I always found – I
mean, he could be a bit cunning occasionally, as with the famous telephone playoff,
but basically he was always pushing very hard to get the most out of people but
always very supportive, you know. So Hermann – if we were having late night
sessions building things, Hermann would always, you know, make the tea and go and
get the kebabs and generally do what was necessary to keep the team fuelled. I mean,
he was always working very closely with us whilst still pretty sort of pushy in trying
to keep things moving. Chris didn’t have the same rapport with the technical team, at
least the bit that I worked with, and tended to leave that side to Hermann, so I didn’t
have as many dealings with Chris.

What was Hermann like back in 1979, 1980?

Hermann – well, his background was quite different from Chris’s. He’d been – he’d
done his PhD at the Cavendish. I think he was a post doc doing something – I think
high speed photography was his thing at the Cavendish. I’ve never been quite sure
how he met Chris. But Hermann, you know, clearly was very capable as a research
physicist and has always been very – I mean, he has a fairly deep empathy with
technical issues, which is not to say, you know, he’s an expert on all aspects of the
technical problem, but when there’s an issue he’s very good at getting to the bottom
of it, right. He has enough general knowledge that he can deep dive when he has to
and so you can’t pull the wool over his eyes, right. I mean, he’s – as a technical
person you can make excuses but you can’t fool him. And so he was always … He
was always focused. He’s a very focused person. He’s very sharp in the positive
sense rather than the sort of sharp business sense. I mean, he’s – and I think what he
would say is that – well, the most effective uses he makes of his sort of sharp intellect
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is that he can recognise other people. So I think he would say he’s quite good at
finding people to build teams and quite good at recognising teams that have the
potential to deliver interesting things. I mean, Hermann of course is Austrian of
upbringing. I think his father owned a wine company, Hauser Wines, I think I’ve
come across. And he came to the UK, I think originally for some exposure to English,
to a language school, and then came back for his PhD and subsequently never
escaped. So he still has a very slight hint of an Austrian accent. It’s not very
noticeable. But I’ve always got on with Hermann very well. And I mean, I still have
regular contact with him. He in fact, you know, sponsors my current research to a
contained [interviewee correction: ‘certain’] degree.

[1:13:35]

Where does Andy Hopper fit in this picture?

Andy is of Polish origin, I think. Now I’m not quite sure at what point his family left
Poland. But he’s – I sort of became aware of him in the early Acorn days and he’s
always had a sort of – a very business oriented interpretation of his role as an
academic and so he’s always been interested in doing things that have applicability
and commercial potential. He got involved with Hermann in Orbis and then came
into Acorn. He I think dispensed of his Acorn assets in a very timely way and I think
it’s supported his flying interests ever since. He’s – but he’s had a significant number
of successful entrepreneurial activities. And when Acorn was taken over by Olivetti,
or rescued by Olivetti, Hermann then actually moved to Olivetti as technical director
and set up a number of Olivetti research labs and Andy led the one in Cambridge.
And of course Hermann was only there a couple of years and when he left they started
closing them all down, but the Cambridge lab survived longer than most. They’ve
had an extremely successful track record of developing technologies with an
interesting relationship with the university. It’s always quite hard to handle a
commercial activity that’s that closely linked to the university and Andy did it with
sort of considerable skill, I think. Eventually Olivetti sold the lab and it became the
AT&T lab and then very mysteriously AT&T closed it down, which was odd when
you look at how much had come out of it in terms of value. I mean, it started
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companies like Verata. I mean, the interesting thing is of course when they closed the
lab down what all the employees did is went off and started their own companies and
now Andy’s got even more companies to look after, many of which have been very
influential. So …

Where does he fit into the picture of the early days of Acorn? What’s his role?

Well, in the early – Andy’s background is mainly on communications. Cambridge
Ring, Cambridge Fast Ring, was his academic research, and so at Acorn his major
input was the Econet, which we’ve already mentioned in the context of the Atom, but
of course was effectively built into the BBC Micro. I mean, it was – in terms of the
chips it was optional but it was there on the circuit board. And Econet was the basic
networking technology for the Beeb, which was very important because, as schools
went from one machine to a classroom, being able to network and have file servers
became a very important factor. So Andy’s input was kind of the networking level.
He was also a director of the company from the point when it merged with Orbis. I
don’t remember exactly when that was. And I’m not quite sure – I mean, he was a
non exec director. His centre of gravity was in the university. So my guess is he was
having technical input at board level but he certainly wasn’t around on a day to day
basis.

[1:17:35]

I guess the other person you’ve mentioned quite a bit is Sophie Wilson. What sort of
personality was she?

Well, Sophie was of course principally called Roger in the Acorn days. I mean,
Sophie went through a gender change shortly after I came to Manchester. But I will
refer to her as Sophie retrospectively to try and keep things simple. Sophie was doing
the computing course, I think, and I first met her through the Cambridge University
Processor Group before – in pre Acorn days, and I do have this recollection of – you
know, one thing the processor group did is we tended to go around to each other’s
rooms and play with the computers and Sophie was at my place playing with my
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computer and found a memory bug. That’s one thing I recall. But she got drawn into
Acorn when we were doing the fruit machine work because we wanted some kind of
defence against electronic cigarette lighters, which were a standard way – early
electronic fruit machines you could sometimes get to pay out by just flicking an
electronic cigarette lighter somewhere near the cash slot and this would send enough
interference in to disrupt the programme and cause the thing to do random things and
if you tried enough random things then it would pay out. So Sophie’s first role was
building essentially a front end detector that, whatever else happened, guaranteed the
machine wouldn’t pay out if there was this interference. And it was based on an FM
radio system of some sort. And then, as I’ve described, she looked at the MK14 and
came up with the System 1 in response. And she must have joined the company – I
know Chris Turner at Acorn was employee number one. I don’t know if Sophie was
number two, three or four, but it was – joined fulltime very early on. And basically
then was in charge of lots of aspects of the software. She wrote all the BASIC
interpreters for many years and had fingers in many other things, but also on the
hardware side. So, you know, with the fruit machine, I was basically doing software
for these SCMP things and Sophie was doing hardware but that turned around fairly
quickly and through most of our joint time at Acorn we sort of technically led the
development activities with Sophie specialising on the software side and me on the
hardware side but Sophie’s – Sophie’s knowledge of the hardware was considerably
greater than my knowledge of the software. And Sophie was very sharp and had a
sort of near perfect memory, okay. So I mean, if you want any of the details in this
account clearing up, talk to Sophie [laughs]. You know, my memory’s not that great
but Sophie remembers everything and has a kind of sponge like memory for detail.
And she’s not frightened to speak her mind. I mean, you know, our – working
together as colleagues was not always completely smooth plain sailing. But I think –
I don’t think it upset us, the fact that we had disagreements, because I think these
were kind of constructive. You know, one of the hazards, and it becomes more of a
hazard as you become more senior, is that people tend to agree with you by default
and I don’t think anybody would ever accuse Sophie of doing that. So she had a very
deep technical knowledge in all directions and was perfectly happy to speak her mind.
Was occasionally abrasive. There were one or two people like that. Another person
in the team early who came from Orbis was Mike Muller, who is now CTO at ARM,
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and he – you know, he was our antidote to group think, right, because if everybody
was agreeing with something Mike would deliberately not agree just to make sure that
there was some tension in the discussion. But I worked very effectively with Sophie.
I think I – you know, I had rather more patience on the engineering front and …

Why do you think you worked together effectively?

Well I don’t know. This is always very hard to – it’s very hard to analyse because
we’re not similar characters at all. But I think – you know, well, I think probably first
and foremost is there was a lot of mutual respect, okay. So we might have
disagreements but there was never any risk of me thinking Sophie was an idiot, right,
because that was [laughs] simply not a possibility. And, you know, I felt there was
respect the other way too, that – I don’t know quite what was at the root of that but I
think there was a lot of mutual respect.

[1:23:30]

And in fact we built up a team of people around us who all worked very effectively,
and sufficiently effectively we actually did risk becoming a bit of a clique. It became
quite difficult for people to join this group because the people inside it had such a
strong degree of mutual understanding that other people who were assigned to work
with us I think found that a problem sometimes. But … Yeah, you know, as I say, we
weren’t similar so I think when the company, you know, grew bigger and wanted to
build a bit of internal structure, I was asked to become the manager of this team. In
fact I was sort of deputy manager of advanced R&D, the whole lot, when Jim Mitchell
was brought in from the States to be research director. I was kind of – he was based
in Palo Alto and I was his deputy in the UK. And, you know, it didn’t – it was
slightly odd, being a member – you know, being an equal member of a team and then
being asked to sort of be in charge of them, right. It was my first experience of this.
But everybody was very accepting that this was a sensible way to organise. And so in
some sense I became Sophie’s boss, but in no real sense is anybody ever really
Sophie’s boss, so it’s – it wasn’t that different from academic management actually,
which is – it defines lines of responsibility but certainly doesn’t define channels
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through which orders are issued. And as far as I’m aware, Sophie was perfectly
happy for me to take that managerial role because she didn’t see this as in any way
devaluing her contribution. It was just a job that had to be done.

[1:25:30]

Are there any other colleagues who stick in your mind from that early period?
Oh many, yes. I mean, in the R&D area. I mean, this is probably most BBC Micro. I
mean, Chris Turner was always a key guy. I mean, he was employee number one and
chief engineer, very practical, getting things done, understood the production side of
things and so on. And I’ve always had a lot to do with Chris and had a lot of time for
his contribution. He wasn’t – he wasn’t – you know, his skills weren’t pushing the
technology forward in the way that Sophie and I did, but getting the stuff made and
out of the door was – he was very good at. But in our particular group, the set of
people who worked with me on the hardware design were Mike Muller, who I’ve
already mentioned, Tudor Brown, who else came in there? We had a younger guy
called Alisdair Thomas, who, when I was sort of in my last couple of years there, I
kind of was grooming as the sort of processor architect, and sadly he committed
suicide fairly soon after. He joined ARM but then took his own life. He was – I
obviously never quite understood him. But Mike and Tudor of course both went on to
be very senior at ARM. Mike’s still there as CTO, the last I heard. Tudor has just
retired as having been chief – was he chief executive or chief operating officer? He
was also president of the board and so on. You know, so basically both Mike and
Tudor have made their entire careers with Acorn and then ARM. In the – so that was
my hardware system design group. We did, if you like, the architectural design. We
then had a VLSI group that we worked with very closely and for the first ARM
design, that was led by Robert Heaton, who was a fairly fiery character and fell out
with somebody and left fairly shortly after the ARM was done. The people he worked
with were Jamie Urquhart, for example, who also went with ARM and was chief
executive, or was it COO, I’m not quite sure what – but I mean, he basically ran ARM
for ten years and then he left ARM about ten years ago and now works for Pond
Venture Capital, but I think he’s … Well, I still see him regularly. He’s actually chair
of the steering group for my research here in Manchester. So Jamie’s a very sort of
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well rounded experienced character. And working with Jamie, there were Harry
Oldham, who’d come from GEC Hirst, who’s chip designer extraordinaire, a very
nice guy and very, very knowledgeable and good. Dave Howard, not quite sure what
Dave’s background was but he’s still with ARM, been there forever. John Biggs, who
was more on the sort of organising the tools side for the chip design. I mean, these
people came in at different points but all fairly early on. And he’s still at ARM. On
the software side, people like Lee Smith, who’s still at ARM. I mean, there was an
extremely strong core of people at Acorn in the early ‘80s who have gone on to –
many of them have stayed right through with ARM and played key roles, some rising
to senior management, some preferring to stay in active technical roles. But there’s
no doubt that if you look at what that group of people have done since, it was a fairly
remarkable group and I’ve – you know, there were other – Hugo Tyson, Brian
Cockburn, John Thackray, and I’m undoubtless forgetting names I shouldn’t have
forgotten, but thinking of them all on the spot is a bit tricky.

[1:30:10]

Where do you sit within that group, you know, at the start when you first join Acorn
properly? What’s your role?

I was always seen as kind of a technology leader, okay. So even before I joined the
company, my role in the Proton and the BBC Micro was seen as actually setting the
direction for some parts of – you know, and doing the detailed design. And when I
joined the company I sort of – I just assumed that position as basically being the sort
of head on the hardware side of new developments. And Sophie was leading the
software side. Now the software side broadened out a bit and there were other people,
sort of Paul Bond, leading the operating system development, ‘cause there was far
more activity on the software side, as you’d expected, so … and Sophie was – Sophie
has sort of less of a feel for management than I do, I think I would say. And so
Sophie was kind of given a position which was – which in a big company you might
see as sort of, you know, senior fellow or something, somebody who’s got a very
strong technical leadership position but without a great deal of management
responsibility, so they’re consulted by all the company. I was – I kind of had that role
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but also management responsibility for a lot of the more advanced development. I
mean, when the company grew to 400 people in ’83 then of course I wasn’t running
all the hardware projects. There were several hardware projects that were outside my
realm. And by then in fact we’d got a fairly strong focus on the ARM development,
which was – which I did lead.

How many of you were there when you first joined in ’82?

When I first joined … now, it was – I joined in October ’81.

Okay, that’s resolved that [laughs].

The BBC Micro was first sold in January ’82, but I was on the staff by then. So it was
October ’81. How many people were there there? I would guess twenty or thirty. I
mean, the Atom sales had built a basis for a reasonable sized company. I may be out.
I couldn’t – certainly couldn’t name twenty of them, but it’s that sort of order.

[1:33:00]

And you’ve mentioned sort of going up these stairs to – the iron stairs to the offices
above the Electricity Board, but, you know, what’s it like actually inside that?

Oh, fairly sort of tatty. You know, it wasn’t plush modern offices by any standards.
It was fairly bare rooms, which were equipped with fairly cheap desks, and it got
fairly tight in terms of space there, which – of course the company moved out to
Cherry Hinton a few months after I joined, I think, so – I don’t know if they’d moved
by the beginning of ’82 or whether the move was in ’82, but – and that gave a lot of
space. But I mean, I remember that one of the issues at the time was that printers
were fairly noisy and unpleasant and that space was so tight that you didn’t want to
stick the printer next to anybody’s desk because it would be very disruptive, so the
printer was actually in the gents’ loo. I’m not quite sure how – whether there were
female employees and if there were how they collected their printout, but it was – I’m
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trying to remember what – they would be dot matrix printers then, wouldn’t they? I
think that would be the era of the dot matrix printer. So noisy and unpleasant.

What are the offices in Cherry Hinton like in comparison?

So the Cherry Hinton site historically had been the Cambridge Water Company water
softening station. Cambridge is a hard water area and they had been systematically
processing the water to remove some of the hardness, when I think it became best
medical advice that actually hard water was healthier, so it may fur your kettles up but
it’s actually good for you. And so I think the – I mean, I may be getting this wrong
because I didn’t know the details, but the Water Company decided it didn’t need this
water softening facility. I mean, I assume it remained a fairly major plumbing central
switch because most supplies must have fed in there and out of there, but that
presumably could all be handled in the basement. So the building was converted.
They removed the big cylinders. It was a kind of linear building with a fairly big
glass frontage and you could see these big cylinders and they removed all those and
they put a mezzanine floor in with offices upstairs and down and a few open plan
areas on the ground floor for various secretarial and support staff. And initially we
moved into an office. It was – all the mezzanine flooring was done with glass walls
and doors, so it was a bit like a goldfish bowl. They then of course had to start
painting Acorns on the doors so people didn’t walk straight into them, the usual
hazard. Then at some point Sophie and I were moved to an office which was on the
ground floor right at the back. The – I mean, the offices had been converted so they
were fairly clean and modern, but the building itself was fairly old, so it was a kind of
mix of ages. And I don’t think there was anything special about our office at the
back. And then the company kept growing and we had to build a large extension out
to the back, which was built I think with temporary planning permission. It’s not
quite a portacabin. It’s a sort of – it’s a bloated portacabin. It was on two floors and
it was entirely metal clad and it was known as the tin palace. And in fact the access to
that went right through our office ‘cause that was the nearest point. So our office was
basically demolished to make way for the way through to this building, and we moved
into this new building and that’s where I worked for the rest of my time at Acorn.
And it was open plan but open plan with six foot partitions, so effectively it was
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divided into areas of about half a dozen people. One of the memories that sticks in
that is that they also installed newfangled telephones with electronic ringers and these
electronic ringers issued effectively a single tone. Now human direction finding
senses rely on a reasonably spectral diversity, because the spectral envelope is
different behind and front. That’s how you can do front to back direction finding.
And these phones completely defeated this sense because they only issued a single
tone, so if you were in an area with four or five people in and one of the phones rang,
nobody could tell which phone was ringing unless somebody happened to be sitting
very close to it [laughs]. So that was a kind of fundamental ergonomic design fault at
that point. As I say, if you were sitting at your desk and your phone rang it was
obvious ‘cause it was loud, but if you were standing in the middle you had no idea
which way to go [laughs].

[1:38:30]

Is there such thing as a typical working day for you at Acorn in the early days, say
about – maybe after you’ve moved to Cherry Hinton, that sort of period?

Erm, I don’t know what would be a typical day. I’d certainly spend – I’d spend a sort
of reasonable amount of the day doing – going to meetings and doing management
things and writing reports and so on. I think, then as now, a lot of the sort of deeper
technical work was done at home outside regular office hours, because you need sort
of longer and clearer thinking periods. But we’d also have brainstorming meetings,
you know, with whiteboards and everybody arguing about what was the right thing to
do. I probably did – I mean, the ARM design, for example, was done building a
reference model in BBC BASIC and I almost certainly did most of that in the office
because things were much less portable then than they are now. I mean, now you’d
do that in a way where you could work remotely very easily but that wasn’t feasible
then. There was no internet. Acorn was a very early email user. We were using
email certainly from the mid ‘80s onwards, I’d say. But I’m not – and I think there
were special connections that – I mean, you – it certainly wasn’t internet based email
when it went outside but there were ways of doing it.
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As a company that’s making computers, are you actually using them in your office
then as well?

Oh yes, and we very much, you know, ate our own menu, as it were. So we used the
machines we built intensively. And yeah, so the ARM was designed on a BBC
Micro, probably with the same processor, you know, a 6502 second processor to add a
bit of poke to it. I was responsible for the 6502 second processor, which gave, you
know, a useful doubling of memory capacity and performance. And my first real
experience of synchronisation failure, but that’s a technical detail we probably don’t
have time to go into.

Possibly not this morning [both laugh]. I’ll ask you about it next time.

Yeah, so it’s hard to remember really. I think days were fairly diverse. I think I
travelled a reasonable amount, so I certainly made a trip or two out to the Acorn
research centre in Palo Alto, visited suppliers. I know, for instance, we – when the
idea of the ARM was gestating we certainly made the trip to Israel to visit the
National Semiconductor 32016 Design Centre in Haifa. So there was some travel.
We did a bit of conference attendance, so I know I was at VLSI ’89 in Munich. Have
I got the right one or was ’89 in Grenoble? Maybe it was Grenoble, maybe that was
it. Anyway, it was one of those that I went to where I first heard Craig Mudge of
Austek in Australia talking about Asynchronous Design. And that was in my last
couple of years at Acorn and that sort of set the direction for my work here in
Manchester when I came across.

Did you enjoy working there?

Oh yes, I think it was a very happy company much of the time. I mean, clearly there
were bad points. But the team I worked with at Acorn, as I’ve said, if you look at
what they’ve done since, it’s clear from what they’ve achieved subsequently that it
was a fairly unusual mix of people. And they were great fun to work with.

[1:43:00]
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What about working with them was fun?

Oh, just their general ability, ability to solve problems and improve things. I mean,
we did various things collectively. So we – we got fed up of building circuit boards
that didn’t work and spending hours debugging circuit boards, so we invested in a
VLSI design team and we watched them make chips and not screw up. And so we
just went and sort of worked out what they did and applied that to circuit boards.
And, you know, it’s basically about being more careful but also having very sort of
deep design reviews before you send the thing to be made. And then we went for
several years without ever having a fault on a circuit board, right. It was – you know,
it was one of these things where you just understand how to do the job better and it
saves you a whole lot of time. It seems to cost you time because you have to spend
more time before you send things to manufacture and everybody’s always pressing
you to get on with it, but the time it costs you before sending it to be made is actually
much less than the time that you save because it comes back working. So, you know,
we – in some sense we were very consciously improving the quality of our processes
in positive ways and everybody contributed to this. And we learnt that – and we
applied design reviews to the chips and we learnt that design reviews are quite a
strange cultural process, because if you have somebody who’s designed something
who’s a bit insecure and a bit defensive, they will tend to hide the weaknesses from
the review team, right, and then you’ll tend to get faults that escape. Whereas if you
have people who are confident that they – you know, they’ve done a good job but they
may have made mistakes but actually if somebody finds their mistake that’s actually
helping them because it makes their job look even better, then you can get a much
more positive and much more benefit from the design review process. So it’s a sort of
fairly interesting social engineering process. And this group of people really got very
good value out of this kind of process in terms of – and again, this was one of the
reasons why it was quite difficult introducing new people. If a new person joined the
team they were usually a bit – they didn’t have the confidence issue, understandably,
right, and it was quite difficult getting them to the point where they would engage in
this fully and openly and feel the benefits because they had to sort of reach the
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confidence of the existing bunch of people who’d been doing it together for a long
time. I don’t think we ever quite cracked that problem.

What would you say the working atmosphere was like there in general, if you had to –
you know.

Well, it was – it was not without its pressures. I mean, there were deadlines and
things had to be done. But we were given – I think because Hermann believed in us,
right – Hermann had a lot of confidence in the group and their ability to generate
ideas and valued that highly and he was, you know, one of the two managing
directors. I mean, he and Chris operated on a par. We were in a quite well protected
environment. You know, I remember the first time that the company got into
financial difficulty and the first round of redundancies, which was very unpleasant
because we’d never been through it before. The R&D group was untouched by this
process, right. Now often in real companies you find if money gets tight the R&D
folk are the first to get the chop because their value is delivered further out, but in – at
Acorn it was the inverse. We effectively were protected and the company cut its staff
elsewhere.

[1:47:30]

How much freedom do you have to go about your work as you see fit? I always think
about people who are sort of developing – you know, I mean, product focused, if
they’re focused on that or if they’re free to explore.

Well, I mean, ARM was a completely speculative game. I mean, you know, Sophie
started playing – we were looking for a processor to succeed the 6502 for our
mainstream product and Sophie had been and – well, we’d actually brought in 68000s
and 32016s and played with them and we didn’t like them. And Sophie had started
doodling with instruction sets and then Hermann brought us some papers from – on
Berkeley RISC and so on. And gradually the project went from a sort of random
investigation onto an official footing. But that was very much driven by us with
Hermann’s backing, okay. So it was a very strange thing for the company to do and it
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was – it was fuelled by the fact that the company had been extremely successful with
the BBC Micro and related stuff. And things we did tended to work. And the
company had sort of grown the kind of self confidence and possibly arrogance about
its ability to do technology, which meant that this apparently crazy thing was just
about conceivable as an activity. You know, we’d visited Nat Semi in Haifa, as I
mentioned, and they were on Rev H of the 32016, so they’d gone through about a
dozen iterations and it still wasn’t quite working right, and they had, you know, teams
of, I don’t know, a hundred people working on this. So these were very expensive
developments. And Acorn were still a small company. I mean, it was three or four
hundred people but you still couldn’t find a team of a hundred people just to go off
and do speculative processor design. But the Berkeley ideas were key, so the RISC
idea of actually going complicated is the wrong way to go. But trying to keep it
simple is a better idea and using the silicon resource differently meant that there was a
chance that this made sense. We actually thought – through the ARM development
we thought, well, this RISC idea is so obviously right that, you know, every – all the
big boys will pick up on it fairy soon and they’ll just trample us underfoot, but at least
by that point we’ll then know quite a lot about it and be better placed to choose which
one of them we buy. And I think nobody was more surprised than us when eighteen
months later we had a working RISC processor and the mainstream industry was still
sort of eschewing the idea of RISC. They still thought RISC was a bad idea. And
you know, the company then sort of basically turned nearly all its product plans in
around using ARM and it kept it going for another five years or so.

I think that probably brings us up to time more or less but I had one quick question, if
I do have time. If you could just summarise, why do you think that RISC and ARM
were crazy things to pursue for Acorn?

Because we didn’t have the resources, you know. The standard microprocessor
designs had absorbed hundreds of man years of work and there was no way we could
afford that. We had to do it in a tiny fraction of the resources that most companies
used to solve a similar problem. And in the end it was eighteen months – I reckon it
was probably about a dozen man years went into developing the first ARM design.
So we did deliver with much less resource and the RISC idea was key to that, but also,
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you know, the quality of the people doing the design and, you know, Hermann’s
argument, we had these two big advantages over the competition, one was no people
and the other one was no people. And these are kind of true. This really forced us to
look for simple solutions and simplicity is really the core of what we got right.

[End of Track 3]
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I have some other questions about the BBC Micro, which had occurred to me since
last time. One of those was you were talking about that change from hobbyist users to
normal people with the Atom, computers coming about with chips glued in and that
sort of thing, but I was wondering, who did you actually think the sorts of people
who’d be using the BBC Micro actually were?

Well, I think in the very early days, when the BBC was planning its programme and
wanting a machine to go with it, I think the general concept was that this would be for
a fairly small subset of the potential audience of the programme and they would
largely be members of the general public, of the wider public, who were just
sufficiently interested to spend a not insignificant sum of money on a computer to go
with this. As we all know, you know, the BBC’s estimate was for sales in the region
of 12,000 and those actually turned out to be a hundred times larger. So it’s quite
difficult to remember which kind of subset of the eventual market was felt most likely
at the outset, but I think it would be fairly well heeled home enthusiasts probably.

In what sense enthusiasts, sorry?

Well, people who’d – the sorts of people who’d been buying initially the Acorn
System 1 and then the Atom and all the other machines that were around at the time. I
mean, you have to remember, there was a very rich environment for personal
computing, very diverse, from the Sinclair ZX80 at, you know, the sort of cheap end
of the market, with things coming in from the States like the Commodore Pet and the
Amega, and quite a lot of British companies making things whose names I can’t
remember but they were quite a lot of fruit, so Tangerines and – and of course Apple
was available from the States, very expensive. So there was a range of machines
around there and some of these were picked up by professionals. So in fact quite a lot
of Acorn System 1s found their way into university labs where professionals were
doing small control jobs with them. But I think the boxed machines were felt as
appealing to home users who were not quite techy enough to sort of solder their own
machines together but were interested enough to want to get their hands on a
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computer. This was the first time in history where the average man or woman on the
street could contemplate having their own computer they could use at home.

What did you think they’d actually use them for?

I think we principally thought people would use them for learning about computers
and for doing a little bit of programming, finding out what programming was. I don’t
think at that time we thought many people would be communicating with them. It
was pretty expensive to connect your computer to a telephone line, which was really
the only way in and out of the home. The modems that were available then were quite
slow and in any case there was nobody to talk to at the other end. So if you wanted to
do serious digital communications you needed a special line running a special
protocol and this was not something that people were going to be doing at home. So
they’d be standalone machines, they’d plug them into the telly and get them out.
They’d maybe, you know, write a little game. Maybe people would start making the
odd little game or educational application for them and that’s what people would
likely to be doing. Remember we had – at the time of the BBC Micro we did have a
reasonable Atom business. So the Atom had sold in many tens of thousands and there
was a software business growing on the back of that, so there were quite a number of
software titles out there for the Atom. So we – by the time – the BBC Micro was the
second machine we’d designed, you know, in a plastic box with a proper keyboard to
plug into a TV set. We’d got some idea of how we thought the market looked from
the Atom. But having said all that of course, I – you know, I was not on the
marketing side of Acorn at all so – you know, I was on the technical side, making
these machines work. It was really somebody else’s problem to work out why
anybody would buy one.

[05:02]

Actually being on the technical side though, did you get much feedback from users
filtering down to your level about what these things were being used for and what
people thought of them?
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Yes. I mean, Acorn was a very small company. I think when I joined in ’81, which
was the middle of the BBC Micro development, it probably employed twenty or thirty
people, so it was of the size where everybody knew everybody. You know, the
marketing department wasn’t hidden away in a different building or even so far away
that you didn’t bump into the people on a regular basis. And the technical people still
had a fairly active involvement with the users. So if the users had technical problems,
that tended to come right back to the technical people to think about and sort out. So,
you know, it was a couple of years before Acorn grew to the size where one side of
the company didn’t know what the other side of the company was doing.

When you say technical problems, did you mean – what sort of level are we talking
about?

Well, with the Atom – I think I mentioned earlier, the Atom was initially sold as a kit,
so there were vast numbers of technical problems as a result of people not assembling
the kit properly, not being able to solder to a high enough standard, you know. I don’t
know how many connections there were in an Atom but probably in the order of a
thousand and if you mis-soldered one of them, the machine would misbehave in some
unpredictable way. So there was quite a lot of that level. And of course problems
with people not being able to understand how to use it, which would be more at the
level of the software.

Were you surprised by the success of Acorn and the BBC Micro?

The success of the BBC Micro astonished everybody involved, I mean, including the
BBC. As I say, their estimates were out by two orders of magnitude as to how this
would take off. And I mean, once the BBC Micro was out there, Acorn’s only
problem for two or three years was making enough of them. You know, the company
essentially didn’t have to do anything by way of sales. The machine sold itself as fast
as it could be made. And this actually was a problem later in Acorn’s life because it
didn’t need sales skills really until it became necessary several years later. But, you
know, astonishingly, retailers would effectively sell BBC Micros at no margin. So the
retailers would carry the Micro and sell it and make nothing on each sale, because it
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underpinned, you know, sales of software and ancillary bits of hardware where they
did make some profit. But there aren’t many computer products again in the history
of home computing where retailers have bought them and sold them without making
anything.

You mentioned that there were, you know, lots of other companies producing
computers at the same time. I mean, where do you think that, you know, the BBC
Micro and Acorn sat in that wider mix?

The – Acorn up to the Atom was just one of many companies. It was – the market
was growing quite quickly and in expanding markets then there’s room for lots of
players and everybody who comes in can sell some stuff and make a business. And
Acorn was on a par with the competition. It didn’t have the public familiarity that, for
example, Sinclair had, because Sinclair had been selling stuff for quite some time. He
hadn’t been selling computers very long but he had been, you know, selling digital
watches and radios and home electronics kits for building amplifiers and so on. So
the Sinclair name was quite well known. He was known as one of the electronics
entrepreneurs. Acorn was less well known and was one of many. The effect of the
BBC Micro was to change that completely. And my analysis is that for the broader
market out there – I mean, enthusiasts will buy stuff even when it’s high risk but the
broader market is a bit wary of companies it’s never heard of that it has no reason to
believe will still be there tomorrow. I mean, why would you spend several hundred
pounds, which was quite a lot of money, on a machine from a company you’d never
heard of that might disappear? And I think the BBC badge was the thing that changed
that. So BBC – the BBC then as now is one of the world’s most trusted brands and I
think for the wider market the BBC name just gave this the sort of stability and
permanence that overcame the barrier, that they then thought, well, this will be around
for a bit, it’s got the BBC’s backing. I mean, I’m not sure if they were right to think
this because I’m not sure that Acorn was any more stable as a result, except of course
that there was a positive feedback, that the perceived stability of the BBC name
contributed to very rapidly growing sales, and of course the rapidly growing sales
contributed to the stability. But even that wasn’t guaranteed because Acorn seriously
overstretched on the back of this growing UK market. Acorn committed serious
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resources to trying to set up marketing activities in Germany and in particular in the
US, and actually lost a lot of money on those activities. The USA was particularly
expensive because the USA had quite strict emissions regulations that the BBC Micro
had to be modified to meet. In fact the BBC – the design of the BBC Micro was
really not good for the American market because it had so many ports, which was one
of the things that people liked about it, but when you do the emissions test you have to
stick a metre of cable in every port and so the more ports there are, the more wires
there are transmitting radio interference. So it was quite difficult to get the BBC
Micro through the US emissions tests. And it became – with the modifications that
were required, it became a rather expensive and clumsy machine.

[11:57]

In any case, it was a very bad idea for Acorn to try and set up its own sales arm in the
States. I mean, if you look at one of the positive lessons of that period of Acorn, it’s
that nobody involved in Acorn has ever tried to do that again, right. Everybody’s
found a different way of solving that problem, which is generally to identify a
company that has an established sales operation and license or contract or deal with
them in some way, so that effectively you sell your product through an existing sales
channel rather than trying to make your own from scratch.

I guess the answer’s almost there implicitly anyway but just to bring it out a little bit,
why was it such a bad idea to go into the US market?

Well, firstly you were taking on Apple on their home ground, okay. Apple – you
know, by the time we were going into the States, the education market was very
important to Acorn and Apple was firmly established as the US educational computer.
And Apple was not going to take this lying down and of course was much bigger than
Acorn. But secondly, the US is big. I mean, you know, what does it cost to set up a
reasonably effective sales operation in the US? You probably need, you know, to set
up sales offices in thirty or forty different places to really get coverage and that’s very
expensive, way beyond Acorn’s means, and was a glorious failure. I think that the –
my memory may be not very accurate on this but I recall that the write off against the
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attempt to set up the American sales operation was of the order of £12 million. And
that happened at pretty much the same time that Acorn also had a major write off of
the Electron product. So the Electron was the cost reduced BBC Micro that came a
year or two later and in ’83 there would have been a big Christmas market for
Electrons. It was a domestic rather than an education machine, so it was a Christmas
market. But we couldn’t make them fast enough in ’83. We had technical difficulties
with the core FPGA which was at the heart of the Electron. So we couldn’t make the
numbers that the market wanted in ’83. By ’84 we’d cracked it but the market had –
unbeknown to us, the market had moved on, and so there were a quarter of a million
Electrons in a warehouse that we couldn’t sell in the Christmas of ’84 and that ended
up being I think effectively dumped through Dixons at below cost price. And I think
the loss on those was again about £12 million. And this is what brought Acorn down
basically, that required its rescue by Olivetti.

[15:00]

Was the Electron something you were involved in yourself?

Mm. The Electron was … It was a market driven initiative. We got the sense that the
BBC Micro had been hugely successful but if only we could engineer the cost down a
bit there was potentially an even bigger market, particularly in the home. And so we
looked at the design of the BBC Micro, which has a big circuit board with 102 chips
on, and we looked at what it would take to get that count down a very long way. And
there were things in our favour, for example memory chips. After a couple of years
memory chips had got four times as big so you could reduce the sixteen memory chips
in the BBC Micro down to potentially four. And – but also with the Beeb we’d used
these ULAs from Ferranti to mop up some of the logic to keep the chip count down
and those ULAs were getting more capable. And so the Electron was very much
centred around using a bigger Ferranti ULA to mop up an increasing proportion of the
BBC’s 102 chips. And I think the Electron ended up at about twelve or fourteen
chips. So, you know, we’re talking about an order of magnitude reduction in the chip
count. It had a big ULA that contained most of the core functionality. It still had a
6502 processor. We used four sixty-four kilobit memories. Now four is not wide
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enough to keep an eight bit processor happy, so we doubled access and we actually
accepted a small compromise in performance to achieve that. But nearly all the
design was inside this Ferranti ULA, just memories and processors and one or two
other bits outside, which meant we could put it in a much smaller box. In fact I seem
to remember that on this occasion unusually the R&D group that I – was I leading at
the time? I was certainly in a small group of people who were doing the leading
technical development. We actually built a cardboard mock up of what we thought
the Electron should look like, which was roughly the size of a full size keyboard at an
angle, like at on the BBC Micro, but very little extra box outside that. So it was
basically shrunk down to the size of the keyboard. And we figured we could get
everything in there. We wouldn’t be able to fit the power supply inside but we
decided to use a sort of – a mains transformer to provide DC in and then just do the
DC regulation inside the box. And the product came out – we were quite happy with
it. It was significantly cheaper. I mean, had we been able to sell them at the launch
prize, which I think was £199 or something, while the BBC Micro was basically £399,
in ’83, it would have been very successful. We would have sold several hundred
thousand had we been able to make them. So, you know, it would have worked. But
the market was fast moving and technical problems, particularly with the ULA,
stopped us delivering volume for Christmas ’83. And a year was a long time then in
terms of progress and a year later I think they were selling for £99 or something,
which was – given – you know, take the retail margin off Acorn, was effectively
selling them for less than it cost to make them. I mean, it was effectively dumping a
warehouse full of stock. It wasn’t still making them. It wasn’t making them at a loss
[laughs].

What did you think about the Electron at the time when this was happening?

Well, it was – the technical group were not really very happy with the Electron. We
felt it was going the wrong way. We had this suspicion that it was driven by, you
know, Chris Curry’s desire to take on Clive Sinclair in his own territory. I don’t
know if that’s right. I mean, it’s – but we felt the market was moving forwards, that
the way to go was to higher capability, to sixteen bit processors. In other words our
general inclination was to go up market to greater functionality. And so building this
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product, which was going the opposite way to compete more directly with Sinclair,
we were not very enthusiastic about. But technically it was very challenging and
personally for me, you know, it took my personal involvement in microchip design up
to a new level because the FPGA was really most of the system. In fact you could
almost call it a system on chip, although this term had not been invented yet. And of
course in the ‘90s the system on chip was always the microprocessor and the rest of
the system logic whereas for the Electron it was the system logic without the
microprocessor that we put on the ULA. But it was, you know, my first experience of
doing significant system integration on silicon.

[20:45]

And we had fun building tools to do it as well. We had a – I think we hired a school
pupil over the summer to write some tools for doing the FPGA design, which
previously had been largely done on bits of paper. For the Electron we actually built
some CAD tools and did it on a BBC Micro. It was still done by hand but it was done
on a machine rather than on paper.

[21:15]

Yes, the previous big ULA design I’d done, I’d done – well, I didn’t actually do the
video processor and serial processor. I was responsible for their content but I wasn’t
involved in the design. The next ULA we did was the tube ULA, which was the BBC
Micro second processor interface, and I – I basically did most of that physical design
with a sort of square yard of translucent paper on a glass office wall, which I drew on
by hand and that was how the design was done physically. For the Electron, the glass
wall would have been too big, you know, and therefore we devised a tool that run on
the BBC Micro that allowed you to design it by hand and extract the design details
from there.

What do you actually – what are you actually drawing on this giant sheet of
translucent –
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Oh, what you’re drawing is effectively a single layer of metal interconnect. So the
basic ULA has – all the transistors are fabricated in a regular pattern in the bottom
layers. There are various power supply arrangements that are also fixed on the chip
that you have to work around. It’s a single – it was a single level metal technology,
which meant that all the wires had to go in this one layer of metal. But of course if
that’s all you have you can never cross over. You can’t do anything without a
crossover. And so also buried in fixed silicon were a number of polysilicon
underpasses effectively, little places where you could take one metal signal over the
top and you could hop another one underneath through the underpass. So all you’re
designing is this one layer of metal. And you’ve decided which transistors you’re
going to use for which logic gate and then you’ve got to wire the logic gates together.
And of course the decision about which transistors make which logic gate is one you
can change, right. So you guess a sensible arrangement, you try to wire it to see if it
works. You find that some place gets far too congested, that it’s never going to wire
and then you change your initial guess a bit in the light of this experience and iterate
until you can actually make all the connections you need for the logic you’re trying to
implement. And yeah, it’s rather open ended. And there was one corner of the
Electron that was very tight indeed, took a long time to get all the knitting to resolve
properly.

Where do you actually start?

Well, you start with a circuit diagram. So this in a sense is how you design the
machine – how you design the machine in those days, whether it was going onto a
printed circuit board using standard chips or whether it was going onto a ULA, you
sketched circuits which have logic gates and flip flops and similar components. Then
when you’ve got your logic circuit you move onto the implementation, either on a
circuit board or in this case on a ULA. And there’s a fairly obvious place to start.
Things which are highly connected you cluster. Functions which are closely
associated you tend to put in the same area of the ULA. Things which have no
connections can be as far apart as you like. You try and identify where the thickest
wiring roots are. So for example, the Electron ULA will have had sixteen bits of
address coming in from the processor somewhere and going around somewhere.
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You’d try and – sixteen wires was quite a lot in those days. And it would also have an
eight bit data bus that was going around the chip to many places. So you’d try and
think about where those things went and try and get that piece of multiwire logic
sorted in your head early on and then you’d start going down to the individual gates
and wires. And you’d try and find repeatable bits of design. So if you had – if you
have something – for example, if you’re building an eight bit adder then typically
each bit of the eight bit adder would look the time, so you’d have eight copies of a
circuit. So you’d try and position this where you could design one circuit and then
just make eight clones of it rather than having to do each one by hand. You might
then have to mess with them a bit if you’re trying to get some more wires through that
area later. But with single level metal, wiring flexibility is not that great. I mean,
today’s chips have, you know, eight, ten, twelve layers of metal on. And of course
today’s chips, you don’t start with a schematic at the level of logic gates, you start
with a high level language description and automatic tools compile that down to gates
and so on. But it was very manual in the Beeb and Electron days.

[26:40]

I’m interested, you know, how did you get a school pupil to write tools? And why did
you get a school pupil to write tools?

Oh, there were – you know, there were lots of very bright people around in schools
and quite a lot of them were using BBC Micros and knew how to programme them.
And … I think it was John Cox was the guy that – I mean, he joined the company
later, but I’m fairly sure – he was a very bright local school pupil that came in over his
summer vac, just coded up some of the tools we needed for this. They would have
been written in BBC BASIC, I guess. But, you know, we used to take vac students in
from the local schools to interest them and some of them were very bright indeed.

What does FPGA actually stand for, sorry?

Okay. So did I use the term FPGA?
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Yep.

FPGA isn’t the right acronym for the Electron and BBC Micro days. FPGA today
stands for field programmable gate array. And a field programmable gate array is
actually a sea of logic gates fixed in the way I described but that you can configure
electronically in the field, okay. So that’s something where you can buy this chip and
you can make it be one processor one day and a completely different function the next
day just by reconfiguring its connections. For the BBC Micro and the Electron, we
were using an earlier technology called the uncommitted logic array, the ULA, and
the ULA was a Ferranti trademark, I think. But the idea is similar, that you have a
preformed sea of logic gates whose functionality can be configured but in the case of
the ULA it’s configured in the final manufacturing stage. So this layer of metal that
we were designing is the last step in the manufacture and then the chip always does
whatever that layer of metal says it does. So it’s not field programmable, it’s
manufacturing programmable.

[29:05]

You mentioned something in passing a few moments ago which is – it’s always been
one thing I’ve wondered about. You said that the BBC had loads of connection ports.
Why?

So the BBC was very well connected. That’s – yes, that could be taken at many
different levels. The Micro – the spec of the Micro emerged from a sort of
collaboration between Acorn’s technical people and the BBC’s technical people. And
the BBC folk had a set of requirements and the Acorn folk had a – well, pressure to
sort of rationalise and keep it fairly cheap, but also Acorn had some ideas it wanted to
put in there as well. And the spec just emerged as – I think in particular, from the
outset there were a number of expansion roots that were planned in. So when the
BBC came round looking for a machine, their initial spec was a Z80 running CPM,
okay. Now what Acorn offered them was a 6502 running a proprietary operating
system. But it said, this is the front end of a two processor machine and, you know,
we’re selling the front end as the main machine to keep the costs down but we can add
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a Z80 running CPM later through our second processor port, which of course we did.
The Z80 running CPM did come. But that was Acorn’s strong interest in putting this
tube port on for second processors, because that’s how the machine had originally
been conceived before the BBC even turned up. The BBC were interested in
telesoftware, which meant building a box that picked up the PRESTEL signal, which
was on the analogue TV systems in this country until they were all turned off quite
recently. And the BBC had realised that there was spare capacity in PRESTEL that
they could use for effectively broadcasting software, before the days of the internet
this is, of course. Well, before the days of the world wide web, I’d better be
technically correct. The internet’s been around since the early ‘60s, but before
popular access to the internet. And PRESTEL was a way of effectively broadcasting,
which of course the BBC knows about, and so there was a one megahertz bus put on
there for fairly generic but fairly high performance peripheral interfacing. And the
PRESTEL box was one of the things that connected through there. Erm … The BBC
Micro used audio cassette tape for its storage of programs and data because that was
cheap. It effectively cost next to nothing. But already by then it was clear that people
would want to move to floppy discs, or some people would, and so the board was
designed with a floppy disc interface – with sockets for floppy disc interfacing. I
think a lot of machines were built without the disc interface but the circuit board was
designed so that those components could be fitted and a connector was made available
and so on. So things just kind of stacked up in terms of trying to build a machine that
would meet all the requirements that various parties brought to the table. And it
turned out to really be a huge strength of the machine actually. When you look at
what’s happening today, there’s lots of excitement around Raspberry Pi and one of the
things that we’re doing here in Manchester is we’ve built a little interface card that
piggybacks on Raspberry Pi that’s called Piface and that gives you lots of simple to
use – I don’t know, if you want to control your bird box sensors or buttons or lights.
You know, just having easy ways to interface enables people without a great deal of
in depth technical knowledge to use the machine for a number of interesting and
entertaining purposes. So the BBC Micro excelled at that. And indeed it wasn’t just
enthusiasts, professionals used it. The number of BBC Micros that were still in, you
know, significant university research labs controlling kit, you know, ten years after
they’d disappeared even out of the schools, was quite astonishing, because it was just
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very easy to programme. It was a basic control box that you could knock together a
control programme, interface it to whatever it was you wanted it to drive and it would
just sit there doing it.

[34:10]

On the subject of the BBC again, did you get involved with any of the other parts of
the BBC’s computer literacy programme personally?

Erm … my direct connections with the BBC were fairly infrequent. I mean, we –
Sophie Wilson and I did go down to the recording of the first of the computer
programs because there was quite a lot to be done then. And in fact Sophie was
[laughs] writing programmes in real time, you know, seconds before they appeared on
air. It was very last minute. But I think once the machine got underway, we tended to
move onto whatever the next development was. I mean, I – you know, I was heavily
involved in the design of the tube chip, the second processor interfaces. I designed
the 6502 second processor. And then of course not long after, we’d started looking at
the ARM and how to take the machines to some wider processing system. So I think
the major BBC interface was at the sort of production and marketing and sales level of
the company and we were – we generally moved ahead of that.

[35:35]

Of course one of the big projects that was done with the BBC Micro and the BBC was
the Domesday project, but again I didn’t – I didn’t have a direct involvement in that. I
knew that was going on. But that used a standard Beeb interface to this sort of
enormous Philips laser disc player that was formidably expensive.

What was Domesday, sorry?

The BBC Domesday project, it must have been in 1986 because its twenty-fifth
anniversary was last year, I think. The Domesday project basically got pretty much
every school in the country involved in taking photos of their locality, writing small
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descriptions of their town, looking at local life from different perspectives, and all this
was assembled onto a pair of these laser discs. So effectively in the spirit of the
original Domesday, which was a survey of national assets back in 1066 or whenever,
this Domesday project was a rather less formal but still a survey of the entire country.
And school kids were heavily involved. I mean, one of the sad features of it is that
the resulting system was so expensive that very few pupils had opportunity to see
what their contributions looked like after the event. And I think one of the really
interesting things about the BBC launching Domesday Reloaded a year or so ago is
that those school kids of course, who were twelve then, are now – twelve plus twentyfive is thirty-seven, right, and they’ve probably never seen their contribution and now
the BBC has actually put most of it online and has effectively relaunched the project
and encouraged – invited updates to it. So there are thirty-seven year olds looking at
themselves twenty-five years ago in quite interesting ways, I think.

[37:50]

One of the other things you mentioned in passing as well was, you know, rivalry with
other companies. I’ve always wondered, is this actually something you actually think
about at the time? Do you see yourself as having rivals and how much does that –

Oh, the spirit of rivalry between Acorn and Sinclair was very tangible in the early
‘80s. I’m sure this is partly because of Chris Curry’s history and in effect, you know,
he’d struggled to persuade Clive to actually get into computing at all and had
eventually set up with Hermann in competition with him. In retrospect – well, I mean
I think even at the time we knew this was a fairly serious mistake for two companies
based in Cambridge about two miles apart to see each other as their principal rivals,
‘cause there was a whole world of competition out there that got somewhat ignored as
a result of this. And we should have been looking much further afield when it came
to seeing where the competition was really going to come from. And of course the
real competition, the thing that eventually did for Acorn’s product line was the IBM
PC, it wasn’t the Sinclair machine at all. So there was that local rivalry between
Sinclair and Acorn. But of course in terms of worrying about competition, you know,
if your product is selling itself faster than you can make it then, you know, sensitivity
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to competition is not that strong. And Acorn was clearly overhauling all of the
competition apart from Sinclair in volume very handsomely once the BBC Micro was
going out. Now of course, you know, Sinclair was selling even more machines, so it
didn’t damage Sinclair’s business, although he was very resentful – again I think this
was the rivalry issue. I mean, I think he was more upset about the BBC Micro
contract going to Chris Curry than he was upset about it going to Acorn. So there
were personality issues there. But, you know, it didn’t damage his business because
he sold more than Acorn did. Now he sold them much cheaper and they had quite a
different reputation.

When you say tangible rivalry, are there any I guess illustrations or examples that
stick in your mind?

Not particularly. I never met – I still – I’ve never met Sinclair myself and I’m not
sure I met anybody who worked for him. So although the companies were quite
close, they didn’t sort of – at least in my experience they didn’t overlap culturally. I
mean, you know, I didn’t live in the middle of Cambridge. Perhaps if I’d lived in the
middle and, you know, gone to the same pubs as the Sinclair employees then there
might have been more overlap, but I in fact married in ’77 before any of this started
and I lived ten miles out of town in Linton where my wife was a primary school
teacher. So when I went home I went out of town, not into town. So I didn’t really
meet these people. But it was all – it was frequently obvious that Chris Curry bore
quite a lot of ill feeling. Well, maybe that’s the wrong way to put it. A sort of – he
liked to see it as a rivalry. I mean, I think he probably tried to turn it into a positive
energy of competition rather than – you know, resentment’s the wrong word. Of
course Hermann was always well above this.

[41:58]

Did you have anything to do with the updates to the BBC Micro as it progressed?

I was not closely involved in BBC Micro developments apart from the Electron. So I
– I played a central role in the design of the Electron hardware. As I say, a lot of what
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emerged in the Electron was my work. But I didn’t have an involvement in the BBC
Master series, the Master 128 and so on. At that stage I was pretty focused on the
ARM development.

[42:39]

Where does the ARM story start from your point of view?

The ARM story starts in – quite early. It’s surprising when you look back at how
compressed these timescales were. So the ARM story starts sometime in 1983, where
Sophie and I and a few others had started to think about what happened after eight bit
as far as Acorn was concerned. We’d – it was clear that the world was moving to
sixteen bit. And we’d been looking at sixteen bit processors. We got development
kits in from National Semiconductor with the – what started off as the 16032 but then
for marketing reasons was rechristened the 32016. The Motorola 68000 was out then.
And of course Intel had probably got to 286 or something at this stage. There were
processors with sixteen bit data buses. And we looked at all of these and we were just
very unimpressed, to be quite honest. And we had fairly sound reasons for this. We’d
formed the view that the single most important factor in the performance of a
computer is how much memory bandwidth you’ve got, which is how many bytes a
second you can read or write from memory. So the BBC Micro had a two megahertz
processor and it could effectively access memory at a byte every half microsecond.
So it effectively was running with about two megabytes a second of memory
bandwidth. And it’s fairly obvious, if you can make your 6502 go twice as fast, as we
did on the second processor which ran at four megahertz, you get twice the
performance. But it turned out that even if you changed the processor instruction set
architecture quite radically, that that proportionality still applies. So in other words,
the performance of the computer is largely unrelated to the instruction set architecture.
It’s just how fast it can shuffle programmes and data around. And we’d done some
quite detailed measurements of this. So Sophie had written basic interpreters to run
on the 32016. We’d looked at these, we’d measured the bandwidth, we’d measured
the performance and it all seemed to scale quite nicely. Now memory bandwidth was
probably the most expensive commodity you paid for when you bought a computer in
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those days. And it was defined by the memory, not the processor, okay. So if you
paid for commodity DRAM, which was the standard big memory in the BBC Micro
and pretty much everything else, you got a certain amount of bandwidth. And the
thing that frustrated us about the 16032, 68K, 286, was they couldn’t even use the
bandwidth the memory had. They couldn’t keep up with the memory. They were
wasting performance by not being able to make full use of the memory’s capabilities
and that just felt wrong. The second thing we didn’t like was they were a step
backwards in terms of real time performance, by which I mean on the BBC Micro we
kept the hardware reasonably cheap by making extensive use of the 6502’s very good
interrupt performance. It would – you could interrupt the 6502 for every byte that
came in from the floppy disc and so on. And if you can’t keep up with all the
hardware transfers using processor interrupts then you have to buy more hardware to
do this outside the processor and this puts the cost up. And all of these sixteen bit
processors that were coming onto the market around ’82, ’83 had worse interrupt
performance than the 6502. In other words, they were less able to cope with floppy
disc traffic. And again this seemed to us to be going in the wrong direction. So they
couldn’t use the memory bandwidth and they couldn’t handle the real time IO. And
we were just sitting there scratching our heads, thinking this all looks wrong, when –
I’m pretty sure it was Hermann turned up with copies of a couple of papers from
Berkeley and said, you know, ‘Have you seen this?’ And these were papers on the
Berkeley RISC machine. Berkeley coined the RISC term, which stood for reduced
instruction set computer, so it’s spelt with a C, not a K. And in about 1980, so a
couple of years earlier, they’d had a student project, a postgraduate student class had
developed this processor design on the principle that the way you optimise a computer
architecture to go on a chip, in other words the way you optimise it for the
microprocessor, is different from the way you optimise it for a minicomputer. Now
all the sixteen bit processors that were coming out at the time were very much based –
inspired by minicomputer architectures. They had complex instruction sets that did
things like procedure call entry and exit and so on in the single instructions, and the
Berkeley story was that that’s the wrong thing to do on a microprocessor. Silicon is a
very limited resource. If you want those complex instructions you’re going to have to
have a big microcode ROM to contain them all and that’s expensive on a chip. It’s
quite cheap in a minicomputer. What you want to do on a chip is rethink. And what
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they expounded was this idea that if you keep the instruction sets simple then you can
use the transistor resource to do more important things than complex instructions.
And they’d done quantitative analysis, so they’d measured how well minicomputers
used their complex instructions and generally they were not good value. And they
were even worse value on a microprocessor. So what they said is, keep the
instructions simple, instead use your silicon to pipeline, right. In other words, run –
instead of running one instruction to completion before you start the next, start one
instruction and then as it moves to its next stage – so you fetch it from memory and
then it gets decoded and then it gets executed, but when you’ve fetched it pass it into
decode but then start fetching the next one, okay, so that at any time you’ve got three
instructions inside your processor, one being fetched, one being decoded and one
being executed. That’s a simple three stage pipeline. And what the Berkeley people
did was they showed that – with this postgraduate class, that you could build a much
simpler processor that would actually outperform the commercial very complex
processors. And we looked at these papers and we – and, you know, the glimmer
started to glow, if that’s the right expression, that, you know, maybe there’s an idea
here that we can use. You know, maybe there’s something interesting we can do with
this idea in this space. Berkeley were not alone. Stanford had also produced a rather
quirky little processor, which they called MIPS, which stood for microprocessor
without interlocking pipeline stages in those days. And in fact the contemporary story
is that in the last few days the company that took that name forward has finally been
sold, right. The MIPS microprocessor company has finally been bought up by – the
processor side’s been bought by Imagination and a lot of the patents have ended up
with ARM, as it happens, so that’s – the MIPS name carried on for a long time.

[50:43]

But we looked at these ideas and Sophie started sketching instruction sets, looking at
the Berkeley stuff. But of course, you know, we were commercial, we wanted to
build microprocessors for Acorn’s products for sale, whereas both Berkeley and
Stanford were academic groups who were building microprocessors for research
purposes to prove a point, okay. And so Sophie took these ideas but also everything
she knew about all the other instruction sets, so 6502, 16032, and played with various
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ways of recombining these ideas. And we were toying with this idea that, you know,
maybe the commercial microprocessors that we could buy aren’t – you know, we
don’t like them, you know, should we design our own. And the great disincentive
was that, although Berkeley had built a processor with a graduate class in a year, the
people who’d built these things commercially had huge teams and spent vast amounts
of money. We’d been out to Israel to visit National Semiconductor’s design centre
there and the 16032 team were on Rev H of the 16032. They started at Rev A, B, C,
D. So, you know, they’d clearly got it wrong several times. And they were still
debugging this thing ‘cause it was so complex and they had huge teams that were way
beyond Acorn’s means. And we debated ideas for instruction sets. Hermann
encouraged this. But I think the final – if you like, the real turning point was when
Sophie and I went on a mission to Phoenix Arizona for a completely different
purpose. We – as an interim we were interested in extending the 6502’s address
space. The sixteen bit address space had become far too cramped. It was a bit small
even for the Beeb but it was now getting silly. And out in Phoenix Arizona a
company was designing the 65C816, which was an extension to the 6502 that pushed
its addressability up to twenty-four bits. And Sophie and I had gone out to Phoenix
expecting to find, you know, large shiny American offices. Instead we discovered
that the Western Design Centre that was doing this design work was actually
operating out of a bungalow in the suburbs of Phoenix. And we visited this bungalow
and talked to these people and they got vac students on Apple 2s designing little bits
of physical layout. They’d got some big machines, but basically it wasn’t the shiny
office block, it was quite a sort of cottage industry type of design centre. And we very
definitely came away from that visit, you know, with the information we needed for
the 65C816 and so on, but most importantly with the idea that, well, if they can design
a microprocessor maybe we can, right. And we came back and talked to Hermann
about what we’d found, what we’d seen, and basically put the project on an official
footing at that point. So from that point on we were actually seriously attempting to
design a microprocessor.

[54:15]
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I think we still felt firstly that we didn’t have enough resource and it was a big
challenge, but secondly the idea that made this possible for us, which was the
Berkeley RISC idea, was so well argued that everybody would see the argument.
That big industry would immediately see, you know, they’d been doing it wrong,
what they really need to do was follow the Berkeley example. They would build
RISC processors, they would trample us underfoot because they had much more
resource than we did, and that, you know, before we’d got anywhere near to silicon
we’d probably drop the project because everybody else was doing it. But at least in
the course of going through the early stages of this design, we’d develop an
understanding of what we were looking for so that when the big companies came out
with their offerings we’d be much better placed to decide which was the right one for
us. But of course this assumption that big industry would clearly see this was the
right idea was mistaken and in fact it turned into a fairly big industrial debate.
Because what happened was start ups started talking about building RISC machines
and big companies stuck to their argument that this was the wrong approach. The
assumption was the academics had, you know, missed some key point and
oversimplified and these arguments would not apply in practice. And there were
some weaknesses with the academic prototypes, one of which was code density. In
simplifying the instruction set they’d come up with fairly sort of regular designs of
instruction set that meant their programs were bigger, okay. So the code density has
always mattered a bit. It got to matter a lot more. But with Sophie’s instruction set
design, Sophie was always aware that code density mattered, and so although the
sketches she came up with were RISC, they were clearly inspired by the Berkeley
RISC. They were not pure RISC. And there was always in there the commercial
compromise, that, yes, these RISC ideas are good but in the end you’ve still got to
worry about code density. And of course Sophie had a lot of programming experience
and had written all Acorn’s BASIC interpreters and knew what kinds of functions
were required to make an effective instruction set. And so the initial ARM draft
instruction set was always a compromise between the purist academic research and
the requirements for commercial exploitation.

[57:05]
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And of course, you know, the history is that we set about this design. Sophie
produced an instruction set. I started off doing microarchitecture, sketching on bits of
paper. I made a few tweaks to the instruction set architecture because one or two of
Sophie’s design instructions were not a comfortable fit for a sort of simple data path.
I mean, I didn’t do these unilaterally. These were all discussed and debated in the
way you’d expect. But we came to a microarchitecture. I wrote the reference model
in BBC BASIC, which is basically an executable programme that operates exactly the
way the processor will, and from that reference model I wrote what we call block
specs. So each component of the processor, the register file, the arithmetic logic unit,
address registers, the instruction decoder, each of these came out as a sort of three,
four, five page written specification that captured the functionality of my BBC BASIC
model. And then – I mean, part of this story that I’ve slightly skipped over is that
Acorn had strategically decided it needed to get into chip design. It had seen the
value of the ULAs in the Beeb and the Electron and thought that being able to design
its own chips was increasingly important, so it had hired three professional chip
designers and didn’t actually have anything for them to do at that stage. And so it was
fairly easy saying, well, you know, we’re building this ARM thing, let’s get the chip
designers doing this. So my block specs were handed over to the chip design group,
which was led by Robert Heaton. And I always get confused over exactly which
personnel were around but I’m fairly sure Jamie Urqhart was one of the first three and
Harry Oldham, although Dave Howard was around fairly early. I … precisely who
joined when is a bit – slightly lost in the mists of time. Of course Jamie twenty years
later was chief operating officer of ARM or something. So we handed these block
specs over. The chip designers assembled the fragments of layout. We took a fairly
high risk strategic view that we were going to use two layers of metal. I’ve talked
about the single metal on the Ferranti ULAs. Double metal was just arriving in chip
manufacture. It was very early days and it was fairly unreliable, but we decided that
double metal meant the – dividing the chip design into separate functions and then
assembling them together was a lot easier with two layers of metal, so we decided that
was a risk worth taking. And I guess fifteen months from the October we had a tape
ready to go to manufacture. So basically most of the design work – the instruction set
architecture was largely defined by the end of ’83. The microarchitecture reference
model and chip design was done in ’84. We went to Munich early in January ’85. I
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remember it being impressively cold. It was so cold that the streets were littered with
taxis whose diesel had frozen, right, so … But anyway, we went there because the
VLSI Technology European offices were in Munich. And we did the final checks on
the design and tape out happened, I think in ’85. It really was a tape, okay. People
still talk about taping out a chip, okay, and this is a historical term because when the
design is completed the physical level – you write all the design files onto a tape and
then you post it to your foundry. Nothing’s been posted for the last twenty years but
it’s still called tape out. No tapes are involved anymore but it’s still called tape out.
And the ARM chips arrived on April 26th 1985. I’d – we had designed of course the
card for the chip to go in, so we had a test PCB ready and waiting. It required some
debugging. We hadn’t quite at that point learnt how to make PCBs without making
mistakes. So there were some design flaws on the PCB that required fixing but by the
afternoon it was up and running and I think it was running BASIC on the day it
arrived back. And we found ourselves sitting there with a working microprocessor
that was actually much simpler than the commercial competition and faster.

[1:02:05]

So the ARM 1 used 25,000 transistors. The contemporary Motorola 68020 used a
quarter of a million. And ARM was faster. And of course, you know, I said that we’d
equated performance to memory bandwidth and we’d wanted good real time
performance and of course ARM was – has much better real time performance than a
6502. And it’s the reason why Acorn went from eight bit to thirty-two bit without
stopping at sixteen in the end, because thirty-two bit basically gives you twice the
bandwidth, right, and therefore twice the performance if you can use it. The ARM
had a little trick on it, which we should have patented but didn’t, which allowed it to
use a feature of standard commodity memory to get fifty percent more bandwidth at
no extra cost. And this is that commodity memories, they’re organised as arrays of
storage, by row and column, okay. Just think of a big near square array and if you
access random data out of this memory then you have to give it the row address and
the column address and then you get the data. But if it turns out that the next bit of
data you want is in the same row then you don’t need to give it the row address again,
just give it the column address. And you can effectively get the next bit of data in half
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the time. And ARM just had a very friendly little signal that came out that told the
memory controller if the next address was going to be sequential to the current
address. And if it’s sequential then with a very simple test you can say it’s in the
same row. And that gave us fifty percent more bandwidth for about three logic gates
of cost. And so when the BBC Micro had had about two megabytes a second of
bandwidth, the first ARM systems had about twenty-five megabytes a second of
bandwidth. And we got a sort of order of magnitude performance improvement with
a processor that’s actually not much more complicated than a 6502. I mean, it’s
certainly simpler than a Z80.

How was the actual idea of developing, you know, a RISC based chip actually
accepted in Acorn at first once you and Sophie had decided this looked like a good
idea?

Well, it was Hermann who dropped the RISC papers on our desks. I mean, he knew
we were thinking about instruction set architecture and said, ‘This is an interesting
idea.’ And we went away and thought about it and decided it was more than
interesting, it was actually a useful idea. So when we came back – I mean, we’d been
talking about Sophie’s draft instruction set designs with Hermann through the summer
of ’83 and Hermann was very interested. He was – Hermann was always keen to push
technology, right. He was keen to stretch. You know, almost foolishly keen to
stretch, you might think, but he kept getting away with it and so did we. So when we
came back from Phoenix and said, look, you know, the 65C816 is all very nice, it’ll
fill a hole, but actually we’ve seen the way they design processors and now we
actually believe we might be in with a chance, Hermann was very accepting of the
idea. He thought this was a good idea. And Hermann, you know, basically ran the
technical side of the company. So if he wanted to do it, it could be done. I mean, I
don’t think – I mean, the company hadn’t even gone public yet so there wasn’t even –
there were no shareholders to answer to or – there was presumably a board of
directors, but Hermann and Chris effectively owned the company and Chris looked
after the business side and Hermann looked after the technical side and if Hermann
wanted to do this, nobody was going to tell him he couldn’t. So Hermann basically
gave his full backing to do this and in fact the company started investing very
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seriously in this line whilst keeping it completely secret. So it was about that time,
once the ARM project was underway, that Hermann got news that Xerox Park was
falling apart, okay, this was Xerox’s research centre in Palo Alto, and he recruited Jim
Mitchell as technical director of Acorn and started setting up the Acorn Palo Alto
Research Centre. And they were entirely focused on building an operating system to
run on ARM. So not only were we designing this chip that we weren’t quite sure
we’d ever get to finishing but the company was building operating systems to run on
this chip, very aggressive and ambitious operating system plans. So the company had
grown exponentially from twenty or thirty people when I joined to 300, 400 people
two years later. I think it was just ready to take on the world at anything, right. And
probably because of the BBC Micro sales there was enough slack in the system that
you could afford sort of fairly high risk adventures. And that’s what this was, it was a
high risk adventure.

[1:07:45]

You make it sound like quite a sort of straightforward process how you’ve talked
about it today though. Where were the risks and were there any problems you
encountered along the way?

We expected – when we embarked on the design of the ARM, we expected – we had
this view that building microprocessors was a black art, okay, that people keep – you
know, the large experienced teams in industry keep getting it wrong. There was
something in there that we’d missed that made this much harder than we thought.
Okay, the Berkeley class had cracked it but, you know, that wasn’t a commercial
design, so it was a nice research prototype but … so we expected, as we embarked on
this, always to come across – the thing that made this really fundamentally infeasible
told us why it wasn’t a good idea but we expected to have learnt when we got there.
And it just turned out that microprocessors aren’t a black art, they’re just a bunch of
logic like everything else. We knew how to design logic. I mean, none of us had ever
designed a microprocessor before. But it was just a bunch of logic so we just
approached it as we approached designing bunches of logic and there was no
fundamental problem in there. I mean, we had to have – it was a very small team.
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But I’ve talked about Sophie who did the instruction set architecture, I did the
microarchitecture reference model, three VLSI designers put the chip together, but
there was also a software testing team. So Sophie built a software emulator for the
ARM and several people on the software side, Hugo Tyson, John Thackeray – I can’t
remember if David Seal was there then, but there were four or five people who built
test programs and these were just bits of software which, you know, when they were
testing the barrel shifter they checked every possible capability of the barrel shifter
and the program self tested that it worked. And I do remember that on – when we
came to move that from Sophie’s software emulator, which was quite efficient, to my
reference model, which of course was built to model the way the hardware worked
and was therefore much less efficient, that it took about two CPU weeks on a BBC
second processor to run all the validation programs on this model, to check the model
out. And of course every time there was a design change you had to run this two
weeks of testing again. So there were probably – in addition to the five people
involved in the hardware path, there were probably another five people involved in
the software testing, not fulltime but making major contributions there. But no, we
never hit a – I mean, the whole thing was done in fifteen months, okay. You know, it
just didn’t turn out to be a problem. It turned out you just approach it as with any
other piece of logic design and it works.

[1:11:10]

What’s – just a clarification question again. What’s an instruction set in this case?

So the instruction set is the basic abstraction layer that the hardware presents to the
software, okay. So instruction in a microprocessor is something along the lines of
take the values you find in register one and register two, add them together and put the
result in register three, okay. So one ARM instruction, which is actually written as
add R3, R2, R1, does exactly that. The add says what’s the operation. It could be
subtract, it could be a logical operation. And then we specify the registers where the
operands are. There are load and store instructions, which move data between the
main memory and the processor’s registers. ARM used one of the key RISC ideas,
which is the load store architecture, and that’s a clear separation between instructions
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that move data between main memory and processor registers and instructions which
actually do operations like add, which only work on registers. That was one of the
innovations of the reduced instruction set computer, it was one of the simplifications,
and ARM adopted that wholeheartedly. So ARM is a load store architecture, that’s
what it’s called. And so a load instruction which says, you know, this register
contains – treat this register as a memory address and go and fetch the data you find at
that memory address and put it in this other register, that would be – LDR R0 [R1]
means use the address in R1, find the value, put it in R0. That’s an instruction. The
instruction set architecture is the full set of instructions of the processor. So if you
enumerate every instruction an ARM can execute then you’ve enumerated the
instruction set architecture. But the architecture word kind of also invokes the idea of
the philosophy behind the instruction set, okay. So an instruction set architecture is a
set of instructions but it also has a philosophy which defines what is there and what
isn’t there. So in ARM’s case – well, the National Semiconductor 32016 had in its
instruction set a memory memory divide instruction, okay. So that would say, take
this value from that memory location and this other value from that other memory
location, perform an integer divide and then write the result back to that memory
location. On the 32016 this instruction took 360 clock cycles to complete and during
this instruction the processor was not interruptible. So having that instruction cripples
your real time input output capability. The 32016 had a six megahertz clock, so that
means for sixty microseconds that processor is minding its own business. And with
double density floppy discs you get a byte every thirty-two microseconds so that’s not
going to work. So the philosophy of ARM was not to do things like that. So a load
store architecture means you never have memory memory operations, you just have
loads and stores between registers and memory. You have adds and subtracts that
work on registers. You have branch instructions which allow you to move around
your program in a flexible way. And roughly that’s it.

So rather than big complex instructions, you mean small instructions that – am I
reading this right?

Well, big and … I would accept simple versus complex. Big and small is a slightly
different matter, because another philosophy of the ARM instruction set, which was
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adopted from RISC, is that ARM had a fixed size instruction set. So every ARM
instruction was thirty-two bits long, exactly one word, which is quite big, okay, and
that does come back to affect code density further down the story. But the fixed size
instruction greatly simplifies some bits of the processor. So for example, the Intel
X86 has a variable length instruction. X86 instructions can be from one byte to many
bytes and the first thing you have to do in an X86 is work out where one instruction
ends and the next starts. This is called the instruction run length decoder on an Intel
processor. And one of my observations is that the Intel instruction run length decoder
on a modern Intel processor is more complicated than an ARM, okay. So on the Intel
processor you haven’t even worked out where the instructions begin and end before
you’ve done more work than an ARM’s done to execute the whole thing. So that’s
one of – you know, one of the goals of ARM was simplicity.

[1:16:26]

Hermann Hauser, as sort of one of his careful rewrites of history, is that he said that,
you know, the ARM design team had two advantages over – have I mentioned this
before? Have we done this?

You’ve mentioned it in passing but perhaps not in context.

Right, okay. So Hermann’s proud statement is he gave us these two clear advantages,
the first one was no money and the second one was no people. And these are not as
completely stupid as they sound. The pressure to keep the ARM simple was very
strong. If we allowed the complexity to grow at all then our chances of completion
would have diminished very rapidly. So we took almost every simplifying idea we
could find and applied it. When I say almost, there were one or two exceptions.
Sophie was very keen that we kept instructions which meant context change
procedure entry, procedure exit was relatively simple. So ARM has load multiple
register instructions and store multiple register instructions. It’s got a – in a typical
executing mode there are sixteen registers available to the programme and you can
load or save any subset, including all of – all sixteen, with a single ARM instruction.
That was not pure RISC. That was pragmatic compromise. And that’s a very
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powerful feature and that one works really well. ARM also has – and this is a
simplifying feature. Every instruction in ARM is conditionally executed. So most
processors have conditional branches. They have – you can do a compare and then
you can branch not equal or branch equal. On ARM the do this if it’s equal or it’s not
equal is available on every instruction. And that allows you to do some common
program structures such as if then else. You can compile without any branches. That
costs four bits in each of the thirty-two bit instructions so it’s fairly expensive and
whether it’s justified or not is one of these things that’s – it’s very hard to come to a
quantitative assessment as to whether that feature is actually worth the number of bits
it’s cost. It’s sufficiently complicated to do that that for many years I set this as a
student project, to go and assess it. And there’s never been a convincing answer.

[1:19:00]

At the start what did you expect ARM chips to actually be use for?

Acorn’s products. The ARM was designed to go in Acorn’s desktop products. As I
say, partway through project it got very strongly tied to this Palo Alto research centre
operating system. In the event of course ARM got into financial – Acorn got into
financial trouble and the company had to contract. Part of the contraction was
effectively the Palo Alto Research Centre was closed and that operating system
development was abandoned. And then, you know, the Cambridge lot had to cobble
together something very quickly so that we could sell the first ARM powered machine
in 1987. And it was rather cobbled together. It fairly rapidly became more
respectable. The first Archimedes operating system I think was called Arthur and it
was a bit of a hack. It mutated into RISC OS into the next year or so and RISC OS
became very – I mean, RISC OS became very good actually. I still do not – you
know, when I use a PC today I cannot understand why a machine with 1,000 times
more processing power has a worse user response than the machine I was using in the
late ‘80s at Acorn. Well, I do know why it is but it still seems the wrong answer.
RISC OS became an extremely usable Window based operating system. And despite
only having a few – you know, a few tens of MIPS underneath it, it was extremely
responsive. It was written in a slightly unusual way. It was a cooperative
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multitasking system rather than a pre-emptive multitasking system. I’m now going to
have to explain that aren’t I?

The quizzical look on my face might suggest that [both laugh].

Yes. So most operating systems are pre-emptive, which means when a program is
running the operating system will wrench control from it at regular intervals. It will
check to see which other program may want to make progress and it will share out
time and resources amongst all the currently running program using some algorithm.
But basically each running program can just be written as if it owns the machine and
then the operating system will wrench control from it. In a cooperative multitasking
system you require every program that’s running to offer control back and then the
application can control when it offers control back, of course. It can control it in the
limit it can never offer it back, at which point all the other programs cease to progress
and effectively your machine is not doing what it should do. So all RISC OS
programs had to offer control back to the operating system at a time that suited them
but regularly. And that makes – if all the applications behave themselves, that can
make for a much nicer system. Of course you have to control all the application
writers to do that. You know, this is not very different from, if you remember a few
years ago, the big debate about the iPhone and its lack of multitasking, okay. One of
the things that gave the iPhone its market leading position was the responsiveness of
the software that ran on it. One of the ways Apple maintained that was by keeping
very strict control of what the machine could be asked to do at any time. If you
opened it up so that a thousand different programs all try and run, it’s very hard to
keep the machine responsive. Now eventually, you know, they did introduce
multitasking but in quite a controlled way. And they’ve kept the machine responsive
by basically not allowing arbitrary applications to run amok. And that’s basically
what RISC OS was doing in the late ‘80s.

[1:23:19]
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I’m interested, as the hardware chip designer here, how much interaction do you
actually have with the people who are developing the operating system that the chip’s
going to run?

At Acorn this worked in a very particular way in that I worked very closely with
Sophie Wilson and Sophie, although predominantly on the software side, has a very
deep understanding of hardware. And indeed, you know, she now works at Broadcom
in Cambridge and is effectively the processor architect. And Sophie was very well
connected with all the people building the operating system software and other areas.
So there was a kind of line of communication that was quite short and quite high
bandwidth between me and those responsible for operating systems. I tended not to
have much direct communication with them but there was only Sophie and Sophie’s a
very high bandwidth channels on this kind of matters, right, and a very effective
channel because she can not only understand both sides, she can also interpret the
information flow so that [laughs] both communications run in their natural language,
as it were. So we avoided, I think, getting the disconnect between the hardware and
software that is a hazard in building these sorts of systems.

How much does operating system concerns actually affect how you go about
designing the chip?

Oh enormously. The operating system – so it’s not the specifics of the operating
system that affect the design of the chip. It’s the general needs of an operating system
that affect the design of the chip. So I mean, one little anecdote is, ARM 1 has these
instructions I mentioned for load storing multiple registers. In the original
implementation we generated addresses for these multiple loads and stores using a
piece of hardware which could increment or decrement the address. In other words,
the memory address could go up or down memory and if you were pushing a whole
lot of registers out going down memory then you could generate the addresses going
down and push the registers out. Quite late in the day we decided that we really did
want to be able to support a paged memory system, which is an operating system that
– based on the Manchester idea from the early ‘60s of single level store, that what the
user sees as the memory is different from what’s physically there and bits of memory
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can get paged in and off disc at will. Now to support a paged memory system you
have to be able to handle page faults. In other words, you have to be able to attempt
to transfer to memory. The memory management system does not allow, it fails,
because the memory you’re trying to write to isn’t actually there at the time, okay.
And the operating system traps this, it swaps the page in and then it tells you to try
that instruction again. This requires that instruction is restartable, okay, so that any
instruction that reads or writes memory, you have to be able to fault, restart, and then
if it executes successfully the processor and memory state must be exactly as if it had
succeeded first time, right. It’s quite a strict requirement. And on the ARM this
turned out to be not too bad except for these multiple load and store instructions. And
you can see why they’re difficult because you can basically load all the registers in the
processor with a single instruction. In other words, you can trash the entire processor
state. Now if that instruction fails, not at the beginning but right at the end, restarting
it’s then very messy because the register which contained the address it’s going to
load and store from has got trashed. The program counter which says where it was
executing is one of the registers you can load, it’s got trashed. And basically you
have an – a difficult problem to unwrap this. And we realised very late in the design
that, if we changed the way those instructions worked so that they always incremented
the address up memory, then restarting became a whole lot easier, okay. So even if
the programmer thinks they’re pushing registers in a sequence of addresses that goes
down memory, what we did was we started at the bottom and worked up instead of
starting at the top and working down. That meant this incrementor decrementor we
built into the chip only ever incremented. And in fact ARM 1 has on it incrementor
decrementor hardware that only ever increments. And that was because of the late
decision that we wanted to support operating systems of a particular type. It was quite
a long time after that before anybody ever built such an operating system but the
support was in there from ARM 1 onwards. So – but the requirement to support
paged virtually memory is a generic operating system requirement. It’s not a
requirement of a particular style of OS.

[1:29:00]
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The other things you need to support operating system are basically the ability to do
context switches, which is – you have Program A running. If you want to pre-empt it,
which as I say we didn’t do with the early operating systems but if you want to be
able to pre-empt it, you interrupt it at any point. You then have to save all of its state,
switch to a different program, run that for a bit, interrupt that, come back to the first
program, restore the state of the first program exactly as it was when you first
interrupted it and then let it run again. And this must have exactly the same
consequences in terms of register and memory values as if you’d never interrupted it
in the first place. I mean that’s the requirement for a pre-emptive system. And that
requires – you know, context switching means saving all the processor registers,
which is easy on an ARM because it’s got these store multiple instructions that
basically allow you to do that very efficiently. And you’ve got to understand what the
processor state is in order that you can restore it precisely. Simpler processors make
that easier.

[1:30:20]

You’ve sort of used a phrase a few times when you’ve been talking about design
decisions, phrases like we decided to go for double metal layering, we decided to do
the page memory in this way. How are you actually making these decisions? You
know, what was the process of …? Who’s deciding, I suppose is one question?

We very much operated as a team. So we’d call meetings when these issues were
coming up and we were thinking about what to do. And because it was a small team
involved in ARM, we’d basically get everybody in. Maybe, you know, if we were
talking about instruction set architecture we might not include the VLSI guys because
they weren’t thinking at that level, but we’d certainly have the hardware team, which
in fact for the ARM was me. We’d have Sophie. We’d have some of the software
people. We’d probably bring in some of the other hardware people who worked on
the other chips, because ARM was always designed as one of four chips. It was one
in a chip set of four, and the other three were the IO controller and the video
controller and the memory controller and they were designed concurrently. I was also
design lead on the memory controller. Tudor Brown was design lead on the video
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controller. He’s just retired as president of ARM. And Mike Muller was design lead
on the IO controller and he’s still chief technical officer at ARM. So there was a
bright bunch of people, I mean, and all with different characteristics. And in general
we’d just get these people in a room. We’d say, this is – you know, we’ve decided we
need to worry about this, what do you think, and get everybody to chat and in general
we’d come to a decision, by consensus. It was not – I think at the ARM time, you
know, we all worked for a common manager.

Who?

Well, I was worried you’d ask that. It was certainly – Andrew McKernan is
somebody who led the group at one point. Later on I was actually promoted as leader
of the hardware team and then as assistant or deputy manager of advanced R&D.
That was when Jim Mitchell was research director. He was commuting from
California and spending a week a month in Cambridge and three weeks in California
and when he was absent I was his deputy. But that was probably after the first ARM.
So we had a very flat – and we were very team oriented. I do remember the company
at one point decided to sort of try and go all formal and introduce sort of annual
appraisals and annual bonuses. And we made life very difficult for our management
because we refused to differentiate between different contributions of different team
members, right. So we fought very hard that there would be one bonus for the team,
we’d all get the same. So we were quite cohesive in that sense. And the decision
making process was I think pretty sound because we had two – at least two people in
that group who would not agree easily, right. So Sophie Wilson always had her own
views on things, usually extremely well thought out, very hard to argue with. And
Mike Muller, who I’ve always thought of as Acorn’s antidote to groupthink, because
if ever he saw a room full of people all sort of agreeing too easily to go one way, he’d
always disagree, on a point of principle almost, I think. But that’s actually very useful
because groupthink is a major hazard in some of these areas, that everybody starts
agreeing on an idea without having thought it through properly. You need somebody
pulling the other way at all times so that arguments get coherently constructed. And
Hermann would get involved sometimes when he had time. But basically we were
given a lot of latitude to make decisions on these things.
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[1:35:12]

Over this sort of period from 1983 to 1985 that you’ve described, what are you
actually doing on a daily basis yourself?

Well, it’s always hard to remember. I mean, it always seemed quite busy. But, you
know, I was spending a fair amount of time dealing with people, talking to people. I
spent time coding, building reference models. And the ARM reference model is not –
I’d actually thought it was lost to posterity but three or four years ago I was doing
some garage archaeology when I came across an old box of five and a half inch discs
– or were they five and a quarter? Anyway, I got my trusty BBC Micro out and it
turned out I have got the original ARM reference model on one of these. It’s 880
lines of BBC BASIC so it’s not a monster program but it is fairly dense. And, you
know, getting that working, getting all the gremlins out – and it was used to design the
ARM and then it was augmented. Basically the ARM reference model is what we’d
now call a registered transfer level. It was basically clock synchronous. But when I
came to move onto the memory controller we needed something more flexible. And
still in BBC BASIC we built an event driven simulator which was an extension of this
ARM reference model, because the ARM was still part of it, and the memory
controller was developed. And I must have started that some time before ’85. Erm …
But yes, we’d be going to the office. We did some travelling ‘cause we were visiting
Phoenix and Israel. We’d do – I think probably by ’83, ’84 the BBC Micro seminars
had waned a bit. When the BBC Micro was first launched Chris Turner, Sophie and I
spent a lot of time touring with a seminar about the BBC Micro, which proved
amazingly popular.

Touring where?

Well, it was the UK and Ireland. I remember going to a hotel in Belfast where they
still had an external security perimeter with, you know, twelve foot fences and
soldiers that you had to get past to get into the hotel.
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Who were you actually delivering the seminars to? What sort of audiences?

Oh, they were open. I think they were public seminars. I mean, the first one we did at
the IEE Savoy Place. I don’t know if I’ve told that story yet. We were booked in to
Savoy Place a few months after the launch of the Micro to give a seminar. The Savoy
Place is a six or seven hundred seater hall. It’s quite big. And three times the number
of people they could fit in turned up. People had hired coaches from Birmingham to
come to this seminar. I mean, you know, again, just a reflection on just how much of
a buzz the BBC Micro created. And in the end, you know, a lot of people had to be
sent home because they couldn’t – health and safety even then didn’t allow them all to
sit on each other’s knees or stand in the aisles. And we actually ended up giving the
seminar two more times at Savoy Place and taking it on tour.

What was the basic message?

It was just here’s a BBC Micro, here’s what’s in it, this is what it’ll do. I mean, it
wasn’t very sophisticated [laughs].

Is this sort of a technical talk or a general one?

Well, quite technical. But, you know, not at an inaccessible level. And I suspect I
talked about the hardware of the machine and Sophie talked about the software. I
think we – in the end there were so many of these that we didn’t all three go to all of
them. I think we sort of ended up doing it two at a time. You know, Sophie and I did
an IEE young persons lecture in Leeds, I think, or something, about Christmas
[coughs].

[1:39:35]

So we’ve talked about developing this in, you know, quite a sort of pressed period of
time. How did you actually feel personally over this while you were doing it?
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Oh, this was great fun. I mean, this was very exciting, designing our own processor
having never tried it before. I mean, we didn’t really think it would go anywhere.
But it was certainly challenging. And, you know, we were building a thirty-two bit
processor while most people were still thinking about their sixteen bit processors. So
we had a very tight team at Acorn. I mean, I think – that’s one of my memories. I
mean, at the university I deal with bright people but it’s a kind of turnover, okay. So
PhD students come, do their three years, graduate, some stay on, some go. One of the
interests of this job is the constant flux of people. Acorn was kind of the opposite of
that. It was an extremely stable group of people who I think worked very effectively.
And I think we knew at the time that we were quite effective. I mean, I think we
sensed that we were getting things right, things were working and the product was
selling. And we enjoyed each other’s company. It was – we didn’t spend a lot of
time outside work socialising but I think most lunchtimes involved a trip to a pub. In
fact I think we had a standard cycle of local hostelries that we visited at lunchtime. I
think I was known for having the same – if it’s that pub then I’m having this meal
kind of for lunch. But of course it was the middle of the ARM development where
Acorn’s finances went through the floor, so that was fairly traumatic. In fact I’m
guessing that – where are we? So we started the design late ’83 and I think the
Electron crisis was ’84. I think the Olivetti rescue must have been early ’85. I
certainly know that Olivetti had effectively committed to the rescue without really
knowing about the ARM project at all, okay. So we kind of treated it as sufficiently
secret that we didn’t even let people who were trying to invest money to rescue us
know much about it. And the other little anecdote is I remember that, you know, once
we’d got these chips and built the boards and tested them and they were working, we
decided it was time to go public and tell the world a little bit about the ARM
processor. I think it was about July ’85. I rang a reporter I knew quite well at one of
the mags to say, you know, we’d like to sort of let people know we’ve developed this
processor, and this reporter simply refused to believe me [laughs]. He just said, ‘I
don’t believe you.’ He said, ‘If you’ve been doing this for the last eighteen months
I’d have known about it.’ [Laughs] So it came as a bit of a surprise to everybody, not
just us, when this processor worked.
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Is there actually, you know, a moment where it all comes together or is it a gradual
process?

Oh, I think – I mean, in – when you’re building silicon then, if you like, the climax of
the process is when the chips come back and you plug them in and you’re reasonably
satisfied they’re working, okay. And in the case of the ARM it was the day it came
back, so it was April 26th 1985. By the end of that day we knew that – you know, we
hadn’t tested every corner of the thing but basically it was running big bits of software
without any trouble, which of course had been developed on the emulators, okay. So
we didn’t start writing the BASIC interpreter when the chip came. It was already up
and running, because the emulators were sufficiently faithful that you could build
software. I remember Sophie built a text editor, a two window text editor, that was
entirely up and running on the emulators long before the hardware arrived. So yes,
it’s the day the chip arrives or the day – if you don’t get it working on the day it
arrives you have a few nervous days, but the day it sort of springs into life and says
hello world or something like that, something usually fairly arcane that you’ve got it
to do, its first job – then Hermann started this tradition of cracking champagne. And
there is still a bottle in Cambridge which has first ARM working April 26th 3pm or
something written by Sophie, sitting on the shelves. You have to look quite hard in
Cambridge to find it now because there are several hundred other champagne bottles
there [coughs]. They have maintained the tradition and I do it here as well. So when
we get a chip back and it’s working we crack the champagne, so … You know,
there’s lots of hard graft before then and there’s lots of hard graft after then but that’s
the kind of – the moment of truth really.

I think that seems a pretty good point to stop for the day as I think we’re coming up to
11.30.

Okay.

One question I haven’t asked and I probably should is what does ARM actually stand
for, just to finish off?
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Oh yes. So ARM originally stood for Acorn RISC Machine. So this RISC, R-I-S-C,
reduced instruction set computer, was ARM’s middle name, Acorn RISC Machine.
And then of course when the company was spun out they had to lose the Acorn name
and it became the Advanced RISC Machine. And then after a few years they got
bored with that and now it’s just ARM. But yes, RISC is its middle name, so its
heritage is printed there.

[End of Track 4]
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I guess we finished off last time with talking about how the first ARM chip came to be
up and running. And from your point of view, where does the story actually go from
there? What do you do with these chips once you’ve got the first batch?
So the first ARM chips arrived on April 26th 1985 and we had test cards waiting for
them. And after a little bit of debugging the chips started working quite happily.
There were some entertaining stories from the early testing. So on one occasion I’d
decided it – we needed to measure the power consumption of the chip because this
was an important parameter, so I set the chip up with an ammeter in the power supply
circuit, switched it on, started it running programs, looked at the ammeter and the
ammeter was reading zero, which wasn’t quite what I expected. And when I checked
a bit more closely I discovered I hadn’t actually connected the power to the chip and
yet it was sitting there running programs. Now – so it grew this reputation for running
on no power at all. Of course what was actually happening was that – various of the
inputs would be a logic one and all the input devices had protection diodes on, so
effectively the chip was being powered through these inputs and the protection diodes
and was working quite happily with no direct power supply at all. But it did come out
extremely energy efficient. We’d aimed to keep it under a watt and it came in under a
tenth of a watt. And that wasn’t critical for its mission at Acorn but of course it
became a very important characteristic of the chip later on when it found other uses.

Why were you aiming at energy efficiency at the time?

The key reason for keeping the chip under a watt was to make sure it would go in the
cheap plastic package. So there were two ways chips were packaged then. Anything
under a watt could basically be sealed in a plastic package, which cost, you know, a
few tens of cents. If its power consumption was more than about a watt then it would
have to go in a ceramic package and the ceramic package would cost ten or twenty
dollars. So there was a huge step change in the cost of packaging the device if its
power was allowed to go above a watt.
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When you said that low power became more important later on, how did you mean?

Well, following – very soon after my departure to Manchester in 1990, Apple came
knocking at the door of Acorn and talked about setting up Acorn as a joint venture –
setting up ARM as a joint venture. They wanted to use the ARM in their new Newton
product. They weren’t happy with it being owned by Acorn. And so – but what they
were interested in obviously was the lower power properties of the processor, because
Newton was designed as a very early PDA, or something that – I mean, the Newton
itself was not a great success as a product but it led the way to things like the iPhone
that are now everywhere today. And so low power was key in the new businesses that
ARM found itself in. And of course its real explosion to success was when ARM
Limited got the Nokia business in the mid ‘90s and there – for mobile phones, again
low power was critical.

[3:30]

But if we wind back to the mid ‘80s, we had the first ARM chips. We’d never
designed the ARM as a standalone chip. We’d always had in mind a set of four chips
that were to form the basis of a new range of Acorn desktop products. And the ARM
was the processor, we had a memory controller, a video controller and an IO
controller, and those four chips did most of the complex work. If you added relevant
memory components outside those then you could build a system that had a much
lower chip count than, for example, the BBC Micro had had. So once the first ARMs
were working, we continued the development of the other three chips. I was
responsible for the memory controller design, which had some interesting innovative
features. Mike Muller led the design of the IO controller and Tudor Brown the design
of the video controller. Mike and Tudor both went on to form ARM’s senior
management team. In fact Tudor has retired from ARM just earlier this year and
Mike is still there, so … Yeah, so there are stories with the memory controller. At
that time people were beginning to adopt fairly complex memory controllers. These
were things that did memory address translation through two layers of tables and they
produced quite complex hardware. And I thought about this and decided I could find
a much – a much simpler way of doing this. If I sort of inverted the problem and used
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a small content addressable memory to store translations then the logic for the
memory control would be much simpler. But this seemed a bit of a radical change. I
mean, why wasn’t everybody else doing it? So I remember Hermann suggested I
should go and talk to David Wheeler, who was one of the grand old men of the
computer laboratory, one of the pioneers of the computer lab. And I remember going
to see David Wheeler and describing my radical new idea for building a memory
controller for these ARM systems and David Wheeler listened patiently. I said what I
was planning to do and I said, ‘Do you think this’ll work?’ And he thought for a bit
very quietly and he said, ‘Well,’ he said, ‘it seemed to work in Manchester in 1962 so
I don’t see why it shouldn’t still work today.’ And unbeknown to me, I’d effectively
just reinvented the very first memory management hardware that was developed for
the Manchester Atlas machine, which again was based on associative memories. And
that memory controller, with its content addressable memory translation system, with
the video controller, the IO controlled and the ARM, formed the basis of the
Archimedes product range. In fact by the time the Archimedes came out we’d got to a
second version of the processor. The first – ARM1 only ever really found its way into
a number of development systems that we used for building software for the
Archimedes. By ’87 when the Archimedes were launched we’d done an iteration of
the processor. We’d got it from three micron CMOS down to two micron CMOS.
We’d used that to make it go a bit faster, tweaked its functionality a little bit. And the
chip set that went out on the first Archimedes was ARM2 memory controller, IO
controller and video controller.

How did the Archimedes actually rate compared to all the other computers at that
time that aren’t using ARM chips?

The Archimedes was a formidable machine for its time. It outperformed all
competition by a very big margin. But of course it was bespoke and it used
proprietary software and applications. And by the late ‘80s the IBM PC standard was
beginning to get rather firmly established.

[7:57]
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So although the Archimedes was clearly vastly superior to a PC in every important
performance aspect, it struggled in the market because the market had become very
PC focused. Even the education market was beginning to move to PC compatibles by
the late ‘80s. So the Archimedes was a reasonably successful product for Acorn but it
certainly didn’t take the world by storm. Its market was predominantly UK. And it
sold I guess in the region of 50,000 machines a year, which was quite a respectable
business for Acorn. But you would have expected a machine with the Archimedes’
capabilities, so far ahead of the competition at the time, in a different environment
would have done a lot better.

Were you expecting it to do better at the time?

Erm, I think we – I think we knew that the PC was becoming really very firmly
established and that for people to recognise the technical advantages of the
Archimedes and to be prepared to move out of the world that was by then becoming a
fairly well established standard, to do something that was really quite non standard,
however superior, they’d need firstly a fairly good understanding of what they were
doing and secondly quite a lot of enthusiasm for doing it. Now there were a lot of
enthusiasts and there were people who got very hooked on Archimedes and it worked
very well for them. But just as in the early ‘80s, the BBC Micro required, if you like,
the stability of the BBC brand to really overcome the sort of fear of the unknown.
The Archimedes market was limited to a small number of people who were able to
overcome the fear of the strength of the IBM standard in order to break out into a
brave new world of Archimedes and ARM technology.

You’ve talked quite a lot before about being, you know, quite intimately involved with
the BBC Micro design, were you actually involved with the Archimedes design at all
or …?

Yes. The Archimedes design was very much embedded in the chip set. So these four
chips really defined the Archimedes. All you had to do approximately to build the
Archimedes with these four chips was add memory components for the main memory,
some ROM for the bootstrap. And in fact in the Archimedes the entire operating
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system was put in ROM. So again the machine had a remarkably quick boot time,
right, it was up in seconds, whereas the PC, then as now, seemed to take an eternity to
bring itself to life, for reasons we’ve never understood. But one of the reasons was
that the operating system resided on disk and disks are slow compared with ROM.

[11:15]

I guess we’ve talked a bit about the technical changes of the Acorn products, BBC
Micro to the Archimedes and the ARM, but had the company itself changed at all at
the time that you’re working there?

Yes, the changes in the company were much more difficult as far as I was concerned.
So in the early ‘80s the company was very much led by its founders, Chris Curry and
Hermann Hauser. I worked principally with Hermann. He looked after the technical
side of the company. And Hermann was technically very ambitious and very
supportive of the technical team’s attempts to push the barriers out. But of course the
company got into financial difficulty, as I think we described earlier, and effectively
needed rescuing in 1984, when Olivetti stepped in and took over. They – in – they
installed quite a different style of management. I mean, the company became very
strongly financially managed. Olivetti never worked out – even when they discovered
that they bought the ARM with the company, they never worked out what to do with
it. I mean, it always – they were a PC company. They made IBM PC compatibles
and they were very successful building PC compatibles in the late ‘80s. And they
never understood the role this processor might have. Now to be fair, nor did any of
the rest of us, so it wasn’t that we knew exactly what to do with it. We’d designed it
for the Archimedes product, it went in that, it worked and it was fine. In ’87 VLSI
Technology, who’d manufactured the silicon for us, took out a license from Acorn so
they could sell the processor and in fact the other chips to other customers. And they
established a small business, for example ARM processors were used in the Radius
graphics accelerator for the Apple 2. But this was small, this was small scale. And
nobody then could really see how to make a success of this processor. Despite its
technical advantages, which were clear, how to turn those into a business was far from
clear to anybody. But from about the mid ‘80s onwards Acorn’s market continued to
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be predominantly UK education. So the size of their business was decided by
government decision on an annual business and it wasn’t growing. So the company
was very flat. They were not big enough really to support a competitive processor
development. So continuing to improve the ARM at the rate that was necessary to
keep it competitive became very difficult. And in my last two years at Acorn I spent a
reasonable amount of time looking at ways that we could actually separate the
processor activity from Acorn the mother company in order to find ways firstly to
offload Acorn of this cost and secondly to expand the market for ARMs outside the
rather limited Acorn market. And the technical director spent quite a lot of time on
this. I looked at various business plans. We could never make these plans work,
okay. The ARM’s merit is that it was small, cheap, energy efficient and so on. We
were not going to manufacture silicon. I mean, that’s a huge investment. We were
going to charge royalties on designs probably. And if you looked at the sums of
royalty based business, you’d have to sell millions of processors that we couldn’t see
how that would ever happen. And of course the cash flow from royalties is disastrous
because the royalties only start to flow when the products go out of the back end of
the end manufacturer, which is several years down the line. So how you keep the
company alive for several years till the royalties start to flow was a mystery. And the
business plans just didn’t work. So we did continue with chip developments. We
developed ARM3, which was effectively putting ARM2 onto – I think it was a one or
one and a half micron process, which left enough space to put a cache around it. So
that was the first ARM processor that had a cache memory, so it stores frequently
used things locally on chip. And that was hugely advantageous for the Archimedes
because the – although in principle the cache allowed us to push the clock up to
twenty megahertz and go two and a half times as fast, in practice the Archimedes
processor was sharing memory bandwidth with the graphics. The cache reduced its
bandwidth requirements, so in practice Archimedes machines with ARM3 went about
four or five times as fast as the ARM2 based machines. So we got a huge win out of
ARM3. We also designed a special version of the ARM for one of Hermann’s other
companies, the Active Book Company, the ARM2AS, which was a fully static low
power version of the processor designed for this kind of active book. Again an early –
you know, today we have tablets. This was an early attempt at a tablet type computer
in the late ‘80s. So we were doing technical developments around the processor and
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around the chip set. But by the late ‘80s I was beginning to lose hope that we could
ever find a way to turn this into a viable longer term business and Andy Hopper drew
my attention to the fact that Manchester was looking for a new professor of computer
engineering. I’d talked to Andy previously about possibly returning to academia. The
job in Manchester looked ideally suited. I have an affinity to Manchester anyway
because I was born and brought up here, so … So I began to look into that. And
Acorn was also very supportive at the time. And I was offered the job in Manchester,
which was I guess quite surprising when I look back because I was – you know, I was
thirty-seven when I came here. I left the university in Cambridge as a research fellow,
so I’d left at the bottom, and I was coming back in as a professor at the top, so I neatly
missed out all the tedious academic promotion business in between, which is a move
I’d recommend to anybody who can get away with it. But I left Acorn and came to
Manchester in August 1990. It can’t have been more than a month or two after I’d
left that Apple came knocking at the door proposing setting up a joint venture with the
ARM, because they wanted it in the Newton and they’d prefer it not to be controlled
by a company they saw as a competitor.

[18:45]

And of course they were pushing on an open door. And by November 1990 ARM
was up and running in a barn in Swaffham Bulbeck near Cambridge. Robin Saxby
had been brought in to head it up. The rest of the team were the people who’d worked
for me at Acorn, Mike, Tudor, Jamie, about a dozen people in total. And they were
set up and their early role in life was to supply the demands of their two owners. I
mean, VLSI Technology was also a small scale investor in contributing the tools but
their principal owners were Apple and Acorn. And both Apple and Acorn wanted
chips with ARM processors in and so ARM was kept very busy supplying those two
owners with what they wanted. And I remember having discussions with Robin
where he was saying, you know, the biggest problem he had was getting out from
under these two very heavyweight owners, who were quite demanding and seemed to
expect 100 percent of ARM’s attention, and if he was ever going to make this a viable
business he had to expand beyond that market. But it was Robin who I think
originally came up with the change. I said our business plans didn’t look good.
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Robin came up with this idea that in addition to having a downstream royalty, that
customers should pay an upfront licence fee. Effectively they should pay to join the
club upfront. And these licence fees started fairly large and got very large, so the cost
of joining the ARM club is quite high. And of course that’s wonderful for cash flow
because that’s a big chunk of money right upfront. The royalties still come
downstream very late, though of course by now ARM’s royalty stream is pretty
impressive too. And the great thing about royalties is you did the work years ago,
right, so it’s just – so royalties that come in downstream are kind of pretty much pure
profit. But to get the business bootstrapped, this upfront payment was the innovation,
if you like, in the business model that made the whole thing work so effectively. So
ARM has gone from the initial investment of – the initial small investment from
Apple, the technology from Acorn, the tools from VLSI Technology, it’s basically
bootstrapped itself into the sort of £10 billion company it is today, or whatever its
market valuation is, with no further investment of any substance. They’ve entirely
booted themselves up on these upfront payments.

[21:30]

How successful have ARM chips themselves been at that time?

ARM – I mean, ARM has been monstrously successful. I mean, it’s the flagship of
the UK’s semiconductor industry today. It still doesn’t make anything, it just does
designs and licences them. And in terms of corporate turnover, it’s still quite small. I
mean, I think its annual turnover is still under $1 billion. But its gross profitability
has been spectacular. I mean, it runs at twenty-five, thirty percent gross profit margin
pretty much all the time. I think it’s had one bad quarter in the sort of twenty plus
years it’s existed. And the shipments are now astronomical. I mean, you know, I said
we couldn’t imagine shipping millions of ARM processors. There are now tens of
millions shipped every day, okay. And the total ARM shipments – by 2012 the total
ARM shipments had accumulated to thirty billion, which, you know, is four for every
man, woman and child on the planet. The turning point for ARM – they started out
under Apple and Acorn. They signed up licensees. I remember GEC Plessey was still
making chips in this country in the early ‘90s. They in fact got most of Apple’s
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Newton business. And because of the Apple name, in fact ARM opened lots of doors.
And it’s important to remember that while ultimately the Newton was not a success
for Apple, it was a huge success for ARM because it opened doors. And the Apple
name then as now was just a magic brand. And the fact that ARM was in Apple led
the way. Now this is not to say that Robin and his team didn’t work extremely hard to
turn that opportunity into success. I mean, Robin was not only creative with the
business plan, he also basically lived on jumbo jets. You know, if you asked him
where his office was, he’d say, ‘Whichever jumbo jet I happen to be in at the time.’
He flew around signing deals. But the real turning point for them was in about ’95
when they got the Nokia business. Nokia was the world’s number one mobile phone
handset company. Mobile phones were growing very fast and Nokia I think were
principally supplied by Texas Instruments. TI made the chips. And ARM got that
business and basically they haven’t looked back since then. Now today they’re in
ninety-eight percent of all mobile phones or something, but that’s only – today that’s
only about a quarter of their business, I think. So they’ve developed huge additional
sidelines. But the – you know, they’re now – so the other stat I heard is – I believe in
2012 – there will be more ARM processors shipped in 2012 than Intel has shipped
processors in its entire forty year history, okay. So the scale of their success is just
spectacular. And although their turnover is not huge, their influence on the
semiconductor world is just enormous. I mean, nearly every major semiconductor on
the planet – every semiconductor company on the planet is an ARM licensee and pays
its dues to ARM on a regular basis. And so, you know, all the sort of iconic Apple
products, the iPhone, the iPod, the iPad, they’re all ARM powered. Samsung’s –
Apple’s competitor in Samsung, their tablets and phones are all ARM powered. HTC
phones. They’re everywhere. But they’re also in, you know, cars, so antilock braking
systems, engine management, car entertainment systems have ARM processors in.
Digital cameras, printers, right. I mean, it’s – I – you know, if you look at ARM’s
webpages and you see the products that have ARMs in, there’s just screen after screen
of pictures of consumer gizmos and industrial gizmos.

[25:53]
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Do you find it surprising? You’ve sort of talked about the sort of very modest origins
really, you know, and maybe we’ll sell 50,000 units a year with the Archimedes, and,
you know, and that being it at the time and that sort of feeling like frustrating that no
one else was taking it up. Looking back, are you surprised at all by this?

Oh I’m staggered, yes. I mean, the success that ARM created once it was set up has
staggered everybody. I mean, I do remember in the early days that – when Robin
Saxby was brought in to lead the team – who were all people I knew – you know, I’d
worked with for ten years, I knew them very well. Robin was quite clear that if we’re
going to make a success of this company we have to make it a world standard, right.
So Robin was focused on global success from day one. That was the basis on which
he took the job, right, we’re going to make this a global success or we’re going to die
in the attempt was pretty much – and I remember all my colleagues who – you know,
I knew very well – I could read their facial expressions, they were all sort of
sniggering a bit about this – Robin’s grand plan for world domination. But they were
very capable people. I mean, he had a very original approach both to the business
model and to the company itself. So I mean, I heard stories that he got the twelve
people who went over from Acorn who all used to work for me, he got them in the
pub and said, ‘Right,’ he said, ‘We’re going to have to put some organisation into this
company. So Jamie, you can be sales director. Mike, you’re marketing director.
Tudor, you’re technical director.’ And he took this basic engineering team and spread
them out across the senior jobs that needed doing. Now of course it was a small
company so the senior jobs were not enormously responsible in the management
sense at the time when the company is only twelve or thirteen people, but what’s
surprising is that the people he earmarked out of that team all grew with the job and
with the company, much, much further than, you know, you might expect. In some
sense he could see what these people were capable of doing. I mean, I knew they
were – the team I worked with at Acorn was clearly immensely talented but I – but I
thought they were technically immensely talented. It turned out that their talents went
way beyond the technical skills they showed at Acorn where, you know – we
produced quite a lot of very interesting stuff at Acorn. But, you know, Jamie went on
to be COO of ARM to the end of the ‘90s, I think, and was basically running a very
significant company by that time. I mean, he grew into that. Mike Muller is still
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there and is now CTO. And Tudor was chief operating officer or chief executive –
COO, I think, and president of the board until he retired earlier this year. So these
people – you know, their talents went way beyond their technical talents. And I was
very impressed that Robin saw that, because it’s quite tempting if you’re brought in as
a … to run a company with a dozen techies that you’ve inherited from some dubious
background, to kind of think, well, the first thing you’ve got to do is bring in a proper
marketing manager with marketing experience and a sales guy with sales experience.
And, you know, you bring in a kind of alien management team and then all the techies
get upset because they don’t get on with these alien people and then the whole thing
falls out of the sky. And he didn’t do that. I mean, he saw the talent in the people
he’d already got. And, you know, I think that was very brave but spectacularly
successful.

I wonder what would have happened to you if you’d stayed rather than moving to –

Well, that’s the – that’s a kind of obvious question. I’d probably have ruined the
whole show [laughs]. You know – jokingly I will say, you know, I moved to
academia and that was probably the most expensive decision I’ve ever taken, because
of course all the founders of ARM benefited hugely from the growth in the value of
the shares and, you know, it’s tempted to think if I’d stayed with them I’d have, you
know, likewise made an enormous amount of money. But, a, you know, having me
there might have ruined it, who can tell, right? Because, you know, I was used to
effectively being in charge of these people. I mean, I was – I was one of the team in
the early days of Acorn but then I was asked to become manager of the team and I
sort of found that a bit odd at first but got used to it. So I was used to sort of working
with these people as their boss, as it were, where boss is a very weak term with that
kind of technical team. But, you know, who knows what the impact of my presence
might have been. I mean, this is not an experiment you can do properly. And, you
know, there’s no doubt that when ARM was formed, the people that joined it
remained very focused. And Robin had some very strict rules about what the
company would and wouldn’t do, right. It would only start a new development if two
or three customers were asking for it. They were extremely customer focused. In the
last few years they’ve become established, they’ve got into a sort of battle royal with
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Intel in the commercial marketplace and they’ve started to invest in R&D. But for the
first fifteen years they basically didn’t do any research at all. They were very
customer focused. And, you know, I’ve been in the university over that period and
I’ve been able to set my own research agenda, follow things that interested me. So I
don’t regret the decision to come here at all and, as I say, what might have happened
had I not left to come to Manchester is a complete imponderable so I don’t waste too
much time pondering it.

[32:21]

How did you actually take the transition to academia? Can you give me an idea of
what it was like when you first started here?

Well … So I wasn’t quite sure what to expect. I mean, I knew the work. I knew that,
you know, the job here was to lecture undergraduates, which is terrifying until you’re
used to it, lead research. I mean, that – you know, the role of the chair was to lead an
area of research in the department. And there were a number of established people
already in the department in the computer engineering area, which was the territory I
was asked to lead, so I had to – erm, the expectation was that I would sort of start up
some line of research and encourage, coral or whatever, these people. And – but there
was no sense in which in university research you tell people what to do, okay. You
have discussions with people and encourage them to think about things. They have
their own ideas that they pursue. Fortunately in my last few months at Acorn I was
working on a European collaboration and when I announced my intention to move to
Manchester Acorn was quite happy for me to take a big chunk of this European
project with me. So I landed in Manchester with a European grant in my back pocket
and quite significant resources. I mean, enough resources to hire a couple of post
docs. And an interesting project to run with. And Acorn also supplied some
machines to support this. So as I say, the separation was extremely amicable and
Acorn was very supportive in those early years. So I’d kind of got a bit of traction on
the research front. I’d got something ready to go and the existing staff, to a varying
degree, were all quite interested in this new area. And so some were quite happy to
join in fairly wholeheartedly. Some sort of worked on the edges and kept their own
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interests outside and some inside and that’s fine. I mean, that gives you a good
balance and spread. I think, like most new appointees, I was not overworked on the
teaching front in the first year, but I was warmed up, as it were, which is a good thing,
and started teaching some of the courses that already existed. Overall I think – I don’t
remember the transition being terribly difficult but of course I’d – one of the
drawbacks of my recommended route to academic promotion, which is to leave the
university at the bottom and come back in at the top, is that at the bottom I’d never
done any lecturing. So as a research fellow, student – research student, research
fellow at Cambridge, all I’d ever done was supervisions in the Cambridge system,
where you supervise two students at once and take them through example sheets and
things. I’d never done any formal lecturing. I’d given the odd seminar which, like
most people, I found completely terrifying. And usually when you’re a research
student or junior academic, one of the reasons you find presenting terrifying is
because of course you have an audience who all know a lot more than you do and
therefore are in a strong position to be extremely critical if they wish to. The
position’s slightly different when you’re teaching undergraduates because in principle
at least they don’t know what you do. And I think one of the advantages I had when I
started lecturing undergraduates at the beginning of the ‘90s is that I got a lot of
credibility from particularly my connection with the BBC Micro at that time, because
all the undergraduates had been at school with BBC Micros. So, you know, they
knew that they were being taught in the lecture theatre by somebody who’d
contributed to the design of this machine, which was still, in the early ‘90s, very high
profile and visible in people’s memories. The ARM had yet really to make traction. I
mean, you know, today the people I teach have some familiarity with the ARM and
several of them have never seen a BBC Micro. You know, undergraduates now were
not born by the time BBC Micros started to depart from schools, so my connection
with the ARM is a greater source of credibility with students. But then it was – the
BBC Micro helped a lot, I think. And in fact, if you look at the lectures I gave then, I
used the BBC Micro experience wherever it was relevant, to sort of give concrete
examples to lectures I was giving. I had quite a few BBC Micro stories to tell and
they seemed to go down quite well.

[37:40]
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When do you think you did get used to lecturing?

Oh, fairly quickly. I mean, I think, you know, once you’re giving a course with sort
of once a week or twice a week lectures, you get into it. You also get to know the
class a bit, so you know a bit – you know, you know a bit more what to expect and
how they’re going to react. Of course it takes a few years before you realise that
different classes are different and the problems you have with them are different. But
I’ve always … you know, I’m not a great one for sort of lecture theatre discipline. I
mean, my view is that the students are adults by the time they get here, although they
don’t always quite behave as you might expect adults to behave, but basically they’re
adults and if you treat them as adults they’ll respond accordingly. So I’ve never
spent, you know, time in lecture theatres telling people how to behave. If they read
newspapers on the back row I ignore them basically. I know I have colleagues who
get more upset by that kind of behaviour and will ask pointed questions at anybody
who’s been behind the newspaper for the first half of the lecture, but I treat them
much as I’d treat a professional conference audience, that so long as I can make
myself heard to those who want to listen, the rest is their own problem.

[39:15]

What sort of department were you actually joining at Manchester? Can you give me
some sort of, I guess, flavour of research interests, hobbies that … the sort of set up?

So the Manchester department has a long and honourable history in computing, which
I’ve become much more familiar with in the twenty years I’ve been here. But one
thing I did know is it had a long history of computer engineering, building machines.
In fact I now know that up till the mid ‘70s, from when the department – or even
before the department was formed, when the university started building computers,
the focus of research was basically on building big machines and building software
for them, and the department was a kind of one research project department through to
the early ‘70s, from the Manchester Baby machine, through Atlas, to MU5, which was
the prototype for the ICL2900 series. But then in the late ‘70s there was a bit of an
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internal rebellion and some of the academics had ideas they wanted to pursue
themselves, not under the auspice and management of the head of department. And
from the early ‘80s the department’s research activities diversified and effectively
became more the shape it is today, which is a department that embodies ten or so
research groups that have some overlap but each of which has a central theme that’s
distinct from the others. There’s collaboration between them where this is useful.
But by the early ‘80s the engineering activity had become one of the research group’s
rather than the whole department’s focus. And in the early ‘80s John Gurd and Ian
Watson were building data flow machines, which were internationally recognised as
an interesting excursion into a particular approach to parallel computing. So when I
came here in 1990, taking the chair in computer engineering, which is an endowed
chair, it’s the ICL chair – so basically my chair is funded by money that was made
running the Atlas in the late ‘60s, I think. But ICL actually put some new money in in
the early ‘90s to – in connection with when the chair was advertised and I applied.
ICL actually put additional funds in through the ‘90s. The computer engineering was
one of these areas of the department. And I guess when I came here, it was closely
linked with the architecture which Ian Watson was then largely leading. John Gurd
had – was head of department then when I came, when I was appointed. And in the
engineering side there were a number of people already in the staff. There were some
Transputer projects still going on that had a bit of hardware input but the focus was on
the programming. People such as Doug Edwards and Linda Brackenbury, who’d
been here for a long time, Viv Woods, were on the engineering side and generally sort
of mucked in with things that we were trying to do. We started off with an EU grant
pretty much in place and in ’92 there was another EU call where we bid for I think
four different projects in that call on the grounds that success rates are usually twentyfive, thirty percent. So we expected to get one or two and were quite embarrassed
when they were all funded. So we had a sudden increase in scale of activity and four
large grants to run simultaneously, which was – so that really got the group going.
And through the ‘90s in fact most of the group’s funding came from the EU as we
rebuilt our reputation. Around the end of the ‘90s EU funding began getting very
tricky administratively. It became very difficult to run in the university. But by then
we’d established the reputation and since the turn of the millennium the great bulk of
our funding has been from UK EPSRC sources. So the Engineering and Physical
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Sciences Research Council has provided the bulk of our money. We are now back
into EU. And we’ve always had some EU funding coming in and one or two other
sources, little bits of industry funding here and there.

[43:56]

Are there any sort of differences with what you have to do to get – and I guess the sort
of work you can do on sort of UK or EU funding?

EU funding in the ‘90s was always industry led. So there’d always be a prime
contractor that was a company. They’d have an agenda and we’d try and fit our work
around that agenda as best we could while trying to keep a strong research flavour to
it. Many of the projects were led or involved ARM and we were kind of hangers on.
We hung onto ARM’s coattails. And we were relatively small partners in the projects
but for academic research we got useful resources from it. EPSRC funding is in some
sense much simpler because it’s awarded to the university for your research. It
doesn’t have large collaborative overheads, although you can apply for collaborative
EPSRC funding. It’s usually a collaboration with another university or two and is
much easier to manage. The demands on reporting and deliverables in EU projects
are quite stringent. There are reviews at least every year and reports and deliverables
and so on, whereas EPSRC are much more – gives you the resources and then looks
for a report of how you did it at the end. And the sort of – how well you use the
resources is – has a greater influence on your success in getting subsequent funding
but the current funding is not dependent on that. So they have a very lightweight
management system, which reduces the management and administrative overheads to
a near minimum, I would say.

[45:45]

What is the funding actually for? What was your main research interest in this
earlier period at Manchester?
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So in the ‘90s the idea I brought with me was the idea of building clockless systems,
in particular clockless processors. So all the ARM processors we designed at Acorn
had a clock and the clock regimented activity on the chip. But I’d been to a
conference where I’d heard a very interesting talk by Craig Mudge from Austek in
Australia, who was reflecting work Ivan Sutherland had done in the late ‘80s on how
to design robust asynchronous circuits. And I’d started playing with those ideas a bit
at Acorn. When I came to Manchester I decided to actually put resource into those
ideas and try and build things. And we – through the ‘90s we produced a series of
ARM compatible processors that operated without clocks. And ARM was quite
interested in this. In fact ARM effectively paid the university for the rights to the IP
on those. And at one point ARM actually had an asynchronous processor in its
licensable library, it wasn’t one of ours, it was designed by a spinout of Philips that
we collaborated with, but the asynchronous stuff was very interesting and by the end
of the ‘90s we could basically solve any problem we wanted on chip design without
using clocks. We’d got a complete toolkit of solutions. But industry was not
interested. That was the problem with that line of research. And they weren’t
interested because industry is very dependent on the computer tools they use to design
chips and none of those tools supported clockless design properly. And they were not
willing to step outside to use the kind of research tools and approaches we’d
developed and used. We did set up a spinout in 2003 to develop tools for clockless on
chip interconnect, which we thought was one of the most important applications, and
that was Silistix. Silistix attracted quite a good investment, about $13 million in total,
but again it eventually collapsed for lack of revenue in – after about six years of
operation. And the only place the Silistix tools have been used in anger are on our
latest SpiNNaker chips, where all the on chip and interchip interconnection uses
Silistix technology. It’s very effective. But nobody was prepared to risk it and
pYmoney, I think probably because the problems they were having with clock
interconnect were not hurting badly enough yet [laughs].

What is the problem with clock interconnect basically?

Well, the problem with clocks is that they regiment things and in order to regiment
things precisely they have to be very accurately distributed across the chip and that
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takes a lot of power. So clocks sit there humming up and down at – these are – if you
buy your PC you’ll have a two gigahertz Intel whatever processor. The two gigahertz
is that – is the rate at which that clock measure’s oscillating up and down. And you
have to have very powerful buffers to keep the whole chip synchronised at speeds,
like hundreds of megahertz or gigahertz. And that clock’s there all the time so it’s
wasting a lot of power. It’s also synchronising activity, which means that all the little
current spikes line up and generate a lot of electromagnetic interference. So it’s bad
for radio friendliness. Asynchronous circuits kind of produce spread spectrum
interference. They’re much more radio friendly. And they don’t have the clock
circuit so they’re potentially lower power and they can be much more dynamically
adaptable. So there are a lot of technical issues, I mean, and this is an ongoing
technical debate that’s been running for at least twenty years as to the pros and cons.
The killer is still that the design tools don’t give good support for asynchronous
design, so it’s harder to do asynchronous design. And designing any chip is very
hard, okay, so actually making it harder is the last thing people want to do. They have
to have very good motivation to do that.

Briefly, how do you actually make a chip work without a clock? If they’re
regimenting everything.

The way you work without a clock is that everything has to handshake. So when data
goes from A to B, A has to tell B somehow that – here’s some new data, and then B
has to tell A that that data’s been received so that A can start sending the next lot of
data. So it’s – the request acknowledge handshakes at all points. Now you can tell –
A can tell B there’s new data by having a separate signal, or it can actually encode the
data in a way that B can tell when there’s new data because the values on the wires
are recognisably new data. So there’s a whole field of – a whole literature on how to
do this and there are ways to do this entirely robustly, okay. And indeed, as chip
technology – as transistors shrink and chips get more variable and controlling things
gets harder, you know, it may be that going completely asynchronous is the only way
to use the sort of five nanometre chip technology of ten years’ time. But as I say, it’s
a technology that for twenty years has felt like its time was about to come but it’s –
and it still feels like that but it hasn’t come yet.
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[51:35]

So after the turn of the millennium I decided I’d sort of – not lose interest in
asynchronous design but try and find a new challenge. And from about ’98 onwards
I’d been thinking about this issue of what’s required to build effective computer
models of the brain, to try and understand how the brain works. The brain’s a nice
asynchronous system. It has lots of – you know, there are no – there are no clocks
inside your head. There are rhythms, which are a bit clocklike, but they’re self
generated. And basically, if you look at all the brain cells, all the neurons in your
head and see the brain as a kind of asynchronous interaction between them – so one
angle is – we probably understand how to build asynchronous things as well as
anybody on the planet, is that knowledge useful when it comes to trying to see if we
can understand how the brain works, because the brain is an asynchronous system. So
at one level there’s a sort of natural movement there. At another level computer
technology is increasing in performance to the point where we can sensibly talk about
building models of a complete brain. We can’t quite get there yet. The best estimates
of what it will take to build a complete real time model of the human brain are what’s
called exascale computers, computers that do a million million million of everything,
ten to the eighteen operations a second. And those don’t yet exist but we’re only
about two orders of magnitude away now. So I started this project to see if we could
build a machine specially tuned to this problem. It uses lots of asynchronous logic
technology in its implementation. We’re putting a million ARM processors in a
single machine. And with a million ARM cores, a million mobile phone processors,
you can model about one percent of the human brain, or ten whole mice [laughs].

Where does the interest in brains come from?

The interest in brains, I mean, starts with me really and it’s partly because, having
spent twenty years of my life building conventional processors – I mean, the ARM
was unconventional in one sense, in that it picked up this new RISC idea, but
basically it’s conventional in that it’s a Turing machine, it computes a programme by
executing a series of instructions. And seeing these machines improve in performance
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by, you know, factors of a thousand or more – and yet they still struggled to do things
that people find easy. You know, we can program a computer to do face recognition
now but it’s incredibly hard, whereas, you know, babies recognise their mothers very
soon after birth, before, you know, much of the brain’s working at all. They’ve sort
of – somehow they’ve picked up what their mother looks like. I mean, it’s clearly
important to babies, right. This is no accident they can do it. It’s a – but the fact that
it’s so easy for biological brains to do this and so hard for engineered computers – and
even though computers have got so much faster – and they started, you know, doing
things such as beating Gary Kasparov at chess, but when you look at how they do
that, they don’t do it the way other chess players play chess. They play chess in a
completely different way. So they don’t teach us much about how chess players
work. So I began to get frustrated. I could see that you could keep making
conventional computers faster forever and you’d never really get to the bottom of how
you made computers do these interesting sort of, quotes, intelligent tasks. So I started
looking at the problem and looking at what was known about the problem and looking
at where computers might play a role. I mean, clearly understanding the brain is, if
you like, the central job of the neuroscientist and the psychologist and a whole bunch
of other people, it’s not primarily a computer science problem. But I do think
computers can contribute.

[55:54]

When you say you started looking at this, was this sort of looking at the computing
literature or these other fields as well?

It was looking a bit broader than just the computing literature, although I did find the
neuroscience literature very hard to read because it’s full of big biochemical words
that conveyed no meaning to me. But I started in a computer sciency way. So I
started looking at associative memories. I mentioned earlier, we used an associative
memory, a content addressable memory, on the memory controller. I’ve used digital
associative memories in lots of places. I like them, they’re good fun, but they’re very
brittle. So the digital associative memories we used on the memory controller, you
store data in them. If you give them exactly the right inputs they give you exactly the
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right outputs and if you give them an input which has anything wrong at all, they give
you nothing, okay. So they have this sort of cliff from working perfectly on perfect
inputs to not working at all on any slight imperfection. And that struck me as a big
difference between how they work and how biological systems work. Biological
systems are very good at filling in gaps. You know, when you look around the room
you imagine you’re seeing everything in front of you in the room but actually most of
it is being made up. You see very little of it. Most of it is just your brain filling in
gaps for you. And we – I mean, this is the source of quite a lot of illusions, you know.
If you’re walking on a dark badly lit night and you start imagining you’re seeing
things, only when you get closer do you realise that what you’re seeing is completely
different from what you thought you were seeing ,’cause your brain had sort of filled
in a whole lot of the picture in a very convincing way but completely incorrectly, as it
happens, because it was extrapolating too much from the real evidence. But that
doesn’t make the sense of that image any less compelling. So I had an opportunity, a
very specific opportunity, to bid for a grant, which was called a Realising Our
Potential Award, which was a particular sort of little EPSRC grant that was designed
to reward people who’d attracted industrial investment, in this particular case it was
money ARM was paying for the asynchronous ARM IP, the Amulet IP. But the
condition of this award was you had to bid to do something new. So you had to
propose a line of research which was outside your current field. And so I proposed a
line of research which was looking at inexact associative memories, in other words
computer associative memories that would have a slightly softer behaviour if the
inputs weren’t quite right. And with that small grant we started a line of work. We
looked into this and it just seemed that everything we did to try and make an
associative memory with soft behaviours – every way we looked at this, we ended up
reinventing neural networks, okay. It was a kind of all roads lead to neural networks
kind of approach. And then I discovered a book by Pentti Kanerva on sparse
distributed memories, which is very much a neural inspired book on how to build
basically associative memories that have soft characteristics, that if you give them
approximately the right input they will give you often exactly the right output but if
not then approximately the right output. And I got intrigued by those sparse
distributed memories and we did a bit of work on variants of that and published a
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couple of quite decent journal papers on more cost effective ways to build sparse
distributed memories than Kanerva’s original idea.

[59:50]

And then I got to think, well, how can we generalise this, what’s the core problem of
all of this. And the core problem seems to be that we can build artificial neural
networks to do fairly sort of straightforward functions but we can’t – we can’t build
networks that even approximate what the brain does because we just don’t understand
the brain, okay. So here’s the core problem. We don’t understand the brain so we
can’t build systems based on how the brain works. So why not look at what we can
pull together by way of technology to see if we can contribute to this, you know,
grand scientific challenge of understanding how the brain works. Often when we
think of where the frontiers of science are, you know, we’re drawn to the very small,
large Hadron colliders and the like, which attract phenomenal amounts of money.
You know, it’s a very large lump of money being used to find a very small particle.
Or we think of radio astronomy and the square kilometre array, you know, so the
unimaginably big universe or the unimaginably small fundamental particle. But
actually the brain is – you know, it’s human size. You could hold it in your hands and
sit and look at it. And there’s this human sized thing that we all depend on and we
still fundamentally don’t know how it works. So it seems to me that this is at least as
important a scientific quest as Higgs Bosons or the origins of the universe. It’s how
do we humans work. So I – you know, basically that’s what’s motivated a lot of my
research for the last decade is thinking about how to build a machine that can – that in
some sense works the way the brain works and therefore can be used to help
understand. I say works the way the brain works, of course we have far from
complete knowledge of how the brain works, so it works the way the brain works to
the extent that we know how the brain works. It allows us to build computations,
which are composed of very large numbers of very small processes – very small
processes, very simple things. For example, models of neurons that interact by
sending electronic signals to each other every so often. Neurons communicate
principally by going ping every so often, okay. They don’t send continuous signals.
When a neuron gets sufficiently excited it goes ping or ping-ping-ping or something,
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and that ping is sent down biological wires to neurons that it connects to and they hear
this ping-ping-ping and that’s part of their input. And when the combination of pings
that comes in seems sufficiently interesting to them, they go ping in response and sort
of everything we think, all our thoughts, somehow are composed of these patterns of
pings in ways that we just don’t understand.

[1:02:50]

If one was visualising just what this computer would actually look like, you know, the
sort of internal structure of it compared to a desktop PC or [inaud] machine
architecture, whatever it’s – could you sort of just, I guess, talk me through what the
schematic looks like.

Yes. So we often draw the picture of the big SpiNNaker machine as a doughnut
shape, a toroid, and the toroid is covered in little dots and these dots are joined to their
six neighbours on the surface of the toroid by lines. So in effect what we have is a
system made of a very large number of processing nodes. And the machine isn’t
physically toroidal. For manufacturing convenience it’s made on circuit boards and
the circuit boards are mounted in racks and they’re connected with cables. But if you
pulled all the cards out and sort of inflated it, it would inflate to a toroid because
basically it’s a two dimensional sheet of nodes that connect to their six neighbours but
the left hand end connects to the right hand end so it wraps round that way, and the
top connects to the bottom so it wraps round that way. And topologically, if you have
a two dimensional sheet with periodic boundaries, it’s equivalent to a toroid. So we
like drawing the doughnut picture. Each of these nodes contains two chips, one that
we designed very laboriously. It took us five years to design and about forty man
years of design effort. And that chip contains eighteen ARM processor cores, so
eighteen mobile phone processors. And the second chip in there is just an off the
shelf big memory chip that stores lots of information about the nature of the
connections. And those two chips are packaged in a single little plastic package, less
than a watt, you remember the story, and they’re put on circuit boards with – the
circuit board has forty-eight of these nodes. Again, this is – the eighteen processors,
the forty-eight nodes is a manufacturing convenience, it’s not a magic number. And
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the boards then connect to their six neighbours at the next level to produce this very
large two dimensional sheet with the ends folded round. So if you look at the circuit
board, basically what you see is a circuit board about the size of an A4 sheet of paper
with forty-eight identical packages on, all with nice little SpiNNaker logos, and a few
other chips around the side that keep the thing going. That’s what it looks like. And
these would be mounted in racks that’ll be in cabinets in the machine room and the
full million processor machine will occupy about ten machine room cabinets. So it’s
quite a big machine. It’ll also consume – despite being engineered for the minimum
possible power use, it’ll still consume about a hundred kilowatts altogether when it’s
running fast. So again, this is about the best we know how to build a computer today
and it’s modelling about one percent of your brain and your brain runs on about
fifteen, twenty watts.

[1:05:58]

I’m interested in sort of what the sort of hope for this actually is at the end. Is it to
find a new way of building computers, new models of processors, how they might fit
together, or is it to learn about the brain or is it both?

It’s both. So my standard slide set has a slide with, you know, the two headline
research questions, where question one is, can we use the ever increasing performance
of parallel computers to accelerate our understanding of the brain, okay. So can we
use the computer to understand the biology. And then the second question is, as that
understanding increases, can we use that to work out how to build better computers.
So can we take our accelerating understanding of what the brain does and go back and
solve some of the problems – there are quite big problems facing computers over the
next ten years. As we continue to shrink transistors, they do get less predictable, less
reliable. And, you know, the brain is very good at coping with component failure.
Through adult life you lose an average of about a neuron a second and yet the brain
keeps working because the neuron a second is no problem. It’s only one or two
percent over the useful life of your brain. If you start losing twenty or thirty percent
you have a problem, right, that’s serious, but one or two percent is fine. We have no
idea how to build computers that will keep working if one or two percent of the
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transistors fail. And yet we are moving into an era where the technology is getting
less reliable and that kind of failure rate will have to be coped with, so maybe the
brain has something to tell us about how to build such machines. The other big
change in computers was about ten years ago. Up to ten years ago most computers
just had a single processor running a single programme. About ten years ago all the
manufacturers threw in the towel on making computers like that go faster and started
selling new multicore chips with dual cores and quad cores and eight cores and so on.
So parallelism is now here to stay. It’s the only way forward, but it’s also a holy grail
of computer science. We do not know in general how to program parallel machines.
And yet again, the brain is a hugely parallel machine so it may be there’s something
we can learn from how biology organises its parallel processes that will help us
understand how to design and program parallel computers.

[1:08:20]

Do you have much link with, I guess, people in medical fields, other branches of
science, in this or is it still mainly a computer science?

Oh no, it’s a very interdisciplinary activity. Even within my group here I have – one
of my PhD students who’s about to finish, his Masters degree was in psychology from
Rome. We have an active funded collaboration with our psychologists here in the
university. We – our main project has collaborators in neuroscience, so we have a
neuroscientist in Southampton who’s a member of the project team. And some of the
collaborations we’re looking to build in the future – now that we have working
machines of course we’re more interesting to the scientists, we’ll increasingly be
collaborating with neuroscientists. Of course there is a breed of neuroscientist that’s
called a computational neuroscientist. It’s a neuroscientist who does a lot of their
work on computers already, who are particularly well suited to working with the
SpiNNaker machine. But that’s not to say that we don’t want communication with
wet neuroscientists as well because, you know, they are closest to the biological truth.
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I guess one of the things I’m interested in is once you’ve – as you have got these
machines now, what do you actually do with them? What sort of programs, if that’s
the right word, are you running on them?

Well, a lot of what we’re doing right now is still getting the bugs out of the hardware
and the software. And they’re still not working perfectly on a large scale. But we’re
very close now. We’ve finally tracked down, you know, the elusive last bug, as they
say. But in terms of what the students are doing, they’re building models of – usually
biologically based models of neural networks, sometimes to build robot controllers.
So one of my students has quite a complex network that uses about 700 processors on
a big card that gives a robot sort of a sense of position. It uses what are called phase
encoded hippocampal place cells to know where it is in space. And this is very
biologically modelled. The hippocampus has a theta rhythm and the animal’s position
in space is recorded by the firing of neurons relative to this rhythm. It has a basal
ganglia which does action selection. In other words, it decides – you know, it has a
number of interests in going to different places and the basal ganglia has to make sure
it only tries to go to one at once. And we will then – we don’t have on this model at
the moment but we will be building sort of a vision capability into this. So the sort of
building animal like brains that run on robots so we can explore their behaviour.
There’s building less robotic models of bits of brain. So there’s an active group in life
sciences here that is very focused on rat barrel cortex modelling. And the rat barrel
cortex is where the inputs from the rat’s whiskers arrive in the cortex. And it’s very
well documented that you can map whisker to region. And there’s quite a chunk of
brain for each whisker. And rats are incredibly sensitive. They can tell a lot about
what they’re touching with their whiskers from the dynamics. As they move the
whisker across the surface, they get the vibrations, the frequencies, the amplitudes and
so on and they can – you know, I believe a rat can tell you what grade of sandpaper its
whisker is stroking down to a fairly high accuracy. So we’re trying to build models of
that in collaboration with the neuroscientists.

What sort of media reactions do you get to this sort of work?
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There’s been quite a lot of media interest. So we’ve had a cover article in IEEE
Spectrum, which is a – IEEE members’ magazine goes out to their 375,000 members
worldwide. We had an article in that. I’ve written an article for the BBC Tech Lab,
which is an online set of science pages. Last year we did some filming for a
Discovery Channel – well, Discovery Science Channel programme, which I think has
been broadcast in the States but I’m not sure it’s been broadcast here yet, which is a
Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman. So the filming here and then we’ve
got the voice of god voiceover somewhere in Los Angeles saying sort of slightly
strange things. Well, we had no control over what the voiceover said we were doing,
you see, ‘cause that was all done after the event. But there was a – it was an
interesting programme. The complete programme is called Who Do You Think You
Are and it was about sense of personality. The suggestion that SpiNNaker can really
tell you much about that is probably a little bit ahead of where we are. But the
programme’s built into sort of roughly six minute sessions on a number of topics and
we were one of those six minute sessions. One of the exciting things for that filming
was they had it in their heads that they wanted – because neurons are like a sort of
colony of brain cells, they wanted the termite mound in the background. You really,
really aren’t allowed to bring termites into the UK, so – but we found that over the
road in the Manchester Museum there was a reptile cage which had an artificial
termite mound. So they kindly removed the reptiles but not the locusts that were in
there as reptile food and we sat in this cage for about an hour taking these shots of me
holding something that was going to be added by CGI later, in this uncomfortable
cage. And in the end they used none of this footage [laughs].

[1:14:35]

I’m interested in sort of modelling the brain, in particular sort of thinking back over
the history of computing. Obviously the earlier attention was this idea of, oh, you’re
building electronic brains and do machines think. Do you think the work you’re
doing now will actually bring us to a point where we will have machines that think or
perhaps are alive in some sense?
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Well, we don’t know because we don’t really know what the question means. This
year of course has been the centenary of Turing’s birth and while he was in
Manchester in his last few years of life a lot of his work focused on his biological
work on morphogenesis, you know, how the leopard got its spots and so on. But he
also published one of his most famous papers while he was in Manchester, which was
– I think the title was Computing and Intelligence, or Computers and Intelligence, or
something. And he started off by posing the question, can machines think. And then
he very quickly said, well, this question’s not well posed and he turned it into what he
called the imitation game that we now all know as the Turing Test. So if you have a
kind of double blind test where you’re talking to an entity in one room and an entity in
another room and can – and one’s a computer and one’s a human, can you tell which
is which. And Turing I think was pretty sure that by the end of the twentieth century
there would be machines that passed this test. He was very, erm, far sighted in some
respects. He was confident that by the end of the twentieth century computers would
have a gigabyte of memory, which, when you consider that he came to Manchester to
work on the Baby, which had 128 bytes of memory, it took quite a lot of imagination.
But in one other dimension he was much less far sighted. His view was that all this
issue of intelligence – that the Baby itself was perfectly fast enough. You needed
bigger memories but you didn’t need a faster machine. Now of course Baby would
run at about 1,000 instructions per second, just under. By the end of the century
machines were enormously faster and had the size of memory he anticipated and were
beating Garry Kasparov at chess, but they still could not pass the Turing Test. And he
would have been surprised at that, I think, particularly had he realised just how much
progress would be made in the speed and performance, that that problem that he posed
turned out so hard. And I think a lot of the issue is that we still don’t really
understand what’s behind natural intelligence. Now, will SpiNNaker solve this
problem? Well, it won’t solve it on its own, okay. It’s a platform that can be used to
test hypotheses. So really answering the question as to what natural intelligence is
about requires somebody to come up with the right hypothesis. The world’s fairly
rich with hypotheses in this space. So Jeff Hawkins, who was the chief executive of
Palm Pilot and Handspring, has always been interested in this question and wrote a
book entitled On Intelligence. And he’s fairly convinced he’s found the key but he
hasn’t carried everybody into his theories yet. And his theories – I mean, I don’t think
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his theories are complete – I don’t think they’re wrong but I don’t think they’re
complete either. I don’t think – I think they’re the truth but not the whole truth, as it
were. So what’s required are theories and ways of testing theories and our hope for
SpiNNaker is that it falls into the second category. It’s a way of testing theories. And
of course if there are effective platform for testing theories, it’s – that’s motivation for
people to come up with more theories.

[1:18:35]

Could you briefly just define a few terms you mentioned in passing that I haven’t
wanted to pick on for risk of destroying the flow; just what does SpiNNaker actually
mean?

Okay, so SpiNNaker is the name of this parallel machine we’re building for brain
modelling. It’s … Naming projects is always an interesting exercise. But SpiNNaker
is a fairly sort of crude contraption of spiking neural network architecture. So it’s not
quite an acronym. And to emphasise the fact that it’s not talking about sailing, we – I
always write it with two capital Ns in the middle, which – lots of people recognise
two Ns as being an acronym for neural network. So it’s spiked neural network
architecture. It’s just the name.

And briefly, I mean, what is neural network in this context?

So a neural network is … Is a collection of components, to some degree based on
biology, but some neural networks are quite abstract and some are quite biologically
faithful. But the key idea is that each of these components, each of these neurons, has
an internal process and depending on the state of that process it sends communications
to other neurons that it’s connected to. Now the network can be an arbitrary set of
connections. So Francesco’s hippocampal place cell basal ganglia model has several
thousand neurons in it and they’re connected in very particular ways, depending on
their function. And so the network’s defined by the function of each of the neuron
nodes, which can all be the same or may be different in different places, and the way
they’re connected to each other. And, you know, basically, if you pull the brain apart
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what you find is lots of brain cells with very specific connectivity at the global level.
You know, so bits of brain project to other bits of brain. The neuron is – all cells in
the body interact with neighbours. The unusual thing about neurons is that they
actually choose their neighbours, so they grow projections to connect with a different
set of neighbours. And it’s clear that a lot of the core structure of the brain is
programmed in our DNA, okay. So as the brain develops it goes through all sorts of
transformations of shape and form and connections are made at different times in
development and then those connections retain and get stretched and grow longer as
the brain reshapes. The way it’s formed is extremely complex. But most of the
coarse connectivity, the region to region connectivity, is the same in every human
brain and therefore is a result of DNA. Locally there isn’t enough information in
DNA to programme every connection in the brain. So locally the best guess is that
the bunch of neurons here project to that bunch over there and then make connections
in a kind of random statistical way. They connect to neurons over there they happen
to be near to. But then of course when you turn it on and it starts processing inputs,
those connections then all adjust and the thing self tunes to do a better job. But the
gross connectivity, the long range connections, are very carefully structured to
perform the function, whatever that function might be. And clearly the brain is
primarily a control system for the body and its role is to keep the body alive and, you
know, take the sensory input from the eyes and ears and touch and so on and generate
the motor control outputs to give the animal the maximum chance of survival.

[1:22:50]

I guess that really brings us up more or less to the present day. But I was wondering
– in terms of your recent interests at least. But I was wondering about the sort of
work that’s involved in actually involved in developing SpiNNaker. What sort of
things are you actually doing on a day to day basis towards this?

So the project has gone through – goes through phases. There was the early
conceptual phase of deciding what to build, which is usually done sort of in meetings
and writing design documents and drawing on whiteboards and so on. Then the chip
design itself, which was a very big part of the job that took us from – well, we started
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in earnest in 2006 and it took five years to complete the design. We had a test chip
part way through. And that’s really, erm, done by the team. So several people are
involved in this, driving big design tools. They’re much more expert with the tools. I
mean, there are tools they use I’ve never used. I know in principle what’s going on
most of the time in most places but I have some very experienced staff actually doing
the work and then my job is to ask them how they’re going on and make the tea, and
if we hit problems then try and get people together to talk about potential solutions.
Eventually you get to the big day, which is called tape out – and again I think we’ve
discussed this before, no tapes are involved in tape out these days. But really at the
point that you tape out you’re – it’s a huge commitment because there’s no going back
at that point, right. The chip then goes through a manufacturing process, which takes
several months, and you get silicon back. And if it doesn’t work you’re in a mess.
It’s very expensive and time consuming to go around the loop again. So people are
extremely cautious when it comes to committing tape out, but they’ve got to commit
eventually otherwise you never make anything. And getting people – getting the team
to the state where they say, well actually, we can’t think of anything else we can test,
right. We think we’ve tested everything we know how to test. Then generally they
will say, okay, we’re ready to go. When the silicon comes back you have to build
circuit boards so there’s still more engineering to do but you then want to start
programming these things and checking them out, testing that they work. And today
we are still debugging the hardware. The hardware is still not at the level of reliability
we need to build the bigger machines. I’m very keen that we get these bugs sorted by
Christmas. Now of course what we now have is a complex hardware software
system, so you’re never quite sure if the software is performing slightly unreliably.
And we mean, you know, if you run these processors and they’re running 100 million
instructions a second and if you run it for two days, a few of them crash, right. So
these are not common failures. These are failures that are quite hard to identify and
generate and nail down. But you know – but, you know, is a software bug or is it a
hardware bug? What’s going wrong? These are quite hard things to get to the bottom
of. But I’m now reasonably optimistic that when we close for Christmas we’ll at least
have a pretty solid diagnosis of the major contributors to the problem. And once
you’ve diagnosed it, fixing it is usually quite straightforward. And the good news is it
– we’re fairly confident – well, ninety percent confident now it’s not a problem on the
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chip itself, okay. So the silicon is good. It’s the board and the software we’re got to
tweak a bit to get the reliability right.

[1:26:55]

How big is the team behind this? Who’s in it, for that matter?

Erm, the team that I’ve got now is – when we all get together I think we’re about
fifteen people. On the academic side, I lead it. Jim Garside, who’s a senior lecturer,
has contributed a lot to hardware design. He’s very interested in hardware. He’s not
very interested in neural networks so he’s – but he’s made huge contributions to the
hardware. Viv Woods is a retired – well, is an academic who’s tried retiring but still
comes back three days a week and does a lot of the administrative and organisational
side of the groups. He’s still interested in what we’re doing. Dave Lesterr is a
lecturer who’s more on the software and verification side and is interested in neural
networks. So that’s the academic team. We’ve had input from one or two other
academics on the parallel system architecture. The core work is done by a bunch of
post docs. Some of those – Steve Temple is a research fellow who joined me in ’93,
okay, so he’s been working on a series of projects for almost twenty years. And
pretty much every chip we’ve successfully got out of the door – he’s been
instrumental in the final stages and nailing all the – all the complexity of the things
you have to get together and focus. And he did actually work at ARM before he came
here. He was on ARM’s staff in the very early years. Luis Plana’s been here best part
of ten years on chip design. Eustace Painkras is an Indian lady who joined at the
beginning of this project in 2006 and came with a huge amount of chip design
experience, which has been immensely valuable, which is – while she’s been here as a
post doc she’s also been a PhD student and has just submitted her thesis, or is
submitting it today, I think. And so that’s – and then Simon Davidson next door is a
research fellow who’s also been with us about five or six years. We have a couple of
students who’ve submitted and become post docs, Cameron Patterson and Sergio
Davies. Alex Rast has been with us quite a long time. And then there’s a bunch of
PhD students – in fact we’re on our second wave. The first wave mainly worked on
the hardware aspects of the ARM chip interconnect or details of the design. And they
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were Yebin Shi, Jian Wu and Shufan Yang. They graduated a year or two ago and
have all moved on to jobs elsewhere. And the current wave have all come in much
more to work with the chips as opposed to on the chips, ‘cause we’ve had the test
chips now for two or three years so we’ve had some working silicon for some time.
And I’ve mentioned Francesco Galluppi. He’s a – came from a psychology Masters
in Rome. Sergio was a PhD student, as was Cameron. Martin Grymel is a German
student who worked on aspects of the DMA system and has in fact been working on
fundamental mathematics of error corrections since then. He’s just submitted. Who
have I forgotten …? That’s – oh, Alex Rast has done his PhD while he’s been with us
as a post doc. Erm, yeah. Tom Sharpe is one of our own undergraduates who’s come
through Masters and is towards the end of his PhD. He’s a case student and has spent
time working at ARM during his PhD. And has actually got himself a post doc
position when he’s finished at a neuroscience lab in Japan. So he’s very keen to Japan
and that’s all come out well. Erm … Oh dear. Evangelos is a new student, yeah. So
we have another – we have some more students about to join the group, so …

[1:31:22]

How important are actually PhD students’ research in this?

PhD – well, PhD students have made big contributions across the board. But of
course it’s also a contribution of the project, that people earn their PhDs working on
it. So it works both ways. I tend to – when I have a funded research project I tend to
plan on the core work being done by fulltime post docs. And then PhD students can
add value. And sometimes they contribute to the core, so in the chip design there are
some PhD in the design of the chip itself, but often they add value by looking a bit
deeper into something, where if the post docs were doing it they’d just have to get it
done and move on. The PhD student can afford to think about it a bit longer, play
with it a bit more and hopefully, you know, add a bit of research value, get some
papers out of it and so on. So … PhD students naturally start with much less
experience than the post docs. It builds up as they go through. Generally I sort of
expect – you know, I equate one PhD year to be about half of a post doc year in terms
of what you can get by way of substantive output to the engineering side.
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[1:33:00]

What do you actually have to do to run a research group like this yourself?

Erm … what do you do to run it? Well, so my role in this is firstly in the proposal
writing and bringing the money in in the first place, without which none of this would
happen. And then we have fortnightly project meetings, where we get everybody
together, try and get somebody to present something interesting, but talk about
problems with the project as it goes forward. I meet the post docs informally. I meet
most mornings when I’m in the office. I go up and check on progress and see what
the problems are. But they’ve very capable. I mean, you know, they – Steve Temple
interfaces with the people who are doing the test production. I – you know, things
don’t have to flow through me. If things have to flow through me they go much
slower. So the post docs have got a lot of experience and they do quite a lot of the
external interfacing directly. The PhD students, I meet individually for some PhD
supervisions every other week with the project meetings, the week in between. So it’s
lots of meeting people and talking to them. The post docs, of course, they are
employed to deliver the project goals. PhD students are not employees and their
priorities are split between contributing to the project and delivering their thesis and
the things that are required to succeed in the PhD time. So with PhD students you
always have to be careful that – we can’t – whilst being a member of a large project
with a big team has its merits and therefore you can justify them putting some effort
into the pool, as it were, you’ve always got to keep an eye on the fact that ultimately
they have to deliver their individual thesis. And as they go through, the priority sort
of gently shifts from contributing to the project to getting their thesis out, doing work
that contributes to that. At the moment this is – this all runs very successfully because
all my students are now submitting theses where at the beginning they can list sort of
ten or a dozen papers that they’ve contributed to in the course of their work. And two
or three of those, they’ll be first author. A lot they’ll be co-author. But this always
looks good because the first thing an examiner has to say about a PhD thesis is, does
this thesis contain work of publishable quality, and if it’s been published in a
respectable place then that question is pretty much answered before they start reading.
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And all the students that are submitting now are coming through with a pretty decent
set of publications.

Is there much pressure on you personally to get publishing and publish yourself over
this period at the university?

There’s always pressure on academics to publish. But I mean, in a sense I don’t feel
the pressure particularly because it’s kind of all happening, right. So the major
pressure on academics is what’s called – now called REF, the Research Excellence
Framework, where at the end of 2014 all universities have to make a submission and
each academic has to return four outputs, which normally means papers. And they are
then assessed. As it happens for REF 2014 I’m chair of the assessment panel for
computer science and informatics, so – but that doesn’t give me any easier a ride
when it comes to making sure that I’m covered for publications. But the SpiNNaker
project has been so productive that actually identifying four good papers with my
name on just isn’t a problem. And I still get involved in writing, I don’t simply ride
on the back of other people’s writing efforts. So on our papers – you know, usually
the first named author has done a lot of the writing – not all the writing but a lot of the
writing and general planning of the paper. And there are several papers out there
where I’m the first author. Yeah, so I – there’s no shortage of evidence of
contribution at that level.

[1:37:29]

Do you have any other, I guess, outside duties, like committees, that sort of –

Oh yeah, I sometimes reckon I spend about half my life on external voluntary activity
of one sort or another. So one of the major things – I mean, the REF work has been
moderately time consuming. It will be very time consuming in the first half of 2014
and then it’ll largely be done. But I also chaired a Royal Society study of computing
in schools, which was looking at perceived problems with the old ICT curriculum.
And that occupied a reasonable amount of time, mainly in 2011. We published the
report in January 2012 and it’s been – it’s contributed to quite a lot of movement. So,
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you know, the government – two days before we published the report Michael Gove
announced that they were dropping the ICT curriculum, scrapping it, but ICT remains
a compulsory subject in the core curriculum but there’s no longer any definition of
what it is. That’s still going on and still takes some of my time.

What’s your sort of key overall finding on the way ICT is taught in school there?

Well, the key overall finding was that a lot of schools’ ICT was very demotivating to
the pupils – not all of it, there are a good number of very positive examples but the
bulk of ICT teaching – it was being treated very much as a low status subject. You
know, it was being taught by the geography teacher in their spare time or whatever.
And even that’s not always a bad thing, if a geography teacher knows what they’re
doing it can be a good thing, but in general the status of the subject was poor. Heads
were not taking appointments of ICT teachers too seriously and a lot of pupils were
spending far too much time doing repetitive work with, you know, Office
applications. Now being able to use Office applications is of course important. There
should be some exposure. But doing it over and over again and producing lots of
reports full of screenshots was just driving people round the bend. So we came up
with a very strong recommendation that the subject should be disaggregated into three
distinct areas. The digital literacy, which is basic familiarity with technology, which
we think should continue to be compulsory for everybody because wherever you go in
the modern world you’re faced with mobile phones, laptops, computers and so on.
But then it should be recognised that there are rigorous academic disciplines of
computer science, which is more about how the thing works than how you use it, and
information technology, which is how the things are used in business and commerce
and so on, and these should be set up as proper subjects. And digital literacy should
include flavours of both of these so that when the pupils came to the point where they
had to take a decision whether or not to do computer science or IT, they had some
background upon which to base that decision. And so we like to see things like
programming coming in at quite an early stage. You can do programming at primary
schools with things that don’t look like programming. I mean, Scratch is an MIT
software development product, which is actually all graphical. You move things
around and you can build little control loops graphically, and you can do that with
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primary school kids. Now the Royal Society’s report was not a lone voice. So back
in 2011 we had the Eric Schmidt MacTaggart lecture, which seemed to have pricked
up the government’s ears, having a senior US businessman criticise UK computing
education. It seemed to have at least as much influence on the government as any
number of worthy careful studies. And then there was the Livingstone Hope report,
sponsored by NESTA, which came from the angle of the computer games industry.
Basically we were all saying the same thing. And so government is taking action and
it’s still not quite clear where it’s all going to end up. And they talk a lot about
wanting more computer programming in schools, but computer programming is not
the whole story. You know, Raspberry Pi has emerged in a very timely fashion and
generated lots of excitement, which is really great because it’s – the Raspberry Pi
buzz is kind of the first time I felt an echo of the buzz that the BBC Micro generated
in the early ‘80s. And there’s no doubt that the BBC Micro basically encouraged a
generation to go into computing, to look at computer programming. Any number of
people still say, you know, the BBC Micro set the direction of my career. If
Raspberry Pi can do the same again then it would be great.

[1:42:40]

How do you feel about the way the BBC Micro is seen now, portrayed?

Seen now in …?

How it is portrayed now.

Well, I think – my impression is that it’s remembered very fondly and very positively.
And I think – it’s easy to forget that it emerged in an environment where there were
lots and lots of alternatives. And of course, in some sense in terms of home
computing, Sinclair had certainly a bigger market, a greater penetration. But it’s still
the case that people who wanted to program didn’t find the Sinclair products anything
like as good a platform as the BBC Micro. So in terms of introducing computers into
schools, the Beeb was extremely robust. It would take ten years of hammering by
kids, because the keyboard was seriously over engineered, but also it was a very
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programmable machine. You could do – control things with it easily, you could do all
sorts of stuff easily. And it really did seem to bring a lot of people into the subject in
a very timely way. And since the turn of the century, when ICT in schools has
become more about Office applications and basic ICT skills, we’ve lost some of that.
And lots of people have said, you know, what we want is the kind of environment the
BBC Micro created in the ‘80s, we need something more like that again. And, you
know, Raspberry Pi is off to a good start in creating that buzz again, so I wish it every
success.

[1:44:20]

Other than that Royal Society committee, are there any other outside activities that
involve your time?

Erm … well, there’s – I seem to go to London every week or two for something. So I
mean, I’m a member of several professional bodies and the extent to which they call
on my time is variable, but – so I’m a fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering,
the Royal Society, the British Computer Society, the Institution of Engineering and
Technology and the IEEE. And all of those societies rely on volunteers to deliver
most of their services. I was vice president of the BCS for three years and that was
quite demanding. That was trips to London once or twice a month.

For what sort of things?

Meetings of the Learned Society and Knowledge Services Board. The company that
they run collectively with the Oxford University Press that produces the Computer
Journal, you know, I was involved in that. The trust – as a VP you’re also a trustee so
the trustee boards and so on. So that was quite intense for the three years I was on
that. I was also on the sort of membership panels of the Royal Academy of
Engineering and the Royal Society at the time. Erm … oh, I’m sure I still have some
things I’m doing … At the moment there’s a lot of interest in presenting the
electronics industry in a more focused way to government. So NMI, the National
Microelectronics Institute, approached Mark Prisk when he was in BIS to talk about
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the electronics industry and he invited them to generate a report, which was supposed
to come out last month but apparently has been put off for a little while, the ECSO
report, or ESCO. The electronics industry is still a difficult thing for government to
relate to because it comprises very large numbers of very small companies. It doesn’t
have the big industry focus. I mean, ARM is one of the biggest. And ARM isn’t very
big. I mean, ARM is 2,000 employees worldwide, so … So getting the government to
see this industry, which now underpins pretty much everything that happens in the
world, right, is a challenge. Of course the report takes such a time to write that Mark
Prisk has in the meantime moved on, but … [Laughs]

[1:47:15]

Have you won many awards for your work?

Awards? Yeah. Oh no, I have no complaints about the extent to which my work has
been – attracted recognition. So I was given a Royal Academy of Engineering silver
medal back in about 2003, I think. I was awarded the IET Faraday Medal, which is
their highest accolade, I think. I … I was a Millennium Technology Prize Laureate.
That’s – the Technology Academy of Finland has this thing, which they like to think
is like the Nobel Prize for technology, and I was one of the three finalists. I didn’t get
the big prize but I was a laureate. Spent a very nice week in Finland. Had dinner next
to the President of Finland, went to some very grand ceremonies at the Opera House.
And of course I have a CBE, which was given me by Prince Charles in 2008. On that
day the Queen was in Manchester, I believe [laughs].

Are there any that mean more to you than others? Or any one that you would
highlight as being – happy with that?

I’m – no, I’m happy with all of them. I mean, this year I was made a fellow of the
Computer History Museum in Mountain View in the States. I mean, that’s – because
that’s kind of international recognition. Well, so was the Millennium Technology
Prize. No, I don’t think I’m going to pick any favourites here. I think that would –
I’m very grateful for all the recognition I’ve had. And some of it has – you know, has
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translated into useful research support. So I had a Royal Society Wolfson Research
Merit Award. A lot of these awards of course hark back to ancient history. They hark
back to BBC Micros and ARM processors. It still takes twenty years for some new
technology development to really sort of get to the point where its impact is clear. So
…

What do you enjoy about your work now at the university?

The university is a strange environment, sometimes frustrating because the sort of –
the administrative processes are so formalised. But I guess that’s partly a symptom of
it being a very large institution. But at the sort of individual level, in terms of what I
do research on, in a sense nobody cares, okay. And I mean that in a kind of good
way. So provided I can bring the money in and decent papers go out and the students
get their PhDs and so on, the actual content of the research is entirely of my own
choosing. So if, you know, as I did ten years ago, I decide that it might be
entertaining to try and build a machine for brain modelling purposes, I can just go and
do it. And this kind of freedom just isn’t possible in a company. You know, we were
given a lot of rope in Acorn in the early days but everything clearly had to be focused
on the company’s business opportunities. And as the company became tighter, under
tighter financial control, then scope for doing interesting things became limited. And
the university’s completely reversed that by – I went from effectively PhD and
research fellow into industry and I found the sort of focus of the commercial life
actually quite refreshing. I’d begun to find it quite difficult to work out what to do as
a research fellow. But after some nearly ten years at Acorn I had lots of things I
wanted to do and since then I’ve had no trouble finding ideas and directions for
research. In fact the number of things that are sort of sitting there waiting to be done
greatly exceeds capacity to do them. But yes, so it’s the – it’s the self determination
in the job that I think is the real rewards, and the fact that it’s always highly
networked. So the set of contacts that I have in this area is global, okay, which is not
to – I don’t particularly enjoy travel. I travel too much. And it’s usually stupidly
short trips, you know. So the weekend before last I went to San Francisco for a day. I
flew out on the Friday and back on the Sunday.
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Why just for a day?

Well, because I – there was a workshop I needed to get to and my time was
constrained either side so I could just fit it in. You know, that’s not really how I want
to spend a weekend, sitting on aeroplanes. And I’ve had half a dozen trips of sort of –
long distance one day trips this year, to South Korea and Japan and the States and so
on. But they’re a kind of symptom of the way that – of the global connectively that
comes with this kind of job. And the connectivity is very positive and most of the
time the network can be sustained by electronic means. So most of the time it doesn’t
require travel. The travel is a downside. I mean, some people who don’t get any
travel with work are probably deeply jealous but – a little travel is a good thing but a
lot of travel, particularly for very short periods, becomes very wearing.

I guess that brings us pretty much up to the present day, doesn’t it, unless I’ve missed
anything huge in the past sessions.

Well … [Laughs] No, you know, I’m approaching sixty.

[1:53:30]

Do you think you’ll be one of those people who does retire or carries on forever?

I don’t know. I mean, I’ve just actually been awarded a couple of very nice large five
year grants to – so in some sense the next five years is settled and I don’t need to
worry beyond that. I mean, I think – you know, academics in my kind of position
sometimes never – I mean, notionally you retire at some point. Compulsory
retirement at sixty-five has now gone. Whether I actually stay fulltime beyond sixtyfive will depend on a lot of issues, not least my health at that point, I think. You
know, fortunately, whilst I have a number of underlying irritating medical conditions,
I have nothing that’s significantly disruptive. But, you know, if that continues then I
may stay in work or I may slow down. But, as I say, having – the next five years
having taken shape, I’m not going to worry about that for a bit.
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I guess my last question then is really how you’ve found doing this series of interviews
and I guess the idea of the project as a whole, which is a lot of series of interviews, a
lot of different people. How has it been for you on the other side of the table?

Well, it’s been fairly easy just chatting to you and answering questions as asked. It’s
been pretty relaxed because I think the thing’s designed to give a lot of space. I don’t
know what I missed that might have been useful but there’s been plenty of time to get
most things in. When I read the transcript I’ll see what I regret having said [laughs].
I’m not quite sure what that’ll be. But, erm, no, I mean, it – you know, it’s been – the
arrangements have been flexible and it’s been a relaxed process. So I hope it’ll prove
useful to somebody sometime.

I think so. Thank you very much.

Okay.

That’s done.

[End of Transcript]
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